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Abstract
In recent years, atom interferometry has become established as an indispensable tool in 
both fundamental and applied physics. With present state-of-the-art devices based on 
thermal atoms reaching limits imposed by the momentum spread of the initial atomic 
wavepacket, it seems natural to ask whether colder sources such as Bose-Einstein conden­
sates may prove beneficial in advancing the precision of interferometric measurements. 
The thesis at hand aims to inform this question, specifically by examining the role played 
by atomic interactions in interferometers based on Bose-condensed atoms. Interactions 
can have both advantageous and deleterious consequences in the context of atom inter­
ferometry. They provide a means to control the momentum width of the condensate, and 
facilitate the generation of nonclassical squeezed states which may enhance the phase 
sensitivity beyond the shot noise limit. Conversely, the condensate self-interaction causes 
mean-field shifts, multimode excitations and phase diffusion which can erode both the 
precision and the accuracy of an interferometric measurement. The question of when 
and in which systems the detrimental effects of interactions outweigh the advantages of 
using Bose-Einstein condensates is an important one, and warrants investigation.
This thesis presents experimental studies into the role of interactions in both internal- 
and external-state atom interferometers. As a foundation for these investigations, we de­
scribe the design and construction of an apparatus for creating Bose-Einstein condensates 
of the two stable rubidium isotopes in an optical trap. By sympathetic cooling with a 87Rb 
reservoir, we are able to produce condensates of 85Rb in which the interactions may be 
adjusted by means of a magnetic Feshbach resonance. The apparatus is compact and ver­
satile, as demonstrated by rudimentary experiments on spinor condensate dynamics and
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low-divergence atom lasers. The tunability afforded by the Feshbach resonance is used 
to study inelastic losses in ultracold 85 Rb clouds, as well as the effect of interactions on 
condensate stability and on the ground state of dual-species mixtures. In particular, we 
offer new experimental data on the dynamics of collapsing condensates with attractive 
interactions, over which some controversy has existed since the first experiments more 
than a decade ago. Good agreement is found between the measured collapse times and 
a simple mean-field model.
Proceeding to interferometry, we present results from Ramsey interferometers op­
erating on the clock transition of 87Rb Bose-Einstein condensates. In free-space opera­
tion with Raman beamsplitters, we demonstrate projection-noise-limited performance, 
an important prerequisite for the realisation of squeezing-enhanced sensitivity. With 
large condensates of up to 106 atoms and microwave coupling, we are unable to reach 
the projection noise limit due to technical noise. Instead, this system is used to study the 
effect of interactions on the Ramsey fringe contrast. The dominant source of decoher­
ence is found to be spatial dynamics driven by the difference in interparticle interaction 
strengths, which are analysed using the spin-echo technique and numerical simulations 
of the Gross-Pitaevsk ii equation. Finally, we turn our attention to external-state inter­
ferometry, implementing a Mach-Zehnder gravimeter using Bragg transitions in a freely 
falling 87Rb condensate. Large-momentum-transfer beamsplitters composed of higher- 
order Bragg diffraction and Bloch oscillations are used to increase the accumulated phase 
and thus the sensitivity of the interferometer. The role of interactions in this system is ex­
amined, and we canvass methods for achieving further increases in sensitivity.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Interferometry, the art of measuring phase shifts using the interference of two or more 
waves, has long been a technique of central importance in physics, expanding the fron­
tiers of fundamental research through tests of quantum mechanics and the search for 
gravitational waves, and finding applications in areas as diverse as metrology, naviga­
tion and geodesy Interferometers are among the most exquisitely precise measurement 
devices known. With the development of quantum mechanics, it was recognised that ma­
terial particles could exhibit wave-like behaviour, and the past few decades have seen the 
matured ideas of optical interferometry transferred to the domain of matter waves. Per­
haps the most significant result of this work has been the development of atomic clocks 
based on Ramsey interference [1, 2], which provide a worldwide time and frequency 
standard and have enabled technologies such as the Global Positioning System (GPS).
Compared with conventional optical devices, atom interferometers have a number 
of potential advantages. The fundamentally different dispersion relations for atoms and 
photons offers atomic devices a higher intrinsic sensitivity to inertial effects in certain 
situations. In a Sagnac rotation sensor, for example, the phase shift for a given angular 
velocity and enclosed area A scales as A(p ~  A /X v, where A is the wavelength of the 
interfering particles and v their velocity [3]. Comparing the phase shift for atom- and 
light-based interferometers with the same area gives A(pa/Acp7 =  me2/to o , which for 
typical optical frequencies to and alkali atoms is >  1010. Much of this potential is cur­
tailed by the larger flux and enclosed area attainable in an optical system; nonetheless, 
devices based on atomic interference have recently surpassed the sensitivity of optical 
gyroscopes, and are likely to improve further as the techniques of atom optics are refined 
[4]. In addition to potential sensitivity gains, atoms have numerous properties which en­
able them to probe a wide range of physical processes. Photons are massless and have 
no magnetic moment, making them ill-suited to direct measurements of gravitational or 
magnetic fields on laboratory lengthscales. Atoms are also considerably more versatile 
than the electrons and neutrons used in early matter-wave interferometers [5, 6, 7, 8], 
which have rather fewer physical properties. Of course, this versatility is also one of the 
major drawbacks of atom interferometry: the susceptibility of atoms to various physical 
effects makes it technically challenging to isolate the quantity that is to be measured from 
other effects ('noise')- However, in many cases the diversity in atomic properties such as 
mass, magnetic moment, polarisability, interaction strength (both with light and with 
other atoms) and internal structure allows one to choose the probe best suited to a par­
ticular measurement. It is perhaps not surprising, therefore, that with recent advances 
in atom optics, interferometers based on neutral atoms have come to the fore in many 
areas of fundamental and applied physics. Atom interferometric measurements of the 
Newtonian constant of gravitation G [9,10] and the fine structure constant a. [11,12] now 
reach the precision of the CODATA recommended values, and proposals for tests of gen-
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eral relativity [13, 14] and gravitational wave detection [15] have gained recent interest. 
Atom interferometers can also be extremely precise inertial sensors, measuring linear ac­
celerations [16], rotations [17,18], local gravity [19, 20] or gravity gradients [21, 22], with 
applications in navigation and geophysics.
A major step forward in the manipulation of atoms at the quantum level came with 
the realisation of Bose-Einstein condensation in dilute alkali gases in 1995 [23, 24]. The 
concept of a Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC) emerged from Einstein's insightful synthe­
sis of the elucidation of photon statistics by Bose in the context of blackbody radiation 
and de Broglie's thesis that material particles also possess wave nature [25, 26, 27]. A 
consequence of these statistics is that at very low temperatures, a gas of indistinguish­
able bosons will accrue a macroscopic population in the lowest energy quantum state 
(Figure 1.1). Remarkably, the temperature at which this occurs can be orders of magni­
tude higher than would be required to study the quantum dynamics of a single particle. 
For example, a lone atom is likely to occupy the ground state of a harmonic potential 
only if its kinetic temperature is less than the spacing between the energy levels; i.e. 
kgT <  TicVho- By contrast, in a sample of N indistinguishable bosons a significant fraction 
accumulates in the ground state when k BT <  N ]/3 hcoho. This facilitates the prepara­
tion of a large number of atoms with a well-defined wavefunction, and therein lies the 
great power of BEC for studying quantum phenomena on a macroscopic scale. In the last 
decade and a half, Bose-Einstein condesates have come to revolutionise atomic, optical 
and condensed matter physics; notable among the many achievements are the demon­
stration of interference between two overlapping condensates [28], the study of bright 
matter-wave solitons [29, 30] and quantised vortices [31], the slowing of light pulses by 
electromagnetically-induced transparency [32], and the observation of the superfluid to 
Mott insulator transition in an optical lattice [33] and the Dicke phase transition in an 
optical cavity [34].
The fields of atom interferometry and Bose-Einstein condensation, each of compelling 
fundamental and practical interest in its own right, have developed largely in parallel, 
and only recently has the fusion of the two garnered significant attention. Interferom­
eters based on thermal atoms are now reaching limits imposed by the spatial and ve­
locity spread of the atomic wavepacket [35, 36, 37, 38, 39]. Compared with a thermal 
source, a Bose-Einstein condensate exhibits long range coherence and an extremely nar­
row kinetic energy spread — properties which may render it better suited to interference 
experiments in the same way that lasers are often preferred to incoherent light sources 
in optical interferometry. A high spectral density or brightness is even a greater advan­
tage in external state atom interferometers, where the beamsplitters are typically velocity 
selective. On the other hand, condensed sources are considerably more difficult to pro­
duce, and presently supply much lower total flux than is achievable with cold thermal 
atoms. The relative merits of Bose-Einstein condensates for atom interferometry in light 
of these issues is considered in detail in the complementary theses of D. Doring and J. 
Debs [40, 41],
The other crucial difference between thermal and condensed atomic samples is the ef­
fect of interparticle interactions, which, while often negligible in thermal clouds, typically 
play a dominant role in determining both static and dynamical properties of BECs. In 
the context of interferometry, interactions may be detrimental, causing systematic phase 
shifts and stochastic loss of coherence; or beneficial, allowing some engineering of the
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Figure 1.1: Bose-Einstein condensation: a gas of identical bosons cooled to nanokelvin tempera­
tures accrues a macroscopic population in a single quantum state. These absorption images show 
the density distribution of a sample of 85Rb atoms released from an optical dipole trap. As the 
sample is cooled, it undergoes a phase transition from a classical thermal gas to a condensate in 
which the interactions between particles can be tuned using a Feshbach resonance. The apparatus 
used to create these condensates is described in Chapter 3.
momentum space wavefunction and facilitating the preparation of nonclassical many- 
body states which can enhance sensitivity. When and in which systems are such effects 
important, and how may they be mitigated or amplified? Does collisional dephasing pre­
vent shot-noise-limited performance in an interferometer using condensed atoms? And 
how can interactions be harnessed to improve the sensitivity of an interferometric mea­
surement? It is such questions that motivate the work presented in this thesis. We will 
demonstrate how to build an apparatus for creating Bose-Einstein condensates with tun­
able interactions, study how the interactions affect the properties of the condensate, and 
consider the influence of interactions in both internal- and external-state atom interfer­
ometers.
Tunable interactions and Feshbach resonances
Elastic collisions between atoms mediate the self-interaction of a Bose-Einstein conden­
sate. This interaction in turn governs properties such as the ground state wavefunction, 
excitation frequencies and stability of a trapped BEC [42], as well as regulating the expan­
sion of a condensate released from a trapping potential, giving rise to the characteristic 
aspect ratio reversal considered one of the signatures of condensation [42], Given the 
important role played by elastic collisions in determining the properties and dynamical 
behaviour of a BEC, one can see why it might be desirable to have the ability to con­
trol them. In ultracold gases, such control may be afforded by a Feshbach resonance, 
which causes a divergence in the scattering cross-section when the energy of a molecular 
bound state matches the kinetic energy of the colliding atoms. This phenomenon, first 
predicted in the context of nuclear interactions [43, 44] and observed in ultracold gases 
in 1998 [45,46], allows the elastic collision cross-section to be tuned over a wide range by
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applying an external magnetic field. Feshbach resonances have become an indispensable 
tool in the manipulation of ultracold gases, leading to the Bose-Einstein condensation of 
several new atomic species [47, 48, 49], and the formation of a molecular BEC from a 
Fermi gas [50, 51, 52]. They have opened the door to both the weakly-interacting regime, 
in which the effects of magnetic dipole-dipole interactions [53, 54] and Anderson local­
isation [55, 56] emerge; and the interaction-dominated regime, which has been used to 
study superconductivity [57, 58] and various beyond-mean-field effects [59, 60, 61]. At 
the time of writing, several groups are endeavouring to create a Bose-Einstein conden­
sate of molecules in their rovibronic ground state by transferring molecules associated 
at a Feshbach resonance to more deeply bound states using stimulated Raman adiabatic 
passage (STIRAP) [62, 63, 64],
The first Bose-Einstein condensate with tunable interactions was of 85Rb, created by 
Cornish et al. at JILA in 2000 [47], This species is well-suited to studying a wide range of 
interaction strengths, with a broad, low-field Feshbach resonance that allows the s-wave 
scattering length to be tuned over several orders of magnitude, including both positive 
and negative values.1 However, an inauspicious combination of elastic and inelastic scat­
tering properties make condensation of 85 Rb difficult to achieve using traditional meth­
ods. Indeed, it was only through detailed knowledge of these processes and their be­
haviour near the Feshbach resonance that a successful path to condensation was devised 
by the JILA group. Several years later, an improved strategy based on the technique of 
sympathetic cooling was demonstrated, exploiting the large interspecies collision cross- 
section between the two isotopes to cool 85Rb using 87Rb as a refrigerant [66, 67]. As a 
prelude to the study of interactions in atom interferometry, we design and construct a ma­
chine for creating 85Rb Bose-Einstein condensates with tunable interactions using sym­
pathetic cooling. A detailed description of this apparatus is given in Chapter 3. Various 
experiments investigating the effect of tuning the elastic scattering length and inelastic 
collision rates are described in Chapter 4.
Atom interferometry and interactions
The most basic atom interferometer consists in separating an atomic wavepacket into 
two paths, allowing these paths to acquire a relative phase, and coherently recombining 
them to interfere. The two paths can be physically separated in space or momentum, 
or they can represent different internal states of the atom. The amplitude of each state 
at the output is related to the difference in phase accumulated along each path, which 
may be due to any physical process which affects the evolution of each state differently, 
and which can therefore be measured. In an atomic clock, for example, the two paths 
are internal atomic states which acquire phase at a rate proportional to their energy, such 
that a phase difference accumulates at d(p/dt =  AE /h .
Interactions between atoms can also affect the phase evolution of the two interferom­
eter arms (Figure 1.2). The interaction energy causes a systematic phase shift which can 
compromise the accuracy of an interferometric measurement [68]. In addition, elastic col­
lisions in a BEC cause multimode excitations [69, 70] and diffusion of the phase [71, 72], 
leading to a loss of coherence and thus destroying the interference signal [73, 74]. Reduc­
ing the interaction strength, for example using a Feshbach resonance, has been shown 
to increase the coherence time of interferometers based on Bloch oscillations by several
1Other bosonic species such as 7Li and 39K have broader resonances with lower background scattering
lengths which allow even greater tunability [49,65], In this work,85Rb was chosen as a compromise between
flexibility and experimental simplicity; this is discussed further in Chapter 3.
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Figure 1.2: Interactions in atom 
interferometry : simulated shot- 
noise-limited interference fringe. 
Each dot represents a measure­
ment on an ensemble of N atoms; 
the phase uncertainty at mid­
fringe is A<p — 1 / \/N. Interparticle 
interactions can produce a system­
atic phase shift, and can cause exci­
tations and phase diffusion which 
reduce the amplitude of the fringes 
and hence the measurement pre­
cision (grey curve). Conversely, 
interaction-induced squeezing can 
reduce the phase uncertainty A<p 
and thereby enhance sensitivity.
orders of magnitude [75, 76, 77]. Interaction effects are studied for in-trap and free-space 
atom interferometers in Sections 5.4 and 6.4.
The phase diffusion caused by atomic interactions may also be exploited to gener­
ate squeezed states, which can enhance the sensitivity of an interferometer beyond the 
shot noise limit imposed by the discrete nature of the particles involved in the measure­
ment. Squeezing was first proposed to improve the precision of optical interferometers 
by Caves in 1981 [78]. Experimental demonstrations followed some years later [79, 80], 
and the technique has recently been implemented in a gravitational wave observatory 
[81]. The shot noise limit is a much more severe restriction in atom interferometers be­
cause of the limited available flux —  current atomic sources achieve up to ~  1010 atoms 
per second, compared with >  1020 photons per second from commercially available laser 
sources. Realising 10 dB of squeezing would have the same effect as boosting the flux 
by a factor of 100. Two propitious avenues for generating squeezing in atomic sam­
ples are through quantum non-demolition measurements [82,83] and the one-axis twist­
ing scheme proposed by Kitagawa and Ueda [84], The latter strategy is facilitated by 
interparticle interactions in a Bose-Einstein condensate [85], and control over the inter­
actions between atoms in different potentials or internal states has led to the genera­
tion of squeezed states suitable for interferometry [86, 87], Recently, the group of M. 
Oberthaler in Heidelberg has succeeded in enhancing the sensitivity of an atom interfer­
ometer using squeezed states of approximately 103 atoms [88]. An important next step 
will be to demonstrate squeezing in larger samples, which are more suitable for preci­
sion measurements due to their lower shot noise. Reaching the quantum projection noise 
limit in a Ramsey interferometer with 106 atom condensates, and the feasibility of using 
interaction-induced squeezing to go beyond it, is considered in Chapter 5.
Inertial sensing
As noted above, the greatest success of atom interferometry to date has been in atomic 
fountain clocks based on the Ramsey method of separated oscillatory fields [89], culmi­
nating in the redefinition of the SI unit of time.2 But atom interferometers still hold great
2It seems almost certain that atomic fountain clocks will be superseded in the near future by ion clocks or 
optical lattice clocks [90], which reference to a narrow 'forbidden' optical transition in an ion or atom. Many 
of these do not currently employ interferometric techniques. However, this is because they are presently
Relative phase (n)
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Figure 1.3: External state beam­
splitters can be highly velocity se­
lective. The transfer of atoms from 
one external state to another using 
Raman or Bragg transitions is inef­
ficient for clouds with a broad mo­
mentum distribution. Here, only 
the central component of the cloud 
with momentum pt is transferred 
to pf (see Chapter 6). For a Bose- 
Einstein condensate, the momen­
tum width both in trap and in free 
space is governed by interparticle 
interactions.
promise for probing the external world through measurements of inertial quantities such 
as accelerations and rotations. Here, the two paths of the interferometer are different ex­
ternal or motional states of the atom, with coupling provided by mechanical or optical 
gratings. In this thesis, the focus is on gravimetry —  the measurement of the local grav­
itational acceleration g. Precision measurements of gravity have a host of applications 
in areas such as navigation and geophysics, including geological mapping and sea level 
monitoring for studies of global warming [91]. Gravimeters are also being used to push 
the boundaries of fundamental physics, with experiments currently under construction 
to perform precise tests of the equivalence principle in search of evidence to support or 
controvert extensions to general relativity and the standard model [92,93].
The most precise gravimeters yet devised use freely falling thermal atoms which are 
split and recombined using counter-propagating Raman or Bragg transitions [19, 94], 
Among the largest uncertainty contributions in devices of this k ind are the Coriolis ac­
celeration and wavefront aberrations in the beamsplitters [12, 36, 39]. Both of these arise 
due to the atoms' transverse velocity during the interrogation time, and are reduced in 
clouds with a lower transverse momentum spread. This alone is a compelling reason to 
investigate Bose-condensed atoms for inertial interferometry, as the momentum width 
of a BEC is typically an order of magnitude below that of a 2 pK  cloud (as employed 
in most thermal gravimeters [16, 20]). Moreover, external-state beamsplitters based on 
Raman or Bragg transitions can be highly velocity selective (Figure 1.3). The narrow mo­
mentum spread of a Bose-Einstein condensate facilitates efficient coupling between the 
interferometer states.
As the two interferometer arms are in free fall during the interrogation time, the den­
sity in such a device is typically much lower than in trapped atom interferometers. This 
lessens the effect of interparticle interactions: as we shall see in Section 6.4, phase diffu­
sion due to interactions is typically orders of magnitude below the shot noise limit. In a 
BEC-based gravimeter, where a condensate is released from its confining potential, the 
main contribution of interactions is in determining the momentum distribution of the 
atoms during the interferometer sequence. Controlling the interaction energy would al­
low the manipulation of the momentum space wavefunction, enabling higher efficiency 
beamsplitting and the reduction of phase shifts due to Coriolis acceleration and wave- 
front distortion.
limited by factors such as blackbody radiation and the linewidth of the ultra-high-stability cavities used to 
lock the interrogation laser. When the transition linewidth itself becomes the limiting factor, the Ramsey 
method would serve to further increase precision.
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State-of-the-art atomic gravimeters transfer a momentum of two photon recoils to the 
atoms at each beamsplitter, and have interrogation times on the order of hundreds of 
milliseconds [20]. Increasing either of these quantities serves to improve the sensitivity. 
As the atoms are freely falling, the interrogation time is restricted by practical consider­
ations such as the size of the apparatus. The alternative is to increase the momentum 
imparted by each coupling pulse. Large-momentum-transfer (LMT) beamsplitters ex­
ploiting multi-order Bragg diffraction or Bloch accelerations are a promising route to 
achieving higher sensitivity [35, 38, 95, 96], but can also be more susceptible to interac­
tions and to the momentum distribution of the atomic source [97]. LMT beamsplitting 
will be studied in the context of a BEC-based gravimeter in Chapter 6.
1.1 Thesis ou tline
The results presented in this thesis stem primarily from experimental work. Chapter 2 
prefaces the main results with a short outline of the theoretical background, intended to 
serve as a reference in later chapters.
The initial phase of this work comprised the creation of a machine to produce Bose- 
Einstein condensates of both 87Rb and 85Rb in an optical dipole trap for the study of 
interactions and atom interferometry. Chapter 3 presents a comprehensive description of 
this apparatus, which it is hoped will be of use to other groups developing dual-species 
BEC machines. The versatility of this apparatus is demonstrated through rudimentary 
experiments with spinor condensates and atom lasers. Various experiments detailed in 
Chapter 4 explore the effect of interparticle interactions near the Feshbach resonance in 
ultracold 85Rb clouds. This chapter includes measurements of inelastic loss rates which 
were crucial for optimising the evaporation to BEC, as well as a study of collapsing con­
densates with attractive interactions.
Motivated by the possibility of squeezing, Chapter 5 is devoted to studying the pro­
jection noise limit and the effect of interactions in an in-trap Ramsey atom interferometer 
with large 87Rb Bose-Einstein condensates. An analysis of noise sources and decoherence 
mechanisms is presented, and methods for mitigating these discussed. Finally, in Chap­
ter 6 we turn to inertial sensing, presenting results from a BEC-based Mach-Zehnder 
gravimeter and investigating large-momentum-transfer Bragg and Bloch beamsplitters 
for increasing the interferometric sensitivity. The role of interactions in this system is 
considered, and avenues for further improvements are proposed.
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o D. Doring, J. E. Debs, N. P. Robins, C. Figl, P. A. Altin, and J. D. Close. Ramsey 
interferometry with an atom laser, Opt. Express 17(23), 20661-20668 (2009).
o J. T. Schultz, S. Abend, D. Doring, J. E. Debs, P. A. Altin, J. D. White, N. P. Robins, 
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Chapter 2
Theoretical background
The aim of this thesis is to investigate the role of interactions in atom interferometry with 
Bose-condensed atoms; how to exploit the potential benefits they offer while avoiding 
their detrimental effects. For this study it is necessary to understand the principles of 
two-state atom interferometry atomic interactions and Bose-Einstein condensation. The 
purpose of this chapter is to provide a cursory theoretical overview of these key concepts. 
Detail will only be given insofar as it is required for later chapters; rigorous theoretical 
descriptions will be referenced but not reproduced. Readers familiar with this material 
may wish to proceed directly to Chapter 3 and refer back to these pages as necessary.
2.1 The two-level atom
The interaction with electromagnetic radiation is our primary tool for manipulating and 
probing atoms, and forms a central theme of this thesis. It plays a crucial role in the trap­
ping and cooling of neutral atoms towards Bose-Einstein condensation, provides a sim­
ple means to measure ultracold clouds by absorption imaging, and enables the coupling 
of two quantum states to create an atom interferometer, analogous to the beamsplitters 
and mirrors of conventional optical interferometry. The essential physics of most of these 
processes is encapsulated in the model of the two-level atom, which restricts the problem 
to the two-dimensional Hilbert space spanned by two energy eigenstates of the atomic 
Hamiltonian. The two levels may be magnetic states coupled by radiofrequency radia­
tion, hyperfine states coupled by microwave radiation, or electronic states coupled by an 
optical frequency. Here we review the relevant aspects of this theory.1 More extensive 
expositions may be found in most atomic physics textbooks, see e.g. Ref. [98].
2.1.1 Form alism
As in this thesis we deal exclusively with situations where the mean photon number 
of the driving field is large, (n) 3> 1, the semiclassical model of the two-level atom, in 
which the light field is treated as a classical wave which cannot be depleted, is adequate. 
This treatment is due to I. I. Rabi [99]. We consider an atom with bare eigenstates |g) 
and \e) separated in energy by hcoo, interacting with an electromagnetic field E(f) =
1 We will not include the effect of spontaneous emission, which arises in a full quantum -mechanical treat­
ment of the atom and the light field, but which can also be included phenomenologically in a semiclassical 
model. Although spontaneous emission is generally undesirable in atom interferometry, it plays an impor­
tant role in laser cooling and trapping. Theoretical treatments of the effect can be found in most atomic 
physics textbooks, as well as in the references cited in Section 3.5.
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Figure 2.1: Energy d iagram of a two- 
level atom interacting with an electro­
magnetic field of angular frequency u>. 
The field is detuned by an amount A from 
the atomic resonance coq.
|e)
I f f )
E0 cos(a>f +  (p) of angular frequency u> and arbitrary phase (p (Figure 2.1).2 The atomic 
Hamiltonian is
Hatom =  ^hu>o(\e){e\-\g)(g\)  (2.1)
and the interaction is described by Hint =  d • E(f), where d =  ex is the dipole operator. 
(Neglecting the term describing the energy of the light field Hf;eid =  {n +  j)hco  is the 
essence of the semiclassical approximation.) The interaction can be expressed in terms of 
the matrix elements dy — (z'| d \j) as
Hint = ( d ge\g)(e\ +  d eg\e)(g\)-E(t),  (2.2)
where we have assumed that the atom has no permanent electric dipole moment, so that 
the states |g) and \e) have definite (even or odd) parity and thus dgg =  d ee =  0. Defining 
the Rabi frequency as Q =  dge ■ Eo /h ,  this becomes
Hint =  f id  ( |g) {e\ +  Ig) {e\) cos(o;f +  <p) , (2.3)
from which it is evident that the atom-light interaction couples the ground and excited 
states, with the coupling constant n  (related to the light intensity through Eo) quantifying 
the strength of the interaction.
The calculation is simplified by transforming to an interaction picture, for which we 
decompose the total Hamiltonian H =  Hatom +  Hint into time-independent and time- 
dependent parts. A convenient choice, expressed using the matrix representation in the 
{|g),|e)} basis, is
h { —u> 0 \ h (  A 2Qcos(a?f +  <p)
2 y 0 u)J  2 ^2Q cos(a;f +  (p) —A
---------V,-------- '  "---- - ---------------------V------------------------
fto
where we have made use of the detuning A =  to — cc>o of the light field from the atomic 
resonance. The transformation is Vi =  which gives the Hamiltonian in
(2.4)
2 Although here we denote the field by E(f), coupling can also be provided by an oscillating magnetic 
field as in cases of magnetic dipole coupling between Zeeman or hyperfine states.
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the interaction picture
Vi =
( A n e i(P 1 -)- e -2i(u>t+<t>)
y o e-'^ g2i(cvt+(p) +  2
- A  J (2.5)
We invoke the rotating wave approximation, restricting our concern to the dynamics 
over timescales much longer than the optical period, on which the fast-oscillating terms 
~  e2l<ut average to zero. Thus
» /  a n * '  
2 I 0 < r f* - A  .
(2.6)
The evolution of a general state |xp)l =  cg(t) |g) +  ce(t) \e) in the interaction picture is 
found using the Schwinger-Tomonaga equation ih\ip)l =  V\ \ip)lr from which we obtain
2 i cg =  A cg +  Clel*ce 
2 i ce =  Cle~l^ Co — A ce . (2.7)
These equations describe the evolution of an arbitrary state under the influence of the 
coupling Hint-
2.1.2 7t /2  and n  pulses
The solution to Equations (2.7) for an atom initially in the ground state, Cg(0) =  1, ce (0) =  
0, is
C g(t)  =  cos . A . f n Rt\  i-pz— sin — -  
O r  \ 2 J
c M  = (2 -8)
where O r  =  \/O2 +  A2 is the generalised Rabi frequency. This solution may be trans­
formed back into the Schrodinger picture as |ip)s =  e~tH°t/h the coefficients remain 
unchanged up to a phase factor e±ta>t'2. The probability for the atom to be in the excited 
state after a time t is given by
M o r O r / V 2
(2.9)
and |cg(f)|2 =  1 ~ \ce(t)\2. The oscillation of the probability amplitudes at frequency O r 
is referred to as Rabi flopping.
The action of a resonant (A =  0) coupling pulse of duration t is given by the unitary 
matrix
' cos(Q^) — ie"?sin (Q )\
’s in ( ^ )  cos ( ^ )
Of particular interest in the context of atom interferometry is the effect of coupling pulses 
with Of =  7r/2 and Of =  n:
71/2 ~  y/2 [  - i e ~ *
ie
Un =
' 0
- i e - 1*
-ie1*' 
0 ,
(2 .11)
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|2>
Figure 2.2: Visualisation of the state vector of 
a two-level system on the Bloch sphere. In 
the presence of coupling with Rabi frequency 
Q and detuning A, the Bloch vector precesses 
around the coupling vector O r, which is in­
clined by tan- 1(A/Q) with respect to the 
axis. The projection of the Bloch vector onto 
the 63 axis designates the relative population 
of the two states, which oscillates at the gener­
alised Rabi frequency Or as given by Equation 
(2.9).
Un/ 2  represents a so-called n /2  pulse, which places an atom initially in state |g) into 
an equal superposition of the two states. Un represents a n  pulse, which inverts the 
populations according to |ce|2 <->• |cg|2. In atom interferometry, these pulses fulfill the 
role of beamsplitters and mirrors, respectively. Note that the phase (p of the light field is 
written on to the atomic state at each pulse. For most purposes, this phase is arbitrary 
and can be chosen to be zero, but it becomes important when two pulses with nonzero 
relative phase are applied, for instance in a Ramsey interferometer (Chapter 5). This 
also shows that the phase noise in the coupling field must be much less than the phase 
accumulated during the interferometer in order to have a good signal-to-noise ratio.
2.1.3 Bloch sphere representation
The state vector of a two-level system admits an elegant geometric representation on the 
unit sphere, offered by F. Bloch in 1946 [100, 101]. Without loss of generality, we may 
write an arbitrary state as \ip) — a. |1) +  \2), ignoring any global phase such that a 
and /S are real, with a2 +  /32 =  1. We define a mixing angle 9 such that
\ip) =  cos ^ 0  |1) +  e'* sin ^ 0  |2) , (2 .12)
with 0 <  9 < n  and 0 <  (p <  2n. The two angles 9 and (p parametrise the surface of a 
sphere of unit radius, with 9 the usual polar coordinate and <p the azimuthal coordinate.3 
Any coherent superposition of the two states |1) and |2) thus corresponds to a vector on 
this sphere, referred to as the Bloch vector (Figure 2.2).4 We will make extensive use of 
this representation in visualising the evolution of an atom in an internal-state Ramsey 
interferometer in Chapter 5.
Coupling the two levels with Rabi frequency O causes the Bloch vector to rotate about 
O r =  Q ej +  A§3 at a rate O r, as can be seen by rewriting the interaction Hamiltonian
3The coordinate <p does not represent the phase of the coupling field, which we assume to be zero here.
throughout this thesis, we adopt the convention that 6 =  0 along the positive § 3  axis, orienting the 
sphere such that $ 3  points downward and state |1 ) lies at the bottom of the sphere.
|1>
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(2.6) in terms of the Pauli matrices: V/ =  Ci.ax +  Ach. When the coupling is off (Q =  0), 
the Bloch vector simply precesses around the §3 axis with angular frequency A, whereas 
in the Schrodinger picture, it rotates at ujq. The transformation to the interaction pic­
ture in Equation (2.5) can thus be viewed as a transformation to a rotating frame in this 
representation.
The behaviour of the state vector of a two-level atom is analogous to the precession of 
a dipole (the Bloch vector) in a magnetic field (the coupling vector Q r). Indeed, there is 
a complete analogy between a coupled two-state system and a sp in-j particle interacting 
with a magnetic field. Often the description of a two-level atomic system is framed in 
the language of a fictitious spin-| system, as in the literature on spin squeezing (Section 
2.4.4), although this nomenclature will not be employed here.
2.1.4 Light shifts and rapid adiabatic passage
In the presence of the coupling Hint, the bare states |g) and \e) are no longer stationary 
solutions of the total Hamiltonian. The eigenstates are known as dressed states, and are 
given by the eigenvectors of Vj, which may be expressed as
with tan©  =  Q/(A +  O r ) .  The corresponding eigenenergies in the interaction picture 
are E± =  ±7zQr/2. In the limit of large detuning, tan©  —> 0, and the dressed states 
asymptotically approach the bare states. This reflects the fact that for |A| 3 > Q, V/ is 
approximately diagonal in the { |g), \e) } basis. To second order in Q/A, the dressed state 
energies become
Far from resonance, therefore, the eigenstates are nearly equal to the bare states, with 
energies perturbed by fiQ2/4A. This is known as the light shift or ac-Stark shift, and is 
the principle behind dipole trapping (Section 3.8) and the acceleration of atoms using 
optical lattices as discussed in Section 6.3.
The correspondence between dressed states and bare states at large detuning depends 
on the sign of A:
while at A =  0, the states exhibit an avoided crossing with an energy gap of hO,. The situ­
ation is illustrated in Figure 2.3. This arrangement offers another possibility for transfer­
ring an atom from, say, the ground state to the excited state. First, the coupling field 
is turned on far from resonance A <C 0, such that the atom is approximately in the 
dressed state |—). Then the detuning is swept through zero sufficiently slowly that the 
atom adiabatically follows the dressed state through the avoided crossing. Finally, when 
A > 0 ,  the coupling field is turned off, leaving the atom in state \e) with high probability. 
The probability that the atom adiabatically follows the sweep is given by the Landau- 
Zener formula, introduced independently by Landau, Zener, Stiickelberg and Majorana
|+) =  e1^ 11 cos0  |g) +  e '^/2 sin 0 |e) 
|—) =  — e!^/2 sin©  |g) +  cos©  \e)
(2.13)
A —* +00
—00
I + M - )  -  Ig).\e)
I + M - )  -  \*).\g)' (2.14)
[102,103,104,105]
(2.15)
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Figure 2.3: Energies of the bare 
states |g), \e) (dashed lines) and 
dressed states |+), |—) (solid lines) 
in the interaction picture as a func­
tion of detuning. For |A| 3> O, the Cg 
dressed states asymptotically ap- 're­
proach the bare states as indicated. ^  
An atom initially in |g) may be co­
herently transferred to state \e) by 
sweeping A across the resonance; if 
the sweep rate is sufficiently slow 
the atom can adiabatically follow 
the dressed state |—) through the 
crossing.
where A is the sweep rate. This procedure is k nown as rapid adiabatic passage, and is 
capable of coherently transferring the atomic population between the two states while 
being less susceptible to fluctuations in O and A than a n  pulse. It is also important for 
state-selective acceleration of atoms in optical lattices (Section 6.3).
2.1.5 Extension to three levels
In certain circumstances, the formalism developed in the preceding sections can be ap­
plied directly to the case of a three-level atom interacting with an electromagnetic field 
composed of two frequencies. Consider an atom with states |g) and \e) coupled via an 
intermediate state \i), with the spacing of the two lower states much smaller than the 
coupling frequencies u>\ — 0J2 <jO\, 0J 2  (Figure 2.4). This is known as a A-scheme, and is 
important for understanding Raman and Bragg transitions, as well as effects such as co­
herent population trapping (CPT), electromagnetically-induced transparency (EIT) and 
stimulated Raman adiabatic passage (STIRAP) [106, 107]. We write the electric field as 
E(f) =  Ei cos(a;if +  (pi) +  E2 cos(a;21 +  (p2 ), with one- and two-photon detunings A and 
5, respectively. Following the procedure outlined in Section 2.1.1, the interaction picture 
Hamiltonian in the rotating wave approximation is found to be
V '  =  2
/  8 0
0 - 5  n  2ei<t’2 (2.16)
r v - '*2 —2A
w here  the Rabi frequencies are defined through hCl\ =  dgj • Ei and =  dtI • E2. The 
equations of motion for the coefficients of an arbitrary state |tp)I =  cg(t) |g) +  ce(t) \e) +  
c,(f) |z) are given by ih\ip)I — Vj \ip)If as above. However, in the case that A 3> S, 
the intermediate state can be adiabatically eliminated by setting c,-(f) =  0. Then c, =  
(Q ie^^Cg +  /2A, and the equations of motion for cg and ce reduce to
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Figure 2.4: Energy diagram of a 
three-level atom interacting with 
art electromagnetic field composed 
of angular frequencies and u>2 - 
In the limit that the one-photon de­
tuning A is much greater than the 
two-photon detuning 5, the inter­
mediate state |i) may be adiabat- 
ically eliminated and the system 
behaves as an effective two-level 
atom.
In this limit, therefore, the three-level atom behaves as a two-level system [cf. Equation
(2.6)] with an effective detuning and Rabi frequency
4A fieff =
O 1O2 
2,A (2.18)
and all of the results from the preceding sections can be applied. Note that it is now 
the phase difference between the beams <p\ — (p2 that becomes imprinted on the atomic 
state during a coupling pulse, and that must be stable to prevent introducing noise in 
an interferometer sequence. This will be important when we consider the phase of a 
Mach-Zehnder gravimeter in Section 6.1.
In the fully quantised picture, the coupling between |g) and \e) is understood as being 
mediated by the absorption of a photon from one light field and stimulated emission into 
the other. The principal advantage of such a two-photon transition is that it allows the 
coupling of two internal atomic states very close to each other in energy using an optical 
field. Excited states which can be reached by single-photon optical transitions in an alkali 
atom typically decay by spontaneous emission in ~  10 ns, making it difficult to observe 
coherent dynamics such as Rabi flopping or interference. On the other hand, long-lived 
states such as the hyperfine ground states are separated by frequencies in the rf or mi­
crowave regions. Optical coupling via an excited state allows the coherent transfer of 
population between long-lived states while enabling spatial addressing of the transition 
and the transfer of momentum to the atom. The spontaneous emission rate can be made 
negligible by choosing a sufficiently large single photon detuning A.
The ability to focus and direct optical beams facilitates spatial control over the atom- 
light interaction, a technique we will exploit to create spatially-separated interferometric 
beamsplitters in Section 5.1. In addition, absorption from one optical beam and stimu­
lated emission into another can impart significant momentum to an atom: p =  h(k j — k2) 
where ki and k2 are the wavevectors of the light fields. Altering the propagation direc­
tions allows the momentum transfer to be varied from p =  h(k\ — k.2 ) 0 (parallel) to 
p =  h(k\ +  £2) — 2hk (antiparallel). This effect can be modeled by including the kinetic 
energy term p 2/2m  in the atomic Flamiltonian; the light field then couples the states 
Ig, 0) and \e, p). In fact, it is not necessary for these to be different internal states; if the 
frequency difference between the beams is chosen to match the kinetic energy p2/2m,
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the light field directly couples two momentum states separated by p.+ This is known 
as a Bragg transition, so named because it can also be interpreted as diffraction of the 
atomic matter wave from the periodic potential created by the interfering light beams. 
We will make use of the momentum imparted by two-photon Bragg transitions to create 
external-state beamsplitters in Chapter 6.
2.2 Atom interferometry
In this section, we give a general description of atom interferometry in a two-level system, 
using the formalism developed in Section 2.1, and introduce the concept of quantum 
projection noise, which places a fundamental limit on the sensitivity of an interferometer 
using uncorrelated particles. For a detailed and wide-ranging review of this subject, 
including its historical context and development, the reader is referred to Ref. [108].
2.2.1 G eneral description
An atom interferometer, like its optical counterpart, is a device based upon the principle 
of wave interference —  the coherent sum of two waves gives a result dependent on their 
relative phase. In a typical atom interferometer, a pure source state is split into a coherent 
superposition of two states, as shown schematically in Figure 2.5. During a subsequent 
period of free evolution (the interrogation time T), each component of the superposition 
acquires some phase. The two states are then recoupled and interfere; the amplitudes at 
the output ports contains information about the difference in the accumulated phase.
In most atom interferometers, electromagnetic coupling is used for splitting and re­
combining atomic states. To see how this works, consider an atomic state of a two-level
|1>
i - t r ^
T
Figure 2.5: Schematic of a generic atom interferometer. An atomic wavepacket is placed into 
a superposition of two internal states and allowed to evolve for a time T before the states are 
recoupled at the output port. An optional n pulse (mirror) during the interrogation time can 
induce a 'spin echo' effect (Section 5.4), or redirect the states to overlap at the final beamsplitter if 
they have different momenta (Chapter 6).
+Optical dipole trapping can also be viewed as absorption and stimulated emission from different plane 
wave components of a focused beam imparting momentum to the trapped atoms. This is reflected in the 
similarity between the effective Rabi frequency in the three-level model [Equation (2.18)] and the light shift 
in the two-level model [Equation (2.13)], which are both proportional to Cl2/A.
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system, initially occupying |1). A n /2  pulse [Equation (2.11)] transforms this into an 
equal superposition of the states |1) and |2), described by the state vector
After evolving for a time T, each state will have acquired some phase (pi, and the state 
vector becomes
where we have assumed that the two n /2  pulses were in phase with each other. The 
probability amplitudes now depend only on the quantity -  (p2; the final n /2  pulse 
has converted the phase difference into a measurable difference in the amplitude of each 
state. The amplitudes can be seen to vary sinusoidally, giving rise to interference fringes:
Therefore, by determining the probability of the atom to be in either state at the output of 
the interferometer, it is possible to infer the phase difference accumulated during the in­
terrogation time, up to a factor of 2n. This kind of interferometer is sensitive to any effect 
that causes the two states to acquire phase at different rates: time (if the states have dif­
ferent energies), magnetic fields (if they have different magnetic moments), accelerations 
(if they are separated in momentum), and so on.
It is also possible to include a n  pulse — analogous to a mirror —  in the middle of the 
interrogation time (indicated by the dashed vertical line in Figure 2.5).5 This swaps the 
phases of each component, so that prior to the final beamsplitter the state vector is
where <pu, and (pu, represent respectively the phase acquired by state |1) during the first 
and second half of the interrogation time. If the two states accumulate phase at a constant 
rate, then (pia — (plb and (p2a =  (p2b so that there is no difference in phase between the two 
arms; the final beamsplitter then returns all of the population to state 11). We will use 
this fact to study decoherence in a Ramsey interferometer in Section 5.4. However, a n  
pulse does not eliminate sensitivity to phase shifts that are not constant in time. If the two 
interferometer states have different momenta, a mirror pulse is necessary to bring them 
back such that they overlap at the final coupling pulse. Such an interferometer is then 
only sensitive to phase evolution that is not linear in time. We will use a Mach-Zehnder 
interferometer with a n  pulse to measure the gravitational acceleration, for which the 
accumulated phase is quadratic in T, in Chapter 6.
(2.19)
(2.20)
Applying another n /2  pulse now yields
(2 .21)
(2.22)
(2.23)
Conventionally, when a n  pulse is included the interrogation time T is defined as the time between the 
initial beamsplitter and the mirror pulse, thus the total duration of the interferometer is 2T.
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2.2.2 The quantum  projection noise lim it
The information about the phase difference is encoded in the probability amplitudes of 
each state, as demonstrated by Equation (2.21). This probability cannot be directly mea­
sured; in any single realisation of the experiment, a measurement of the state of the atom 
will project it onto one of the eigenstates |1) or |2). Rather, the probability must be in­
ferred from a large number N  of repeated experiments — or more commonly from a 
single experiment performed on a large ensemble of N  atoms. Assuming that each atom 
behaves independently, the fraction measured in state |2) at the end of the interferometer 
p =  N2 / N  obeys a binomial distribution, with variance
<4 =  — i <2-24>
That is, the population in state |2) will fluctuate, even in the absence of phase shifts, due 
to the fundamentally stochastic nature of the projection induced by a measurement. This 
is known as shot noise or quantum projection noise, and represents a fundamental limit 
to the sensitivity achievable with uncorrelated particles. Operating halfway up an inter­
ference fringe, where the change in A/2 for a given phase shift is maximal, the transition 
probability is p =  1/2 and the projection noise is crp =  1/V4N. For typical atom num­
bers encountered in this thesis, N  ~  104 — 106, quantum projection noise limits the phase 
sensitivity to 1 — 10 mrad. Reaching this limit experimentally is examined in Chapter 5.
In fact, there is a subtle difference between performing repeated experiments on a 
single atom and a single experiment on an ensemble such as a BEC, which, although 
it does not affect the result of Equation (2.24), has implications for the state evolution 
during an interferometer in the presence of interactions. For most purposes, a Bose- 
Einstein condensate can be described as a coherent state with definite but unknown phase 
[109]. It is well-known from quantum optics that an IV-particle coherent state incident on 
a 50/50 beamsplitter results in two coherent states of magnitude N /2 at the output [110], 
each of which has a number uncertainty of \/N/ 2. This will be important when we 
consider interaction-induced squeezing in Section 2.4.4 and phase diffusion in Sections
5.4 and 6.4.
2.3 Ultracold atom ic scattering
The previous discussion of atom interferometry, valid for a single particle, may be in­
adequate when considering an ensemble of atoms due to interparticle interactions. In­
teractions make the physics of ultracold atoms vastly richer than that of single particles, 
and, as we shall see in later chapters, can have both advantageous and deleterious con­
sequences for atom interferometry. Importantly, in certain circumstances it is possible to 
control the interactions between particles in an ultracold sample using a Feshbach res­
onance. In the dilute gas regime, which covers all of the experiments in this thesis, the 
dominant scattering processes are two-body and three-body collisions, in which the par­
ticles interact via a combination of van der Waals forces, electrostatic repulsion and the 
exchange interaction (the effect responsible for covalent bonding). Here we give a brief 
description of ultracold collisions and Feshbach resonances. We will omit a theoretical 
treatment of scattering theory, which can be found in most quantum mechanics textbooks 
(see e.g. Refs. [ I l l ,  112]). More details of collision theory in the context of ultracold gases 
may be found in Ref. [113].
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2.3.1 Elastic and inelastic collisions
In a binary elastic collision, there is no change in the internal state of either atom and 
kinetic energy is conserved. The probability of a scattering event is quantified by the 
elastic collision cross-section, which for indistinguishable bosons in the low energy limit 
is
8n a2
a  ~  1 +  k2a2 ' ( )
where k =  2n  /  AdB/ with AdB the de Broglie wavelength of the colliding particles. The 
parameter a is the characteristic lengthscale of the scattering process, referred to as the 
s-wave scattering length. It is typically of order a ~  10 nm for alkali atoms.6 For ka <C 1 
(corresponding to T <  1 fiK  for rubidium atoms) the cross-section becomes independent 
of energy: a  =  8na2. This is equal to the scattering cross-section for a hard sphere of 
radius a. In the s-wave limit, the dependence of the cross-section in Equation (2.25) on the 
detailed structure of the potential is entirely encapsulated in this single parameter, thus 
for simplicity we may substitute any 'pseudopotential' that gives the same value for the 
scattering length. A convenient choice in this limit is V(r) =  g S (r), where g  =  Anh2a /m
— this is the potential used in deriving the Gross-Pitaevskii equation (see Section 2.4.2).
Elastic scattering plays a crucial role in evaporative cooling as the mediator of rether- 
malisation. However, it has little effect on the equilibrium properties of a thermal gas far 
from the threshold of Bose-Einstein condensation (nA^B <SC 1; see Section 2.4), as can be 
shown by comparing the interaction energy gn with the average thermal energy kgT:
cyn 1 / 3
gn <  6 =  kBT(na3) 1/3 <^kBT . (2.26)
AdB
Therefore a thermal sample at T »  Tc is well-described as an ideal gas. On the other 
hand, the interaction energy can easily dominate over the zero-point harmonic oscillator 
energy, and thus elastic scattering can have a large impact on the properties of a Bose- 
Einstein condensate (see Section 2.4.2).
In deriving Equation (2.25), the colliding atoms are treated as structureless particles, 
enforcing conservation of kinetic energy in the collision. Real atoms, of course, may 
exist in different internal states which can be coupled by a scattering process. Inelastic 
scattering occurs when the collision changes the internal state of one or more atoms. 
For cold samples in which the average thermal energy per particle is much less than 
the separation between internal states, such collisions can only be exoergic, and typically 
cause heating or loss in a trapped atom cloud. The theory of inelastic scattering is beyond 
the scope of this thesis; a comprehensive review in the context of ultracold gases may be 
found in Ref. [115]. A brief empirical description of the inelastic processes which are 
relevant to this work will be given in Section 4.1.
While the elastic cross-section <j remains constant as k —> 0 [Equation (2.25)], cross- 
sections for inelastic collisions diverge as 1 / k  [116]. The collision rate in a trapped sample 
is therefore independent of temperature, and depends only on the particle density n. The 
loss rate coefficient is denoted Kj for a collision involving i particles,7 and leads to the
6For indistinguishable fermions, which require an anti-symmetrised wavefunction, s-wave scattering is 
suppressed at low energies. This is a major impediment to the production of degenerate Fermi gases, a 
problem which has been circumvented by techniques such as sympathetic cooling [114].
7The loss coefficient K, expresses the rate of particle loss, and is related to the event rate coefficient Q, 
sometimes referred to in the literature, by the number of particles lost per collision; thus in most cases 
Ki = iQ.
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Magnetic field (G)
Figure 2.6: Feshbach resonances in ultracold atomic collisions, (a) Interatomic potentials in the 
centre-of-mass frame for colliding atoms in states separated by AE. Although scattering into the 
upper potential (the 'closed channel') may be energetically forbidden, the presence of a bound 
state near the asymptotic energy of the open channel dramatically alters the scattering cross- 
section. (b) Variation of s-wave scattering length with magnetic field near the 155 G Feshbach 
resonance in 85Rb. The scattering length tunes to zero at B =  165.7 G, and far from the resonance 
approaches the background value a\,g =  —443flo-
rate equation
h =  - Y J Ki nl . (2.27)
i
Sections 4.1 and 4.4 are devoted to the investigation of two- and three-body inelastic loss 
rates in 85Rb. Three-body collisions play an important role in the dynamics of collapsing 
condensates, which we consider in Section 4.3.
2.3.2 Feshbach resonances
The existence of internal structure in the colliding atoms also precipitates some useful 
consequences. It is well known that scattering from an attractive potential exhibits a res­
onant character when the potential admits a bound state close to the collision energy (see 
e.g. [111]). The presence of this bound state can dramatically modify the elastic scattering 
cross-section, causing it to diverge if the bound state energy matches the incident kinetic 
energy of the colliding pair. This is known as a Feshbach resonance, first described in 
the context of nuclear physics [43, 44], Of course, perfect degeneracy is not possible if 
the atoms have finite kinetic energy when they are far apart. However, the interatomic 
potential is in general different for atoms in different internal states, and there may exist 
a bound state in another 'channel' (set of internal states) which is near to resonance with 
the incident energy (see Figure 2.6a). The scattering potential itself can provide coupling 
between the channels via the Coulomb or exchange interaction, allowing this bound state 
to influence the collisional properties of atoms in the entrance channel.
As different hyperfine states in alkali atoms can have different magnetic moments 
and quantum numbers, they may respond differently to a magnetic field. This permits 
tuning of the bound state energy with respect to the incident energy, allowing the scat­
tering cross-section to be controlled by applying an external field. This gives rise to a 
magnetically tuned Feshbach resonance. The variation of the s-wave scattering length in
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the vicinity of  such a resonance is described by [117]
fl =  *bg ( i  (2‘28)
where Bo is the magnetic field at the pole of the resonance and A characterises its width. 
The background scattering length far from the resonance flbg is related to the energy of 
the last bound state in the entrance channel potential. In reality, contributions from mul­
tiple closed channels complicate the determination of resonance parameters from first 
principles; instead, experimental measurements of the position and width of resonances 
are used to refine theoretical models of the interatomic potentials. Such a measurement 
is presented in Section 4.1.
The Feshbach resonance pertinent to this thesis features in collisions between 85 Rb 
atoms in the \F =  2, nip =  —2) hyperfine state. The parameters of the resonance, deter­
mined by precision spectroscopy of the molecular state binding energy, are flbg =  —443 0^/ 
Bo =  155.04 G and A =  10.7G [118]. The dependence of the s-wave scattering length on 
magnetic field near this resonance is plotted in Figure 2.6b. The zero crossing occurs at a 
magnetic field of B =  165.7 G. We will describe how this control of the scattering length 
allows us to produce Bose-Einstein condensates of 85Rb in Chapter 3, and in Section 4.3 
we will tune the scattering length through the zero crossing to investigate the collapse of 
condensates with attractive interactions.
As coupling to other internal states is precisely the effect responsible for inelastic scat­
tering, Feshbach resonances can also have a significant and complex impact on inelastic 
loss rates. This is discussed further in Chapter 4. A comprehensive review of Feshbach 
resonances in ultracold gases may be found in Ref. [119].
2.4 Bose-Einstein condensation
All of the atom interferometers we will study in this thesis have as their source a Bose- 
Einstein condensate, in which every atom occupies the same single-particle state of an 
external potential. In the context of atom interferometry, one of the important features 
of a Bose-Einstein condensate is the high spectral density resulting from its Heisenberg- 
limited momentum and density distributions [120], which affect the efficiency of velocity- 
selective external state beamsplitters as described in Chapter 6. Inextricably link ed with 
this higher density, however, is the increased role of interactions in a condensate as com­
pared with a thermal sample. Here, we give a brief overview of the theory of BEC with 
particular emphasis on the effects of interactions, including an introduction to interaction- 
induced squeezing. A comprehensive review of Bose-Einstein condensation in dilute 
gases is found in Ref. [42],
The Bose-Einstein distribution function, describing the occupation of the Ith energy 
state in a system of N  indistinguishable, non-interacting bosons at temperature T, reads
^  =  e (et - f i ) / k BT  _  1 ' (Z 29 )
where e, is the energy of state i, }i is the chemical potential, fixed by the constraint that 
N =  Yh(ni), and kg is the Boltzmann constant. At high temperature (or low density), 
Equation (2.29) reduces to the familiar Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution for an ideal gas. 
In the opposite limit, the occupation Nq of the lowest energy level becomes a macroscopic
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fraction of the total number, and for T —» 0 all particles occupy the ground state. For par­
ticles confined in a harmonic potential with mean oscillation frequency <x^ Q, the critical 
temperature Tc below which the ground state is macroscopically occupied is
ksTc =  hco]ho
N
L03)
1/3
(2.30)
where £(s) is the Riemann zeta function. This phase transition marks the onset of Bose- 
Einstein condensation. It coincides with the condition that the de Broglie wavelengths of 
the particles begin to overlap:
nAdB =  £(3/2) — 2.6, (2.31)
where Ajb =  y  2nh2/m kgT  and n is the particle density. Below Tc, the ground state 
occupation approaches N  as
£  -  1 -  f X f 2 ■ (2.32)N \TCJ
Corrections to the critical temperature due to finite-size effects and mean-field interac­
tions [121] are at the 4% level and will not be important in this thesis, although we note 
that modifications to Tc could be used to study the emergence of rotons in strongly inter­
acting gases [60].
2.4.1 The non-interacting Bose gas
For non-interacting atoms, the wavefunction of a fully degenerate Bose gas is obtained 
by placing all atoms in the lowest single-particle state <^ o(r) :
N
Y ( r ! , . . . , r N) = Y [(p o(r i (2.33)
i= 1
In a harmonic potential V(r) =  \m (co2x2 +  co^y2 +  with mean oscillation fre­
quency cOh0 — {c0 xL0 yc0 z)l / ,^ the single-particle ground state has the familiar form
3/2
M r) = tab) exp m \r 2 - M E " / '-/ (2.34)
where the harmonic oscillator length =  ^Jti/mcoh0 characterises the spatial extent of 
the wavefunction. The density distribution of the condensate is then n (r) =  N|^ >o(r) |2.
2.4.2 Interactions and the G ross-Pitaevskii equation
The inclusion of interactions between the atoms in a condensate in general renders the 
problem of solving for the complete wavefunction intractable. In most situations, how­
ever, it suffices to consider only two-body interactions characterised by an effective po­
tential V (r — r ') =  g S (t  —t'), where the strength of the coupling constant g =  4n h2a / m is 
determined by the s-wave scattering length a (see Section 2.3.1). In this case, the Heisen­
berg equation of motion derived from the complete many-body Hamiltonian may be re­
duced to a simple equation for the expectation value of the bosonic field operator, which 
we shall denote Y (r, t). This approach, first developed in the context of interacting Bose
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gases by Bogoliubov [122], leads to the celebrated Gross-Pitaevskii equation (GPE) for 
the order parameter Y  [123,124,125]:
ih
9Y (r ,t )  
dt - ^ V2 +  t^rap +g\V (r,t)\ : Y (r  ,f) (2.35)
This has the form of a nonlinear Schrodinger equation, affording a single-particle de­
scription of the system in which each atom experiences an additional 'mean-field' poten­
tial (proportional to the local density n =  |Y|2) due to its interaction with all other atoms 
in the condensate. The validity of this description is limited to systems with N  1 
and in which the scattering length is small compared with the average particle separa- 
tion; i.e. n\a\ «  1. In most experimental situations, these conditions are met, and the 
Gross-Pitaevskii equation has proven indispensable as the primary theoretical tool for 
predicting condensate dynamics (see e.g. Ref. [42]).
It should be emphasised that the condition n\a\ C l  does not imply that interactions 
play only a small role. Comparison of the kinetic and interaction energy of the harmonic 
oscillator ground state gives Eint/Ekin ~  Nfl/«ho/ such that Eint may dominate even if 
n\a\ -C l. In fact, interactions can strongly influence properties such as the ground state 
wavefunction, the frequency of collective excitations and the stability of a condensate. 
For example, self-repulsion lessens the peak density of a 87Rb condensate (a ~  lOOflo 
with «o the Bohr radius) with N =  106 atoms by two orders of magnitude compared to 
a non-interacting condensate with the same atom number. On the other hand, attract­
ing condensates can be unstable against collapse if the interaction energy overcomes the 
kinetic energy associated with the curvature of the wavefunction. This phenomenon is 
investigated in Section 4.3. In the extreme case where the scattering length exceeds the 
de Broglie wavelength of the interacting particles, i.e. ka 1, the scattering cross-section 
[Equation (2.25)] saturates for a given energy at cr =  8 n /k 2, independent of a. This is 
known as the unitarity limit. In a Bose-Einstein condensate, the de Broglie wavelength 
is on the order of the interparticle separation, thus the condition ka 3 > 1 is equivalent 
to n | a | 1. In this interaction-dominated regime, the gas can no longer be considered 
dilute and effects beyond the mean-field approach of Equation (2.35) begin to manifest.
Equation (2.35) can be extended to encompass two-component condensates described 
by order parameters Y i and Y 2 [126]:
ih
3Yi
dt
.t dY 2
~ d f
V 2 +  Vi +  g n  |Ti|2 -I- g12 |Y2|2
h2
-  —  V 2 +  V2 +  g22 IY2I2 + g i2 |Yi|2
T i
T 2 , (2.36)
where the gjj =  ‘ln h 2alj /m  characterise the interactions in terms of the intraspecies scat­
tering lengths an , a 22  and the interspecies scattering length a\2. We shall use Equations 
(2.36) to study the ground state of systems in which the two components are different 
atomic species in Section 4.2, and to simulate the dynamics of a two-component conden­
sate comprising different internal states of 87Rb in Section 5.4.
In some cases of practical importance, the GPE can be solved analytically under cer­
tain approximations (see Section 2.4.3). However, in several parts of this thesis we will 
need to rely on numerical integration of Equation (2.35) or (2.36) to predict the proper­
ties and dynamical behaviour of condensates for comparison with experiment. For this
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we use XMDS2,8 an open-source package for solving differential equations developed in 
the Australian Centre of Excellence for Quantum-Atom Optics. Stationary ground state 
solutions are found by propagating an initial guess (e.g. a Thomas-Fermi distribution) 
in imaginary time r  =  it until the amplitude of the excited states is negligibly small. 
Time-dependent dynamics are solved by an adaptive fifth-order Runge-Kutta algorithm, 
exploiting the near-cylindrical symmetry of the trapping potentials in this work using the 
Hankel transform. Where applicable, reflection symmetry along the z-axis allows further 
optimisation of the algorithm by means of the discrete cosine transform.
2.4.3 The Thom as-Ferm i approxim ation
The ground state wavefunction of a BEC in a given potential is a stationary solution 
of Equation (2.35). Separating variables in the condensate wavefunction as Y ( r , f ) =  
e -i}it/h ^ rj yields a second-order ordinary differential equation for the spatial compo­
nent:
pip(r) =
h2
~ 2^ V +  V‘rap+£ 1^(01 i/;(r), (2.37)
where p is the chemical potential. In general, this equation must be integrated numeri­
cally to find the ground state spatial wavefunction. However, in the limit that Eint/ Ekin ~  
Na/flho 1 (corresponding to large atom number and strongly repulsive interactions), 
the kinetic energy term can be neglected, and Equation (2.37) is trivially solved for the 
density n(r) =  \tp(r)\2:
f \ ( V ~  ^ raP(r ) n\ /'o qcnn{r) =  max ---------- -— , 0 . (2.38)
8
This is known as the Thomas-Fermi approximation. In this limit, the density profile takes 
on the shape of the confining potential and the condensate boundary is defined by the 
equipotential surface Vtrap(f) =  }L For a condensate in a harmonic trap, the density is an 
inverted parabola:
»(r) =  ^ l - E ^ K  (2-39)
where the Thomas-Fermi radii are defined as
mcof
and the normalisation condition on ip(r) gives the chemical potential:
1 /15 N a \ 2/5 
Y- =  -ft^ho ——  ■ (2-41)
 ^ V h^o /
We will use the Thomas-Fermi approximation to estimate the mean-field shift and interaction- 
induced phase diffusion in Sections 5.4 and 6.4.
®http: //www. xmds . org/.
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2.4.4 Interaction-induced squeezing
One of the great opportunities offered by the use of BEC in atom interferometers is the 
possibility of enhancing sensitivity with interaction-induced squeezing. The phase sensi­
tivity achievable in an interferometer using an A/-particle coherent state (such as a Bose- 
Einstein condensate) is equivalent to that obtained with N  independent particles or N 
measurements of a single particle: Acp =  1 / \/N. However, using entangled states in an 
interferometer allows the sensitivity to exceed this value, by 'squeezing' the phase un­
certainty to below the standard quantum limit. The amount of squeezing is quantified 
by the coherent spin squeezing factor £s> defined through the minimum interferomet- 
ric phase uncertainty Acp =  Z s/V N . A value of £s <  1 corresponds to metrologically 
useful squeezing. A detailed review of quantum spin squeezing and its application to 
interferometry is given in Ref. [127],
Fortuitously, it happens that the correlations induced by interparticle interactions in 
a condensate can generate entanglement and spin squeezing, allowing the quantum pro­
jection noise limit to be overcome. This possibility is especially enticing when reducing 
the projection noise by increasing the atom number is difficult or impractical. A rigor­
ous theoretical description of interaction-induced squeezing is beyond the scope of this 
thesis: here we will only give a brief outline of the scheme. More detail may be found in 
Refs. [84,127,128]. In the second-quantised Hamiltonian from which the Gross-Pitaevskii 
equations for a two-component BEC [Equations (2.36)] are derived, interactions between 
and among the two species are described by [127]
Hint =  £  h x i ja ja t fa j ,  (2.42)
/,/=1,2
where a] and fl, represent the bosonic creation and annihilation operators for a particle in 
state i. The coupling constant is given by
Xij =  y  j \ipi(r)\2 \ipj(r)\2 d*r. (2.43)
This is known as the one-axis twisting Hamiltonian [84]; it is identical in form to that 
describing the optical Kerr effect in a nonlinear crystal [129]. Its effect may be visualised 
on the Bloch sphere; whereas the linear part of the Hamiltonian causes the Bloch vec­
tor to precess about the §3 axis with frequency A (Section 2.1.3), the nonlinear term (2.42) 
induces a rotation about the z axis proportional to the 2-projection of the state vector (Fig­
ure 2.7). This can be seen by writing the Hamiltonian in terms of the angular momentum 
operator Jz =  \(a\a\ — a\ci2 ) [84]; alternatively, an intuitive appreciation may be gained 
by recalling that the phase of a state advances at a rate proportional to its energy. If the 
interaction strengths Xij differ between the two states, then the mean-field energy of a 
coherent superposition (and thus its phase evolution rate) will depend on how much of 
each state it comprises, i.e. on the e3-projection of its Bloch vector. This 'twisting' is what 
gives rise to spin squeezing. The nonlinearity vanishes, and thus there is no possible spin 
squeezing, if Xn ~ 2Xn  +  X22  =  0.
To see how the twisting induced by this nonlinearity can be used to enhance the phase 
sensitivity of an interferometer, consider a BEC initially in a coherent state of |1). Per­
forming a fast tt/ 2  pulse (O ^/V, such that the nonlinear evolution during the pulse 
may be neglected) produces a superposition of coherent states of |1) and |2), bringing 
the state vector up to the equator of the Bloch sphere as shown in Figure 2.7. This state
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Figure 2.7: Interaction-induced squeezing on the Bloch sphere. A coherent state prepared in an 
equal superposition of |1) and |2) becomes sheared by the one-ax is twisting Hamiltonian (2.42), 
lessening its uncertainty at an angle a to the Bloch sphere equator. This state m ay then be rotated  
to produce a state with reduced phase uncertainty, which can be used to perform an interferomet- 
ric measurement with sensitivity beyond the projection noise limit.
has the minimum product of relative number and phase uncertainty allowed by the un­
certainty principle (for an explicit calculation of the density matrix see Ref. [130]), rep­
resented by the symmetric red uncertainty circle in the figure. Left to evolve under the 
twisting Hamiltonian (2.42), this circle is sheared out into an ellipse, with reduced uncer­
tainty at an angle a. to the Bloch sphere equator. Another fast coupling pulse with Of =  a 
and relative phase tt/2 with respect to the first pulse rotates this ellipse and places its 
minor axis along the equator, giving a state with reduced phase uncertainty. At the end 
of the interrogation time the final zr/2 pulse will convert the accumulated phase, with its 
reduced uncertainty, into a population difference with fluctuations below the projection 
noise limit.
The ability to control the nonlinearity is essential for achieving sub-projection-noise- 
limited performance in an interferometer: the twisting effect must be made strong to 
generate the phase squeezed state after the first beamsplitter, then reduced to prevent 
corrupting the state during the interrogation time. The expression for Xij [Equation (2.43)] 
suggests two possible strategies: changing the spatial overlap of the two states (e.g. us­
ing state-dependent potentials [87]), or tuning the scattering lengths aq with a Feshbach 
resonance [88]. As we shall see in Section 5.4, differences in the inter- and intra-species 
scattering lengths can trigger spontaneous evolution of the spatial wavefunctions 
causing x  t°  vary with time. Because the nonlinearity arises from interparticle interac­
tions, it is greater in high-density samples, which therefore facilitate production of the 
squeezed state. Of course, this also amplifies the deleterious effects of interactions such 
as mean-field shifts and phase diffusion. The impact of interactions on interferometry 
with high-density Bose-condensed samples is explored in Section 5.4.
Chapter 3
85Rb Bose-Einstein condensation 
apparatus
A summary o f this chapter has been published in:
• P. A. Altin, N. P. Robins, D. Doring, J. E. Debs, R. Poldy, C. Figl, and J. D. Close. "85Rb 
tunable-interaction Bose-Einstein condensate machine," Rev. Sci. Instrum. 81, 063103 
(2010).
The ability to control interparticle interactions will be crucial in fully exploiting the po­
tential of Bose-Einstein condensates in precision atom interferometry, by allowing the 
detrimental effects of interactions to be mitigated and the advantages exploited. Such 
control is offered by magnetic Feshbach resonances, but only select atomic species pos­
sess resonances which are experimentally accessible. This chapter describes the design 
and implementation of a machine for creating stable Bose-Einstein condensates of 85Rb 
with tunable interparticle interactions. Condensation of up to 105 atoms is achieved via 
sympathetic evaporative cooling with a 87Rb reservoir, in both a magnetic and an op­
tical potential. 87Rb condensates containing over 106 atoms can also be created in the 
optical trap. This is the apparatus used in later chapters to study the role of interactions 
in Bose-Einstein condensates and atom interferometry. During the course of the exper­
iments described in this thesis, several versions of the apparatus were built and tested. 
Except where it is instructive to discuss features of earlier revisions, the presentation is 
limited to the latest (and most successful) iteration of the machine.
3.1 Overview
Achieving Bose-Einstein condensation of 85Rb is complicated by its unfavourable elas­
tic and inelastic scattering properties. The vanishing s-wave scattering cross-section at 
E/fcg ~  350 pK  [131] renders the traditional approach of evaporative cooling in a low bias 
field magnetic trap ineffective, since collisions cannot induce rethermalisation among the 
remaining atoms. In addition, inelastic scattering processes are significantly higher in 
85Rb than in species such as 87Rb or Na, leading to debilitating trap losses which make 
it difficult to attain the phase space density required for condensation [132], Finally, at 
magnetic fields below 155 G 85Rb atoms attract each other, preventing the formation of a 
stable condensate with more than a few hundred atoms.
Despite these impediments, condensation of 85Rb was achieved by the group of C. 
Wieman at JILA in 2000 [47], who created the first BEC with widely tunable interactions.
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Slow evaporation in a weak, high bias field (B =  160 — 250 G) magnetic trap resulted in 
condensates of ~  104 atoms. Several years later, the JILA group improved their apparatus 
via the technique of sympathetic cooling [133], exploiting the large interspecies collision 
cross-section between the two isotopes [134] to cool 85Rb using 87Rb as a refrigerant. The 
second version of the JILA machine also used an optical dipole trap for the final cooling 
stage. Our apparatus is similar to this latest work of Papp et al. [66, 67].
The major motivation for creating condensates of 85Rb is to be able to control the s- 
wave scattering length using the magnetic Feshbach resonance at 155 G. Varying the bias 
field in a magnetic trap, in addition to presenting technical challenges and requiring care­
ful trap design, is problematic because any coupling between the bias field and trap fre­
quencies or position will result in unwanted excitations of the atomic sample. Confining 
the atoms using an optical dipole trap and manipulating the scattering length with a uni­
form bias field circumvents these issues. Optical potentials [135,136,137] have become a 
standard tool in ultracold atomic physics, and many groups now create and study BECs 
in optical traps [138, 139]. Often, a very tight dipole trap is loaded directly with laser 
cooled atoms from a magneto-optical trap (MOT). It is critical that the initial density be 
high to sustain rethermalisation during cooling, since evaporation in an optical trap gen­
erally reduces the trap frequencies and thus the elastic collision rate [139]. However, this 
technique is not feasible for 85Rb due to large inelastic scattering rates which lead to trap 
loss at high density. Therefore, in condensing 8?Rb it is necessary to pre-cool the sample 
in a magnetic potential before transfer to the dipole trap for final evaporation.
Our apparatus for creating tunable-interaction Bose-Einstein condensates of 85Rb em­
ploys sympathetic cooling with 87Rb in two stages, initially in an Ioffe-Pritchard mag­
netic trap and subsequently in a weak, large-volume crossed optical dipole trap, using 
the 155 G Feshbach resonance to manipulate the elastic and inelastic scattering proper­
ties of the 85Rb atoms. Initially, a cold beam comprising both 8:,Rb and 87Rb atoms is 
produced in a two-dimensional magneto-optical trap (MOT) and is directed through the 
vacuum system to a three-dimensional dual-species MOT in the main chamber, which 
is evacuated to a pressure of ~  10-11 torr. After polarisation-gradient cooling, the atoms 
are pumped into their lower hyperfine states before being loaded into a quadrupole Ioffe- 
Pritchard (QUIC) magnetic trap. Here, the 87Rb is selectively evaporated by a radiofre­
quency sweep which drives transitions to untrapped states, sympathetically cooling the 
85Rb through thermal contact. Once the temperature has fallen to 10 pK, the atoms are 
transferred to a crossed optical dipole trap and a magnetic bias field of approximately 
160 G is applied to suppress inelastic collisions in 85Rb. The QUIC trap, the dipole trap 
and the Feshbach bias field coils are all co-axial, which facilitates transfer between the 
traps and control of the bias field. Finally, the depth of the dipole trap is reduced, result­
ing in further evaporation of both species. By tuning the bias field, the 85 Rb scattering 
length can be made positive and a stable condensate of 1 x 105 atoms created with a scat­
tering length of a =  +200 flo- The sample is probed using absorption of near-resonant 
light.
3.2 Vacuum system
A clean vacuum environment is essential for atom interferometry experiments with Bose- 
Einstein condensates. Collisions with background gas particles, typically having kinetic 
energies many orders of magnitude larger than the trapped atoms, cause loss which im­
pedes evaporative cooling and limits the lifetime of a trapped BEC. They also result in
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Figure 3.1: Vacuum sy stem schematic, (a) The 2D and 3D MOTs are collected in coaxial quartz 
glass cells, connected by a small impedance which maintains a pressure differential between the 
two sections. Dispensers provide rubidium vapour for the 2D MOT, and an ion pump and a tita­
nium sublimation pump maintain the pressure on the UHV side a t P  =  l x l O - * 1  torr. (b) Cross- 
section of the 2D MOT glass cell showing the impedance dimensions. The low conductance  
C =  7 m l /s of this tube permits the pressure on either side to differ by four orders of magni­
tude in the molecular flow regime.
decoherence of carefully prepared quantum states and can lead to spurious phase shifts 
in the output of an interferometer.
A schematic of our vacuum system is shown in Figure 3.1a. The entire system is con­
structed from commercial ultra-high vacuum components, and all joints are of the Conflat 
type, sealed with copper gaskets compressed between knife-edged flanges. The 2D and 
3D MOTs are collected in two rectangular 25 mm x 25 mm x 80 mm quartz glass cells 
on opposite sides of a hollow stainless steel cube. After initial evacuation of the cham­
ber using a turbomolecular pump, ultra-high vacuum (UHV) is maintained by a 751/s 
ion pump and a titanium sublimation pump (TSP) housed in a 6-inch tube. An electrical 
feedthrough provides current to two 50 mg rubidium dispensers (Alvatec AS-Rb-50-F) 
mounted in the 2D MOT cell, which run continuously at 3 A. The pressure is measured 
by the ion pump current and by a cold cathode gauge (Pfeiffer IKR 270) mounted on one 
of the large tubes, which agree to within a factor of 2 in their specified operating ranges.
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After construction, the entire system was baked at 300°C for six days, during which time 
the pressure was observed to drop by more than a factor of 10.
While the pressure in the main chamber must be kept at < 10~10 torr to reduce back­
ground collisions, a relatively high pressure (up to Rb vapor pressure ~  10~7torr) is 
needed to collect a large number of atoms in the MOT. To fulfill both these requirements, 
our vacuum system is partitioned into two sections by an impedance — a stainless steel 
tube protruding into the 2D MOT glass cell with a small hole drilled through its centre. 
This allows differential pumping to generate a pressure difference of several orders of 
magnitude between the two sections. The impedance is shown in cross-section in Fig­
ure 3.1b; the diameter of the hole is 0.8 mm at one end, widening to 7 mm after a short 
distance. The tube is mounted on a solid copper gasket that forms the seal between the 
feedthrough and the central cube. The conductance of this tube in the molecular flow 
regime for particles of mass m and temperature T can be calculated as [140]
(3.1,
6 V m n L
where D is the diameter of the tube and L its length. L ike electrical conductance, se­
ries vacuum conductances add in reciprocal, so that the total conductance of the tube is 
C =  7 x 10- 3 1/s. The gas flow through the impedance is given by the product of its con­
ductance and the pressure difference between the two chambers Q;mp =  C(Phv — Puhv). 
Assuming that this is the dominant contribution to the pressure in the UHV chamber,1 in 
equilibrium this will match the gas removed from the system by the ion pump and the 
TSP, which is related to their combined pumping speed Sp by Qp =  Sp Puhv- Thus the 
pressure in the 2D MOT cell will be
n n f  SP , PuHvSp (rt ^Phv =  Puhv ( +  1 J  — — ^—  (3.2)
for Sp 3> C. In our system, we expect Sp r>u 102 -  103 l/s,f so the impedance should 
allow us to sustain a pressure differential of %v/^uhv ~  104 — 105, enough to keep the 
BEC chamber at 10-11 torr and the 2D MOT cell near rubidium vapour pressure Pv =
4 x 10~7torr [142], Indeed, we measure the pressure at the cold cathode gauge to be 
P =  1 x 10-11 torr while keeping the 2D MOT cell near Pv by increasing the dispenser 
current until solid rubidium begins to condense on the glass.
Despite apparently achieving good vacuum on the UHV side of the chamber, the life­
time of atom clouds in the magnetic trap is typically only 20 seconds, uncommonly low 
for BEC machines. We have investigated this effect carefully and ruled out other loss 
mechanisms such as stray resonant light or radiofrequency fields, concluding that the 
lifetime is limited by collisions with background gas particles. It is possible that the pres­
sure at the magnetic trap is increased by direct flow of particles through the impedance, 
since, unlike the cold cathode gauge, the UHV glass cell is in line-of-sight of the 2D MOT
'Gas also diffuses through and out of the chamber walls; we infer that the flow of rubidium vapour 
through the impedance dominates outgassing from the fact that the pressure rises by more than a factor of
2 when the dispensers are on. We cannot determine the exact outgassing rate because the pressure without 
the dispensers running is below the measuring limit of the cold cathode gauge.
+The pumping speed per unit area of an adsorptive surface is the number of particles impinging on the
surface per unit time multiplied by the adsorption probability, S =  s's/kpT/lnm.  Typical pumping speeds 
for titanium films are of order 1 — 101/s/cm 2  [141]; for rubidium the speed is Sj^ -Ti =  6.7s^b Ti 1/s /c m 2, 
where 0 < < 1 is the sticking coefficient of rubidium on titanium. At 10 - 1 1  torr, it would take several
years for the titanium film to become saturated and the sticking coefficient to be appreciably reduced.
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chamber. Systems designed with a bend between the high and ultra-high vacuum sec­
tions attain lifetimes an order of magnitude longer [67], albeit at the cost of increased 
complexity. Nevertheless, the rethermalisation rate in our trap allows us to evaporate 
quickly enough to overcome background losses, and all experiments performed on the 
condensates last for much less than 1 second.
3.3 Laser system
The laser light used for the 85 Rb and 87Rb magneto-optical traps and for absorption imag­
ing of the atom clouds is derived from seven homebuilt external cavity diode lasers 
(ECDLs) in Littrow configuration. These use optical feedback from a low-efficiency holo­
graphic diffraction grating to narrow the linewidth of a 785 nm laser diode (Roithner 
ADL-78901TX), giving between 50 mW and 80 mW of output at the frequency of the ru­
bidium D2 line (52S i/2 —> 52P3/2, A =  780.24nm). Where more power is required, in 
particular for the 87Rb MOTs, the ECDL outputs are amplified by 1.5 W tapered amplifier 
chips (m2k laser TA-780-1500).
We use diode laser controllers from MOGlabs2 to actively stabilise the diode current, 
temperature and output frequency. All seven lasers are locked to an atomic reference 
using saturated absorption spectroscopy and electronic feedback to the diode current 
and the angle of the diffraction grating, which is controlled by a piezo-mechanical stack 
actuator. Error signals are produced using either current or Zeeman modulation. We 
have found that producing error signals by current modulation can dramatically broaden 
the laser linewidth beyond the natural linewidth of the atomic transition (r  ~  27r x 
6 MHz). For this reason, we use Zeeman modulation for the lasers from which we derive 
imaging light, to enable maximum absorption when imaging dilute clouds on resonance.
During an experimental cycle, it is necessary to alter the frequency of some beams; 
these are passed through acousto-optic modulators (AOMs) driven by voltage-controlled 
rf oscillators, which also facilitates fast (<  1 ^s) switching of the light intensity. We will 
not give a detailed description of the optical setup for each laser; Table 3.1 summarises 
the different frequencies used in the experiment. The repumping light is used to prevent 
loss of atoms through off-resonant transitions to the lower hyperfine state during the
Purpose Transition Detuning
(MHz)
Power
(mW)
87Rb
3D MOT trapping F =  2 —> F' =  3 -2 4 60
3D MOT repumping F =  1 — F' =  2 0 20
2D MOT trapping F =  2 -> F' =  3 -1 2 200
2D MOT repumping F =  1 —► F' =  2 0 20
Push beam F =  2 -> F' =  3 +5 0.2
Imaging F =  2 —> F' =  3 - 6 0.5
85Rb
3D MOT trapping F =  3 — F' =  4 -2 0 20
3D MOT repumping F =  2 -> F' =  3 0 4
2D MOT trapping F =  3 -> F' =  4 -1 2 35
2D MOT repumping F =  2 -> F' =  3 0 4
Push beam F =  2 —> F' =  3 +29 0.1
Imaging F =  2 —» F' =  3 0 0.5
Table 3.1: The laser frequen­
cies used in this experiment. 
Typical values for the pow er 
available after fibre coupling 
and the detuning relative to 
the specified transition are 
also given.
2MOG Laboratories Pty Ltd, Australia. http://www.moglabs. com/.
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to 3D MOT
Figu re 3.2: Optical setup for 
the 3D MOT laser. Light from 
a single diod e laser is passed  
through an electro-optic m od­
ulator to produce a sideband 
at the frequency of the 8 5  Rb 
cooling transition. ECDL - ex­
ternal cavity diode laser; PD - 
photodetector; FC - fibre cou­
pler; EOM - electro-optic m od­
ulator; TA - tapered amplifier; 
PBS - polarising beamsplitter; 
AOM - acousto-optic m odula­
tor; A/ 2  - half-wave retarder; 
A /4  - quarter-wave retarder.
MOT cooling cycle.
Several configurations for producing cooling light for the 3D MOTs were trialled, 
the most successful of which is shown in Figure 3.2. Light from a single ECDL locked 
near the 87Rb F =  2 —> F' =  3 transition is passed through a fibre-coupled electro­
optic phase modulator (EOM) driven at 1.13 GHz. This produces a sideband near the 
85Rb F =  3 —► F' =  4 transition (an equal amount of power in the upper sideband, 
and smaller amounts in higher-order sidebands, are not resonant with either species). 
Both frequencies are amplified by a 1.5 W tapered amplifier chip and shifted close to 
resonance by a double-passed AOM. Approximately 100 mW is available at the MOT 
after fibre coupling. This setup has the advantage that the two frequencies are precisely 
co-propagating and have the same polarisation. The power in each, and their detuning 
from the respective cooling transition, can be controlled by tuning the driving amplitudes 
and frequencies of the EOM and AOM. The sidebands are monitored using a confocal 
cavity with a 10 GHz free-spectral range. This configuration resulted in greater stability 
in the number of 85 Rb and 87Rb atoms collected in the MOTs compared with using two 
separated ECDLs to drive the cooling transitions.
The laser light is guided to the experiment in single-mode polarisation-maintaining 
optical fibres, which allow us to separate the laser table from the main apparatus and 
serve to mode-clean the light. Fibre-guiding also makes the optical alignment on the 
BEC table independent of the laser table, which is very useful when making changes 
to the laser setup. However, stress-induced-birefrigent fibres can be highly susceptible 
to mechanical and thermal perturbations — unless the input polarisation is pure and 
precisely aligned with the fibre axis, the output will be elliptically polarised and may vary 
with time [143]. This problem is exacerbated by the fact that most of our fibres carry two 
light frequencies (one for each species) combined on a polarising beamsplitter cube (PBS);
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typically the polarisation extinction ratio on reflection from a PBS is quite poor — we have 
measured ratios Rs : Rp on the order of a few percent. Even after carefully aligning the 
input polarisation to minimise fluctuations after the fibre, we measure variations of 2 — 
10% in the power of the desired polarisation component, mostly due to temperature drifts 
in our lab. We believe this to be a major limiting factor in the stability of our condensate 
production (see Section 3.11).
3.4 Control and imaging
Our machine is controlled by a desktop computer running National Instruments Lab- 
VIEW 7. The computer is equipped with two 8-channel 16-bit analog output cards (NI 
PCI-6733), giving variable voltage output of - 1 0  V to +10 V, and a 32-channel digital 
card (NI PCI-6533) with + 5  V TTL outputs. A computer clock signal updates the state of 
each channel, providing timing control accurate to <  100 ns with a resolution of 100 ys. 
During a long run, the memory required to store the state of all analog channels at each 
update can exceed the capacity of the card's buffer. To overcome this difficulty, two of the 
digital channels are reserved for triggering analog updates only when a channel value is 
altered. Since there are often long periods during a run when no updates are required 
(e.g. during MOT loading), this substantially reduces the amount of information that 
must be stored in the buffer. To protect the PCI cards from destructive feedback, analog 
isolators are used before the control inputs of the high current power supplies driving 
the magnetic trap coils.
Absorption imaging is our primary diagnostic tool for probing ultracold atom clouds. 
This well-established technique makes use of the absorption of near-resonant photons to 
measure the integrated atomic density distribution.3 A detection beam with intensity 
lo(x ,y)  is passed through an atomic sample of density n (x ,y ,z ) and is absorbed accord­
ing to the Beer-Lambert law:
dl  =  - n a l ,  (3.3)
where a  is the atomic absorption cross-section for a closed transition:
-  3A2 1 
2n l + 4(A/r)2 + I/Jsat' ( , )
with Zsat and T respectively the saturation intensity and natural linewidth of the imaging 
transition, and I and A the intensity and detuning of the imaging light. For rubidium, 
hat =  nhcY/3A 3 =  1.67mW/cm2 and I  =  2n  x 6.07MHz. Equation (3.3) can be inte­
grated to give
2 n
— lf- +  [l +  4(A /r)2] l n ^ (3-5)
tsat i f  _
Measuring the intensity of the detection beam therefore allows us to deduce the two- 
dimensional atomic density distribution n(x ,y ) =  J  n (x ,y ,z ) dz integrated along the line 
of sight. We measure If and Io by imaging the detection beam onto a charge-coupled- 
device (CCD) camera and recording two images, one containing the shadow left by the 
atoms and the other after the atoms have fallen out of the imaging region.
3  A comprehensive treatment of the theory of absorption imaging, particularly as it relates to Bose- 
Einstein condensates and atom interferometry, can be found in Ref. [144].
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If the amount of light absorbed by the atoms is far below saturation I f  — Iq Isat, 
which is the case either with very dilute (optically thin) clouds or when the incident 
intensity is itself well below /sat/ the first term in Equation (3.5) may be neglected:
, x 2/r T2 +  4A2 I0 
" ( * 'y) =  3A2 ---- f 2----  Tf  ' (3’6)
In practice, it is more convenient to operate in this regime since n(x,y)  then depends 
only on the ratio I o / I f  and is independent of the absolute intensity of the imaging light 
and various properties of the camera. However, particularly when imaging with high 
magnification the intensity at the atoms is sometimes too high for Equation (3.6) to be 
valid.
Many of the properties of an ultracold atom cloud can be deduced from the integrated 
density distribution n(x ,y ). For example, a signature of the phase transition from thermal 
to Bose gas is the emergence of a bimodal density distribution (see Section 3.10). The pa­
rameters that one is usually most interested in are the number of atoms present and their 
temperature. The atom number may be determined simply by integrating n(x,y) over 
a region of interest, which amounts to summing Equation (3.5) or (3.6) pixel-wise across 
the CCD image. A thermal gas in a harmonic trap has a Gaussian density distribution
n{x'y'z) =  <3'7> 
with 1/e radii that depend on the temperature T and the oscillation frequencies a;.
2k* T t*X Q\<Ti=\ ----- JV mcof
It is thus possible to determine T from the cloud radius in the trap. However, the opti­
cal depth of our samples in trap is generally too high to measure cr accurately, and we 
typically image the atoms after releasing the trap and allowing the sample to expand 
ballistically for a time t . The distribution remains Gaussian during expansion, with the 
radius evolving as
(^ (t)  =  £7 (^0) +  T2^ ,  (3.9)
where a v =  yJlk^ T / m is the width of the velocity distribution. The temperature can then 
be found from the width of the cloud at two different expansion times:
m ct2(t2) - c r 2( n )  
2k b t| -  T,2
Alternatively, if the oscillation frequencies of the trap are known, it is possible to deduce 
the temperature from a single image taken at time r  by solving Equation (3.9) for T:
2*s  (1 +  t ^ ? )  - ' ’
To image 87Rb and 85Rb in the magnetic and optical traps, a 100 ps  pulse of repumping 
light is applied first to optically pump the atoms out of the lower hyperfine state, immedi­
ately followed by a 10 — 100 ps  pulse of light on the cooling transition (|F =  2, niF =  2) —>
|F' =  3, m p  =  3) for 87Rb, |F =  3, rnp — 3) —► \F' =  4, trip =  4) for ^Rb). The imaging
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light is circularly polarised and a small magnetic bias field is applied along the direction 
of the probe light to ensure that the imaging transition is closed. The shadow left by the 
atoms on the imaging laser is captured with an IEEE 1394 CCD camera (Point Grey Re­
search Grasshopper). This camera has a measured quantum efficiency of 17.4% at 780 nm 
and a well depth of 17,000 e~ , so that to saturate the camera in a 100 p s exposure would 
require an intensity of roughly /Sat/3 at unity magnification. No counts are recorded by 
the camera during an exposure with the imaging light shuttered, thus it is not necessary 
to record a dark-field image for subtraction. The images are acquired by Coriander for 
Linux,4 and processed using MATLAB to determine the number, spatial distribution and 
temperature of either species at the end of a run.
3.5 Dual-species MOTs
A well-designed magneto-optical trap system can cool 1010 atoms from room tempera­
ture to ~  100 pK  in a matter of seconds, and as such forms the initial stage of nearly 
every experiment involving ultracold atoms. Ours begins with the simultaneous collec­
tion of 87Rb and 8:>Rb atoms in a three-dimensional magneto-optical trap fed by a cold 
atomic beam from a two-dimensional MOT (Figure 3.3). The physics of laser cooling and 
the principle of operation of a MOT will not be discussed here, we defer instead to the 
extensive literature on the subject [145, 146, 147, 148, 149, 150] which includes several 
comprehensive reviews [151,152],
3.5.1 Tw o-dim ensional M O T
As discussed in Section 3.2, ultra-high vacuum of P < 10-10 torr is necessary for creat­
ing and holding a Bose-Einstein condensate. Many techniques have been developed for 
supplying atoms to a UHV chamber without compromising the quality of the vacuum en­
vironment. Cooled atoms may be transported from a vapour-cell collection MOT either 
magnetically [153,154] or optically [155]. Alternatively, a UHV MOT may capture atoms 
from a cold beam, as produced by Zeeman slowers [156,157], two-dimensional magneto­
optical traps [158] or low-velocity intense sources [159], We extract a slow beam of 85Rb 
and 87Rb from a vapour cell using a two-dimensional MOT setup similar to that of [160].
The 2D MOT configuration is shown in Figure 3.3a. Four racetrack-shaped coils, com­
prising approximately 20 turns of 1.5 mm copper magnet wire and carrying currents of
8 — 10 A, create a two-dimensional quadrupole magnetic field with B' ~  16G/cm that 
vanishes along the axis of the glass cell. The current in each coil is adjusted to align the 
node of the quadrupole field with the hole in the impedance. Circularly polarised beams 
apertured to 20 mm in diameter and containing trapping and repumping light for both 
species pass through the cell perpendicular to each other and to the axis of the field, and 
are retroreflected to realise two-dimensional Doppler cooling. A low power push beam 
slightly detuned from the cooling transition drives atoms from the 2D MOT through the 
impedance into the UHV section of the vacuum system, where they are captured in the 
3D MOT.
Although there is no cooling of the atomic motion along the symmetry axis in a 2D 
MOT, the mean longitudinal velocity of the beam after filtering by the impedance aper­
ture may be as low as (vz) ~  20 m/s [160], less than one-tenth the mean speed of room 
temperature atoms. This is because only those atoms with relatively low axial velocity
4Corian d e r2.0, D. Douxchamps (2007). h t t p ://damien . douxchanip s .n e t/ ie e e l394/coriander/.
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m irror
2D M O T 3D M O T
Figure 3.3: Schematic of  the 2D and 3D MOTs. All beams except the push contain both trapping 
and  repumping light. The direction of current in each coil is indicated by arrows.
will spend enough time in the trapping region to experience transverse cooling —  those 
that do not reach a sufficiently low transverse temperature will not pass through the 
hole in the impedance. The capture velocity vc of the 3D MOT can be straightforwardly 
estimated [161] as follows: atoms entering the trapping region experience an average 
deceleration of rvrec, where r is the scattering rate and viec =  h/m A  the recoil veloc­
ity. Requiring that an atom reach zero velocity before exiting the trapping region gives 
vc =  \j2hdr/mA =  \ f2dIcT/me, where d is the diameter of the trapping region and a  the 
absorption cross-section [Equation (3.4)]. For our parameters (see Table 3.1), vc ~  10 m/s. 
We measure the initial loading rate of the 3D MOT to be roughly 2 x 109 atoms/s. The 
total flux from the 2D MOT could be significantly higher than this, depending on the 
velocity distribution of the atomic beam; the field gradient and laser detuning in the 3D 
MOT are chosen to maximise the steady state atom number rather than the capture ve­
locity.
3.5.2 Three-dim ensional M O T
The setup for the 3D MOT is shown in Figure 3.3b. The anti-Helmholtz coils consist of 65 
turns of 1.3 mm copper wire and run at 10 A, generating a three-dimensional quadrupole 
field with gradient B' =  40 (20) G/cm in the axial (radial) direction. The trapping beams 
are apertured to 20 mm and are detuned 24 MHz and 20 MHz to the red of the 87Rb 
\F =  2) —> \F' =  3) transition and the 85Rb |F =  3) —> |F' =  4) transition respectively. A 
limitation of the standard three-beam retroreflected MOT configuration is the difficulty 
in balancing the counter-propagating beam intensities: due to absorption by the trapped 
cloud and losses in transmission through optics, the returning beam may contain signifi­
cantly less power. To partly compensate for this, the MOT beams are slightly converging, 
which increases the central intensity of the retroreflected arms. We also choose the ori­
entation of the horizontal beams such that the retroreflected light propagates in the same
mirror
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direction as the atoms from the 2D MOT, as more intensity is required in the opposite 
direction to slow and recapture the incoming atoms.
In a typical experimental run, the 3D MOT collects 1010 87Rb atoms and 108 85Rb 
atoms within 10 s. After loading the trap the atoms undergo polarisation-gradient cool­
ing for 20 ms, during which time the detuning of the trapping lasers is increased by 
30 MHz and the magnetic field is smoothly ramped to zero. This reduces the tempera­
ture of the sample to 40 pK. The repumping lasers are switched off for 1 ms to allow both 
species to be optically pumped into their lower hyperfine states (87Rb |F =  1) and 85Rb 
|F — 2)) in preparation for sympathetic cooling. The trapping light is then extinguished, 
and the MOT coils rapidly turned on to 25 A to catch the low-field-seeking states 85Rb 
|F =  2, nip =  — 2} and 87Rb \F =  1, nip =  —1). With the aid of a rectangular transfer coil, 
the atoms are magnetically transported over a distance of 40 mm to a second quadrupole 
trap (see Figure 3.4). In this process, the current in the transfer coil is ramped up to 
push the cloud towards the Ioffe-Pritchard trap coils, then the MOT and transfer coils 
are turned off as the current in the quadrupole coils ramps up. This quadrupole trap is 
then converted into a harmonic Ioffe-Pritchard potential using the quadrupole-Ioffe coil 
configuration (QUIC), as described below.
3.6 M agnetic trap
Designing a suitable magnetic trap is one of the most complex and most important stages 
of a conventional BEC experiment. The complexity arises from the sheer number of fac­
tors that must be considered, including current supply, coil inductance and switching 
times, power dissipation, cooling, electrical and mechanical stability, and optical access 
to the atomic sample; and the importance from the impact that trap performance has on 
evaporative cooling. In our experiment, the magnetic trap is used for pre-cooling of the 
atomic sample before it is loaded into the dipole trap. The large inelastic collision rate 
in 85Rb necessitates a high trapping frequency to enable rapid evaporation with minimal 
loss. In addition, gravitational sag and the different potentials seen by the two species 
necessitate tight confinement to ensure that the 85Rb and 87Rb clouds overlap enough 
to permit sympathetic cooling. In this section we outline the design, construction and 
characterisation of the magnetic trap.
3.6.1 Q U IC trap coil configuration
A three-dimensional quadrupole field, while providing undoubtedly the simplest means 
of magnetically confining neutral atoms, is not suitable for evaporative cooling due to 
loss via transitions to untrapped states at the field node [105, 162], which become more 
severe as the temperature is reduced. Various solutions to this problem have been de­
vised, including blocking the hole in the trap with a blue-detuned 'plug' beam [24], time- 
varying the potential at a rate greater than the oscillation frequencies [163], or using a 
magnetic potential with a nonzero bias field such as the 'baseball' trap [164], the 'clover- 
leaf' trap [165] or the Ioffe-Pritchard trap [164, 166]. For reasons of simplicity, optical 
access and due to the limited space available around the UHV cell, we choose to imple­
ment a QUIC trap [167, 168], which transforms a quadrupole field into a cylindrically 
symmetric potential with nonzero bias field using only a single additional 'Ioffe' coil.
The QUIC trap coils were designed using a full numerical optimisation of the trap­
ping frequencies at fixed power dissipation [169], The calculation was performed taking 
into account the various geometric constraints of the experiment (including the MOT
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Feshbach coils
Figure 3.4: Magnetic trap coils mounted around the UHV cell. The direction of the current in each  
coil is indicated by arrows. N ot shown are the rf coil, which produces the oscillating magnetic 
field used for evaporating atom s from the magnetic trap, and the imaging coil, which defines a 
quantisation axis to ensure m axim um  absorption of the probe light during imaging.
beams and bias coils for manipulating the Feshbach resonance) and provided the opti­
mal size and position of the coils, the diameter of the wire to be used for the windings, 
and the current to flow in each coil. The specifications of the final trap are given in Table 
3.2. Since we do not use the magnetic trap to study condensates, there is no stringent 
requirement on the stability of the bias field, thus separate power supplies are used to 
drive the quadrupole and Ioffe coils. This facilitates small adjustments of the bias field, 
which would otherwise have to be made by physically moving the Ioffe coil.
3.6.2 M ount design and cooling
The QUIC trap mount was engineered to support the eight coils shown in Figure 3.4 
around the glass cell with good mechanical stability while maximising the conduction
Property Unit Quadrupole Ioffe
12 5
Table 3.2: Specifications of the 
QUIC trap coils. The centre 
position of each coil is given 
relative to the quadrupole 
field zero, with coordinates as 
in Figure 3.4.
length mm
inner radius mm
outer radius mm
centre position mm
current A
windings
wire diameter mm
pow er dissipated W
8  3
28 1 0
(0 , ± 2 1 , 0 ) (0 ,0 ,1 5 )
24.6 24.8
137 33
1.35 0.9
135 40
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cooling holes
Ioffe coil 
mount
I
V
polyoxy- 
methylene 
strut
Figure 3.5: Exploded view of the QUIC trap mount, and assembled m ount with the trap coils in 
place. The frame w as bolted together around the coils to accom odate the complex geometry.
of resistive heat away from the wire. Due to their complex and intertwining geometry, 
it was not possible to design a monolithic structure to hold the coils; rather, the mount 
comprises several aluminium pieces bolted together around the coils using non-magnetic 
stainless steel screws (Figure 3.5).
The quadrupole coils, which produce the greatest heat load, were wound directly 
into purpose-built frames machined into the top and bottom surfaces of the mount using 
a high thermal conductivity epoxy (Cotronics Duralco 132). The majority of their sur­
face is thereby in direct contact with the aluminium mount, promoting the transfer of 
heat from the wire to the cooling holes. Copper was used for the Ioffe coil mount due 
to its superlative thermal conductivity; although the Ioffe coil only dissipates 40 W of re­
sistive heat compared to 135 W for each quadrupole coil, it has a much smaller contact 
area through which to conduct it. The Ioffe coil was also wound directly onto its mount 
using the epoxy, but before doing so fine (filed) copper dust was mixed with the epoxy 
in roughly a 1 :2  ratio to improve its thermal conductivity (kcu — 400 W/m-K compared 
to kepoxy =  6 W/m K). This had no detrimental effect on the adhesive properties of the 
epoxy. The MOT, transfer and Feshbach coils were wound on PTFE moulds and glued 
into the mount during assembly, which also served to increase the rigidity of the struc­
ture. A photograph of the completed trap is shown in Figure 3.6.
The magnetic coils are cooled by a recirculating solid state chiller, which pumps dis­
tilled water at 13°C through cooling holes in the aluminium trap mount and in the cop­
per cooling block fastened to the back of the Ioffe coil mount (Figure 3.6). The power 
required to heat water flowing at a rate / by an amount AT is P — pwf c wAT, where 
pw =  1.0 kg/1 and cw =  4.2J/g/K are respectively the density and specific heat capac­
ity of water. The 300 W generated in our QUIC trap can be dissipated by heating water 
flowing at 1.41/min by 3°C. However, the temperature differential necessary to achieve 
this depends on the thermal conductance between the coils and the water, which in our 
system is likely limited by the epoxy. The coils equilibrate at a temperature of around 
70° C.
Fast switch-off of the trap coils is useful for absorption imaging of the atoms in the 
magnetic trap and when transferring samples to the dipole trap. The decay of the mag-
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Figure 3.6: Photograph  of the assembled trap, (a) Trap m ount before the installation of transfer 
and Ioffe coils (Ioffe coil shown in inset), (b) Completed  trap in place around the UHV cell, with 
w ater cooling and imaging coil attached.
netic fields can be limited by eddy currents induced in surrounding conductors. To 
avoid this, radial slots are cut into the metal around the MOT, quadrupole and Ioffe 
coils. Closed conducting loops around the Feshbach coils are avoided by using poly- 
oxymethylene (a rigid engineering thermoplastic) for the struts between the upper and 
lower mount surfaces. Switching times of <  200 ps  for the QUIC trap are obtained using 
a solid-state relay with a diode/resistor shunt around the coils.
3.6.3 Trap characterisation and m easurem ent of oscillation frequencies
Detailed knowledge of the trapping potential is important when analysing absorption 
images, as described in Section 3.4. In our experiment, this information was also essential 
in order to plan the transfer of atoms from the magnetic trap to the optical dipole trap 
with minimal loss and heating.
The bias magnetic field Bo at the centre of the trap5 is extremely sensitive to the 
position of the Ioffe coil along its axis, with a movement of less than 50 pm  required 
to shift Bo by 1 G. We therefore determine the bias field experimentally, by applying 
a radiofrequency magnetic field to transition atoms to an untrapped state (see Section 
3.7.1). We measure the frequency at the bottom of the trap to be i/o =  2.6 MHz for 87Rb 
|F =  1, niF =  —1) atoms, implying a bias field of Bo =  hvo/pB\gF\ =  3 .7G.
The field profile of a QUIC trap is nearly quadratic along the Ioffe axis and hyperbolic 
in the radial directions6
B(p,z) =  ^ B"z2 +  y jB l +  B y .  (3.12)
For Ipl <  ^JBq/Bp, the resulting potential may be approximated as harmonic:
V (p,z) =  V0 +  ^m ( v 2p2 +  w2z2)  , (3.13)
5The trap centre does not exactly coincide with the magnetic field minimum due to gravity —  it is offset 
by an amount i/sag =  However, this offset (i/sag ~  10 /im) is small relative to the size of the trapped
atom cloud during the entire evaporation in the magnetic trap.
6Note that here the origin is taken to be the centre of the QUIC trap, which is displaced by approximately 
+5 mm along the z-axis from the centre of the quadrupole coils.
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where Vo — iiBgF^np^o and cvp,coz are the classical oscillation frequencies along the radial 
and axial directions. Numerical simulation of the magnetic field produced by our coils,7 
with the Ioffe coil position chosen to reproduce the measured bias field, predicts that the 
harmonic approximation is valid for |p| <  5 0 p ,  which is the l / e  radius of a thermal 
cloud with temperature T =  mcvpp2/2kg  — 15/<K. Evaporation in the magnetic trap 
typically begins at a temperature of T =  200 /<K, at which the cloud extends radially into 
the linear part of the potential, and the atoms are transferred to the optical trap at T — 
10 at which the magnetic potential can be assumed harmonic. The predicted trapping 
frequencies in the harmonic region are cvz =  2n  x 23 Hz and tvp — 2n  x 165.7 Hz for the 
87Rb \F =  1, nip =  — 1) state.
The classical oscillation frequencies top, ooz determine many of the properties of a cold 
gas held in a harmonic trap, and can be directly measured experimentally by perturbing 
the cloud in various ways. For these measurements we use a sample of 1.5 x 106 87Rb 
atoms in the \F =  1, nip =  —1) state, cooled by evaporation to 3//K (see Section 3.7.1). 
The weak (axial) trapping frequency is determined by shifting the centre of the potential 
along the z-axis by increasing the Ioffe coil current, then observing the sloshing motion 
of the atoms when the potential is suddenly restored to its original position. The centre- 
of-mass position of the cloud as a function of time after this perturbation is shown in 
Figure 3.7a; the oscillation frequency is ascertained from a sinusoidal fit to the data. To 
determine the strong (radial) trapping frequency, an oscillating current is driven through 
a small bias coil placed near the glass cell to generate an oscillating magnetic field. The 
temperature of the cloud after 1 second of oscillation is measured as a function of driving 
frequency (Figure 3.7b). When driven resonantly, significant heating of the sample is 
observed; this process can also be understood as the absorption of photons of energy 
E =  Tiojp exciting atoms to higher energy levels of the harmonic potential. The measured 
resonance curve is distinctly skewed due to the nonlinearity of the potential — when 
driven on resonance, the heating of the cloud causes it to extend into the linear region of 
the radial field profile. The solid line in Figure 3.7b is a fit to a numerical calculation of the 
resonance curve for a hyperbolic oscillator, which accurately reproduces the asymmetry.
Axial trapping frequency Radial trappin g frequency
Time (ms)
*3
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Figure 3.7: Measurement of the harmonic oscillation frequencies in the magnetic trap, (a) Oscilla­
tion of the centre of mass of an atom cloud after sudden displacement of the trap centre, (b) Tem­
perature of the cloud after 1 s of driven oscillation at various frequencies. Both measurements 
were performed on a cloud of 1.5 x 106 87Rb atoms cooled by evaporation to 3 f iK.
7BiotSavart v3.3, Ripplon Software Inc. (2009). http://www.ripp lon.com /BiotSavart/ .
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The measured oscillation frequencies are coz =  2n  x (22.7 ±  0.1) Hz and ajp =  2n  x 
(162.5 ±  1.0) Hz, giving an aspect ratio of roughly 7 : 1. These values are within 2% of 
those predicted by the numerical simulation. The trapping frequencies for 85 Rb atoms in 
the |F =  2, nip — —2) state are larger by the square root of the ratio of the gpnif factors,
<^>85/<^87 = V4/3 = 1.15.
A bias field of 3.7 G is unnecessarily large; Bo ~  0.5 G is sufficient to protect against 
spin flip loss enough to create a BEC [170]. If we needed to cool further in the magnetic 
trap, the trapping frequency in the harmonic region could be increased significantly by 
reducing the bias. The radial trap frequency scales as u>p oc B0 :/1  (cf. Equations (3.12) 
and (3.13)), so that cop would be doubled by reducing Bo to 1 G.+ However, a high bias 
field allows us to more easily mode-match the optical dipole potential to the magnetic 
trap for optimal transfer.
The number of atoms held in our QUIC trap decays exponentially with a time con­
stant of 20 seconds, resulting in a loss of roughly 50% during the 15 s of rf evaporation. 
This loss is due to collisions with background gas particles, predominantly rubidium va­
por from the 2D MOT chamber. The lifetime can be increased by lowering the pressure 
in the 2D MOT cell, however this reduces both the rate at which the 3D MOT fills and 
the final number of atoms collected. The pressure is controlled by the current flowing 
through the dispensers, and is chosen to maximise the number of atoms present at the 
end of the evaporation.
3.7 Sympathetic cooling in the magnetic trap
Sympathetic cooling in the magnetic trap is critical to achieving 8-Rb BEC in our setup. 
This is because achieving a sufficiently high phase space density in an optical trap loaded 
directly from a MOT would either involve very high atomic densities, at which inelas­
tic losses would prevent efficient evaporation, or would require prohibitively high laser 
power. Pre-cooling in a magnetic trap allows us to create cold samples with phase space 
densities on the order of 10~3, which can then be loaded into a shallow, large-volume 
optical dipole trap for final evaporation to quantum degeneracy.
3.7.1 Radiofrequency forced evaporation
Following capture in the MOT coils and transport to the quadrupole trap, the atoms are 
transferred to the QUIC trap described in Section 3.6 by ramping up the current in the 
Ioffe coil over 1 second. Typically, 5 x 109 87Rb atoms and 3 x 107 85Rb atoms are present 
at 200 }iK in the QUIC trap before evaporation.
Radiofrequency forced evaporation is used to cool the samples in the magnetic trap 
to //K temperatures. The process of evaporation works by removing atoms from the 
high-energy tail of the velocity distribution, reducing the average energy per atom. The 
remaining atoms rethermalise at a lower temperature via elastic collisions. In a magnetic 
trap, removal of high energy atoms can be achieved using an oscillating rf field of angular 
frequency corf, which drives magnetic dipole transitions between trapped and untrapped 
Zeeman states at positions where the magnetic field strength satisfies
hcort =  nB\gF\B{r), (3-14)
+Of course, this would also reduce by a factor of 2 the region over which the potential is harmonic.
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where g F is the Lande factor of the relevant hyperfine manifold. This truncates the veloc­
ity distribution in the trap at an energy
e, =  hcorf\mF\ -  }iBgFmFBo. (3.15)
Reducing e t (by sweeping a;rf) results in 'forced' evaporation, which continuously cools 
the sample provided the elastic collision rate remains high enough to permit rethermal- 
isation. This is typically done such that the truncation parameter rj =  e t/k g T  remains 
constant; the temperature can then be shown to fall with atom number as [171,172]
d ln T  „
S E S f - ' * '  (3 ,6 )
where /3 is a constant known as the efficiency parameter. For efficient evaporation, t] 
should always be greater than 1, since for ?/ <  1 atoms with less than the average energy 
are removed from the trap, causing heating. A high truncation energy r\ »  1 results 
in more efficient cooling, since the energy carried away by each evaporated particle is 
greater, but also makes the evaporation proceed more slowly as there are fewer particles 
with energy above the threshold £t. For optimal cooling, e t must be reduced slowly 
enough for elastic collisions to repopulate the high-energy tail of the velocity distribution, 
but rapidly enough to minimise particle loss due to other processes such as inelastic 
collisions.
If rj is large enough, the elastic collision rate 7 ei can be made to increase as the temper­
ature falls, and 'runaway' cooling is achieved. The mean speed of particles in a harmonic 
trap is given by the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, (v) ~  V^eTTm, and the density 
[Equation (3.7)] is proportional to N/T3/2. The elastic collision rate therefore scales as8
7 ei =  (v)crei(n) N l ~P. (3.17)
The runaway condition can thus be expressed as /3 >  1, for which ye\ increases as the 
temperature drops. Without runaway evaporation the elastic collision rate decreases as 
the cooling proceeds, forcing the truncation energy to be lowered more and more slowly, 
until eventually other loss processes dominate and cooling cannot be sustained. It is 
therefore difficult to achieve Bose-Einstein condensation without runaway cooling (al­
though not impossible, as we will see in Section 3.10).
To perform evaporative cooling in the magnetic trap, we use an arbitrary waveform 
generator (Agilent 33250A), a voltage-controlled attenuator and a 4 W rf amplifier (Mini- 
Circuits TIA-1000-1R8) to drive a two-loop coil of radius 12 mm placed against the glass 
cell. The function generator produces a logarithmic rf sweep from 50 MHz to ~  3 MHz 
over 15 seconds, with the final frequency determining the temperature of the sample. In 
typical single-species evaporation of 87Rb, the truncation parameter is initially t] >  10 
and we achieve efficiencies of /3 >  1.05 (see Figure 3.9). In the absence of 85Rb atoms, we 
are able to produce pure 87Rb \F =  1, mF =  — 1) condensates containing 2 x 106 atoms in 
the QUIC trap after 15 seconds of evaporation.
8The implicit assumption made here that the elastic collision cross-section cre\ is independent of temper­
ature is approximately valid for 87Rb in the temperature range of interest. The 85Rb collision cross-section 
actually increases sharply with decreasing temperature [131], although it is still lower than the 87Rb rate for 
T > 50 fiK and must still compete with higher inelastic rates.
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3.7.2 Isotope selective evaporation
To realise sympathetic cooling, it is necessary to selectively evaporate only the species 
intended as the refrigerant. A straightforward method for this would be to induce transi­
tions to an untrapped state using photons resonant with a transition in only one species; 
for example, in the case of rubidium, a microwave source tuned to 6.8 GHz (the ground 
state hyperfine splitting in 87Rb). If the two species have appropriate magnetic moments, 
however, it is possible to effect isotope-selective evaporation with a single rf sweep.
With 85Rb |F =  2, nip =  —2) and 87Rb |F =  1, nip =  - 1 )  atoms in the QUIC trap, rf 
evaporation predominantly removes 87Rb atoms, cooling both species as long as they 
remain in thermal contact. The reason for this isotope selectivity is twofold (Figure 
3.8): firstly, the Lande factor gp has a larger magnitude for the 87Rb \F =  1) manifold 
(gp =  —1/2) than for 85Rb |F =  2) (gp =  -1/ 3). For a given radiofrequency, the evapo­
ration surface defined by Equation (3.14) is thus closer to the centre of the trap for 87Rb 
than for 85Rb. Secondly, the 87Rb |F =  1, mp =  - 1 )  cloud experiences lower oscillation 
frequencies than 85Rb \F =  2, nip =  —2) in the magnetic trap due to its smaller gpmp fac­
tor, resulting in a larger cloud for a given temperature [Equation (3.8)]. This second effect 
is the reason we optically pump the 87Rb atoms into their lower hyperfine state after po­
larisation gradient cooling; the 87Rb |F =  2, mF =  +2) state has a larger gFmF factor than 
85Rb |F =  2, mp =  —2) and would be more tightly confined.
The effect of this can be estimated as follows: performing a Taylor expansion of the 
magnetic field around the centre of the trap B(r) =  Bq+  \B"r2, the radius of the evapo­
ration surface can be found using Equation (3.14):
( 3 - i 8 )
where the field curvature B" is related to the corresponding trapping frequency a ’ by
B" =  mC° 2 . (3.19)
HBgFmF
At the beginning of the evaporation, when the cut frequency is far above the bias field 
so that tiu>rf »  b^|<?f|6o, the 87Rb resonance surface is smaller than the 85Rb surface 
by a factor of \Z\gp,s7 /gF ,85 I =  V 3/2. This factor increases as the evaporation surface 
approaches the trap centre.
The density distribution of a thermal cloud in a harmonic potential is Gaussian, as 
defined by Equations (3.7) and (3.8). The number of atoms outside the radius re is there­
fore
- )  , (3.20)
cr /
Nev = N  erfc
v ,
where erfc(x) is the complementary error function. In a simple picture, the isotope selec­
tivity of the evaporation will be determined by the ratio of this number for each species:
N87 erfc ( ^ )  NS7 erfc (
% — ________ v 87 J  ^ . (3.21)
Nss erfc Ng5 erfc (
The argument of the error functions is simply the square root of the truncation parameter 
r] (see Section 3.7.1):
W 8 7 e r f c ( y W )  ( 3 2 2 )
Nss erfc (^ fs s )
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Figure 3.8: Isotope selective 
evaporation in the magnetic 
trap. The rf field (represented 
by a dashed line) is resonant 
with 87Rb atoms closer to the 
trap centre, while the 8 5  Rb 
cloud is more tightly confined. 
These effects combine to make 
rf evaporation highly selective 
towards the coolant 8 7 Rb.
The complementary error function is monotonically decreasing, so the general require­
ment for isotope selective evaporation (x >  1) o f  species 1 over species 2 when N\ =  N2 
is t]2 >  rji, or
h(vrf\mF'2\ -  piBgF,2fnF,2B0 >  hcvrf\mF/1\ -  pBgF,imF,iB0 . (3.23)
For the states used here \mF/2\ >  |wf,i| and gF,2mF,2 <  gF,i^F,i so this requirement is 
always satisfied.
Initially, the ratio in our magnetic trap is roughly 102 and x  ~  106, so the
evaporation can be expected to be highly isotope selective. As the rf frequency is re­
duced, the number of 87Rb atoms should decrease until x  approaches unity, at which 
time selectivity can no longer be sustained and the rf begins to remove both species from 
the trap. As ^ > 1, we expect more 85Rb than 87Rb to remain since rjg5 >  rjs7 .
3 .7.3 Results
We have observed strong sympathetic cooling with almost perfect isotope selectivity dur­
ing evaporation with both species in the magnetic trap. Figure 3.9 shows evaporation 
trajectories for each species, both alone and in the presence of the other. Direct evapora­
tion of 85Rb fails (fi =  0.33) due to the low elastic collision rate — a consequence of the 
low initial density of the sample and of the small elastic collision cross-section of 85Rb at 
temperatures above 100 pK  [131]. With both species in the trap, however, no loss of 85Rb 
is detected during cooling from 200 pK  to 20 pK, clearly demonstrating the isotope selec­
tivity of the evaporation process. This corresponds to an increase in phase space density 
of over three orders of magnitude.
The sympathetic cooling trajectory of 85Rb begins to roll off at around 20 pK, as the 
number of each species present becomes comparable. This is to be expected in light of the 
discussion above: at this point the number of 85 Rb atoms above the truncation energy is 
no longer negligible, and the rf begins to remove both species from the trap. Below 20 pK, 
the 87Rb atom number drops rapidly due to the isotope selectivity mechanisms described 
above. In the work of Bloch et al. [173], sympathetic cooling of 85Rb \F =  3, mF =  3) 
atoms was demonstrated using 87Rb in the |F =  2, mF =  2) state. In that system the two 
species experienced identical confinement (gFmF =  1 for both species), and preferential 
removal of 87Rb was due solely to the larger energy splitting between neighbouring Zee­
man sublevels (larger g F). This reduced selectivity manifested in the reported 85Rb loss 
of a factor of ~  3. Our data are in excellent qualitative agreement with the more recent
n (r )
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Figure 3.9: Atom number as a function of temperature during rf-induced evaporative cooling in 
the magnetic trap. The evaporation trajectories of 85Rb  and 87Rb  are shown during both single­
species cooling (squares) and sympathetic cooling (circles).
work of Papp et al. (cf. Ref. [67], Fig. 4.11), including the accelerated loss of 87Rb that 
occurs as the number ratio approaches unity.
The interspecies 87R b-85Rb collision cross-section is large in the temperature range 
of interest (below 200 pK) [134], and the two clouds remain spatially overlapped until 
the temperature drops below ~  1 pK, where the difference in the gravitational sag for 
each species becomes comparable to the size of the clouds. The present limit to this pre­
cooling stage is therefore only the number of 87Rb atoms initially present in the magnetic 
trap: although we collect enough to create pure 87Rb condensates, the addition of 85Rb 
places a heat load on the sample which prevents us from reaching sub-//K temperatures 
in 85Rb. With a larger 87Rb reservoir, it may be possible to continue the sympathetic cool­
ing further. However, the inelastic scattering properties of 85Rb are known to prevent the 
containment of high density samples at low magnetic field —  it is expected that sympa­
thetic cooling would no longer be effective below ~  5 }iK, depending on the density of 
the sample [67],
Under optimal experimental conditions, we can create samples of 1 x 107 85 Rb atoms 
at 10 pK  in the QUIC trap, with a phase space density of 2 x 10-4 . When making BEC, 
we typically begin with a smaller sample of 85Rb in order to have more 87Rb remaining 
in the trap, and cease rf evaporation at 10 pK  with 7 x 106 85Rb atoms and 5 x 107 87Rb 
atoms available for transfer to the optical dipole trap.
3.8 Optical dipole trap
In order to create and study a 85 Rb Bose-Einstein condensate with more than ~  100 atoms, 
it is necessary for the atoms to be in a magnetic field at which the s-wave scattering length 
a is positive. The most convenient point at which this occurs is on the high-field side of
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the 155 G Feshbach resonance. However, it is difficult to make a tightly-confining mag­
netic trap with such a large bias field Bo, since for standard Ioffe-Pritchard-type traps the 
radial trapping frequency falls as cop <x B0 1/2. Furthermore, many of the experiments one 
would like to perform on a 85Rb condensate involve changing the scattering length via 
the magnetic field, and the relationship between Bo and cvp means that bias field adjust­
ments would couple into changes in radial confinement, which could cause undesirable 
excitations in the sample. For this reason, we confine the atoms in a far-detuned crossed- 
beam optical dipole trap for the final stage of the experiment and use a set of dedicated 
'Feshbach' coils to generate a homogeneous magnetic field for manipulation of the scat­
tering length.
A far-detuned laser beam can polarise a neutral atom, inducing a dipole moment 
which then interacts with the electric field of the light (this is the origin of the light shift
— see Section 2.1.4). A laser beam with spatially-varying intensity /(r) thus represents a 
potential, which for a semiclassical two-level atom is [137]
. 3n c2 / T  T \ 3nc2 Y
U(r) =  - - r —5- ------------ 1------------ I(r)  ~  — i- - /  r ) ,  (3.24)
2cOq \ coo — co coq +  to )  2cOq A
where A =  co — too is the detuning of the laser from the atomic resonance at coq . This al­
lows atoms to be trapped at the focus of a red-detuned (A <  0) laser beam. The detuning 
of our laser is large compared to the fine structure splitting of the 5P excited state in ru­
bidium, so we take coo to be at the centre of the D-line doublet, 2tcc/coq =  787.61 nm. The 
large detuning also compromises the rotating wave approximation used in the last step; 
in our case too/to  ~  1.4, so the error in this approximation for U is about 16%. For all 
quantitative calculations, therefore, we keep the counter-rotating term in Equation (3.24).
Relevant to the present work is the intensity distribution of a Gaussian beam of total 
power P:
2 P (  2 r2 \
J (r/2) =  — "27^ exP ( — T^TZ\ ) ' (3-25)nw 2{z) \ w2{z)
where w(z) =  wq^/I +  ( z / z r ) 2  is the 1 /e 2 beam radius, with u>o the waist and Z r  =  
tiWq/A the Rayleigh range. If the depth Uq =  \U(r =  0,z =  0)| is large compared with 
the temperature of the atoms Uo 3> fcg T, the trap formed by a single focused beam can be 
approximated by a cylindrically symmetric harmonic potential [cf. Equation (3.13)] with 
oscillation frequencies cvp =  (4l/o/m<x^ )1/2 and coz =  (2U o/m z\)l/1 . Especially in the 
case of large waist beams, Zr 3> Wq s o  that the confinement in the radial direction is much 
greater than along the beam.
3.8.1 Layout
The light for the dipole trap is sourced from a 20 W Er-doped fibre laser (SPI redPOWER 
compact) operating at 1090 nm. The fibre output has a diameter of 5 mm, M2 value of 
<1 . 1  and an emission linewidth of 2 nm FWHM.
The optical setup for the dipole trap is shown in Figure 3.10. The unpolarised output 
from the fibre laser is split evenly on a 1-inch polarising beamsplitter. Each beam then 
passes through a 2-inch plano-convex lens with focal length / =  100 cm. High quality, 
diffraction-limited optics are not necessary because the large-volume trap does not re­
quire very small beam waists. The axial beam is directed into the end of the glass cell 
through the centre of the Ioffe coil, along the axis of the QUIC trap. The cross-beam also 
passes through the cell in the horizontal plane, making an angle of 75° with the axial
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Figure 3.10: (a) Schematic diagram of the optical setup for the dipole trap. A  and B are the paths 
taken by the axial and cross-beam respectively, which cross in the cell at an angle of 75°. (b) The 
position of the dipole beams and Feshbach coils in relation to the magnetic trap.
beam.9 The orthogonal polarisation of the two beams and the short coherence length 
(<  1 mm) of the laser prevents standing wave patterns forming in the overlap region, 
eliminating the need for the frequency of the cross-beam to be shifted using an acousto- 
optic modulator, which would reduce the power available for trapping. The intensity of 
the dipole trap during an experimental run is controlled by a 0 — 10 V analog input on 
the laser controller. Without any active stabilization, we are able to evaporatively cool in 
the optical trap over 7 s and hold condensates for over 10 s. The noise characteristics of 
the dipole laser are discussed in Section 3.11.
The lens in the axial (cross) beam is placed 98 cm (106 cm) from the atoms, so that the 
beam radius at the cloud is approximately 140 j-im (205 ftm). Although the cloud is not 
precisely at the waist of either beam, the long Rayleigh range zR >  5 cm and resulting 
weak trapping force along each beam (equivalent to <  1 Hz) means that the trap profile 
in each direction is dominated by the perpendicular beam. At full power, with around
9 W in each beam, the trap is 40 /<K deep — approximately equal to the truncation energy 
e t at the final frequency of the rf evaporation in the magnetic trap. The calculated photon 
scattering rate at the centre of the trap is 0.2 s-1 , causing heating of less than 20 nK/s, and 
decreases as the intensity is reduced. Profiles of the dipole trapping potential are shown 
in Figure 3.11, including the effect of gravity in the vertical direction.
Following the sympathetic pre-cooling stage, the dipole beams are suddenly (within 
< 1 ms) superimposed onto the trapped cloud. If the magnetic field is switched off, all of 
the atoms remain trapped radially, but spread out along the axial beam since the cross­
beam is not large enough in this direction to contain the entire cloud, which is about
2 mm long. For this reason, we leave the QUIC trap coils running at 50% to create a mag­
netic field curvature corresponding to approximately 11 Hz along the z axis. The radial 
confinement due to the axial dipole beam is initially cop =  2n  x 140 Hz. After further 
evaporation, the cloud is small enough to fit into the cross-beam and the magnetic field
9The fact that the beams do not intersect at right angles is purely a technical issue; the power in the 
crossbeam must be dumped safely and kept separate from the imaging light, which propagates in the — x 
direction.
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Figure 3.11: Calculated profiles of the initial optical dipole trapping potential, (a) Potential depth 
in the horizontal plane, (b) Potential profile along the vertical direction at the crossing point, both 
with (solid) and without (dashed) the gravitational potential. The effect of gravity is to lower the 
potential on one side, decreasing the effective trap depth Uq.
curvature can be switched off. The radial confinement of the magnetic trap is removed 
automatically once the Feshbach magnetic field is applied, as described in Section 3.9.2.
3.8.2 M easurem ent of oscillation frequencies
Evaporation in the optical trap can be realised by decreasing the power in the dipole 
beams, reducing the trap depth and permitting energetic atoms to escape. With this 
method, unlike in the QUIC trap, the oscillation frequencies in the optical trap change 
during evaporative cooling. In the absence of gravity, the trapping frequencies are pro­
portional to the square root of the trap depth (Section 3.8), and so a; ex yfp. The addition 
of the gravitational potential causes the trap depth and the vertical trapping frequency to 
go to zero at finite power. The resulting dependency of the oscillation frequencies on P 
cannot be solved analytically; instead we use a combination of trap frequency measure­
ments and numerical calculations to develop a model which can be used to determine 
the oscillation frequencies at any point during the evaporation.
To measure the oscillation frequencies, we again look for parametric heating resulting 
from modulation of the trapping potential. For these measurements we use a sample of
6 x 106 87Rb | F =  1, mp =  —1) atoms at 600 nK, with roughly 3.5 W in each dipole beam 
and no magnetic field curvature. The optical potential is modulated directly by driving 
the analog input of the laser controller with a sinusoidal waveform for 1 second. The 
amplitude of the oscillation is 20% and 4% respectively when measuring the axial and 
radial trap frequencies. The width of the expanded cloud after the excitation is shown in 
Figure 3.12 as a function of driving frequency. Only two peaks are observed — although 
the oscillation frequencies along the x and y directions are different (since the cross beam 
contributes to the trapping force along the y-axis more than along the x-axis) the Q factor 
is not high enough to distinguish the two peaks. At this power, the measured oscillation 
frequency in the axial direction is coz =  2n  x (41.5 ±  0.5) Hz, and the mean radial oscil­
lation frequency is cop =  2n  x (84.5 ±  0.5) Hz, giving the trap an aspect ratio of roughly 
2 : 1 .  Because the two dipole beams are linearly polarised, the potential seen by the 
atoms is to a good approximation independent of their hyperfine or Zeeman state [137].
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Figure 3.12: M easu rement of the harmonic oscillation frequencies in the optical trap at P =  3.5 W. 
The cloud width after 1 s of driven oscillation is shown as a function of driving frequency. The 
Q factor is not high enough to distinguish the different oscillation frequencies along the radial (x 
and y ) directions. Both measurements were performed on a cloud of 87Rb atoms at 600 nK.
The only difference in the trapping frequencies experienced by the two species is due to 
their different masses.
We can construct a model of the optical potential based on Equation (3.24) and the 
geometry described in Section 3.8.1 in order to determine how the oscillation frequencies 
vary with power. Near the end of the evaporation, the model becomes very sensitive 
to parameters such as the position of the crossing point relative to the beam waists and 
the laser power at the atoms, which are difficult to measure accurately. We therefore 
take these as free parameters and fit the model using the results given above, along with 
two other measurements of the trapping frequencies at lower power, and subject to the 
constraint that the trap depth goes to zero where we observe that the atoms can no longer 
be held. The result is shown in Figure 3.13. Discrepancies in the mean radial trapping 
frequency are attributed to anharmonic mixing between the atomic motion in the x and 
y  directions. The frequencies at P =  2.15 W were determined from the Thomas-Fermi 
radii of a 87Rb BEC, while the data at P — 2.8 W were taken using the parametric heating 
method described above. The dashed vertical line indicates the power at which the trap 
is observed to vanish. At low power, where the trap frequencies depend strongly on P, 
we expect significant uncertainty in the value of co determined from the model.
In the absence of gravity, the difference in mass between the two isotopes would 
make the oscillation frequencies for 85Rb higher than for 87Rb by cvss/cos7  =  \/vn$j/ m%s, 
or about 1%. However, the mass difference also changes the power at which gravity 
overcomes the dipole potential: the heavier isotope requires a stronger dipole force to 
remain trapped (Figure 3.13b). In fact this is very useful, as it allows us to produce pure 
samples of 85Rb simply by reducing the dipole power until the 87Rb atoms no longer 
experience a confining potential.
Typically, 87Rb condensates are created at P =  2.15 W, where the trap frequencies 
are cox,y,z =  2n  x (61,48,30) Hz. 85Rb condensates form at P — 1.95 W, with trapping 
frequencies of approximately cox,y,z =  2n  x (57,39,29) Hz. Note that these two situations 
are qualitatively different: 87Rb BECs form in a roughly prolate trap, while 85Rb BECs 
form in an oblate potential.
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Figure 3.13: Scaling of the oscillation frequencies with power in the optical trap, (a) Trapping 
frequencies for 87Rb; the solid lines show the frequency along each axis (red - x axis, green - y axis, 
blue - z axis) determined numerically from a model of the optical potential. The dotted lines show 
the calculated trapping frequencies in the absence of gravity. The model is fit to the experimental 
data points, which are obtained by parametric heating (circles) and from measurements of the 
Thomas-Fermi radii of a 87Rb BEC (squares). The trap can no longer hold atoms below P =  1.95 W, 
indicated by the dashed vertical line, (b) Comparison of oscillation frequencies for 85Rb (dashed 
lines) and 87Rb (solid lines) at low power. Because of the difference in mass, the optical trapping 
force is overcome by gravity at a lower power for 85Rb. This allows us to create pure condensates 
of 85Rb by evaporating to a point in the shaded region.
3.8.3 Evaporative cooling in the optical trap
The simplest way of effecting evaporation in an optical trap is to lower the dipole laser 
power, reducing the depth Uo and allowing high energy atoms to spill out of the trap. 
The truncation parameter in this case is simply rj =  U o/knT. However, there is an impor­
tant difference between this type of cooling and rf-induced evaporation in the magnetic 
potential, namely that the oscillation frequencies in the optical trap also decrease as the 
power is turned down. In certain limits, as discussed above, cvj ex \/Uq, so that for a con­
stant truncation parameter cot oc y/T. Whereas in the magnetic trap, therefore, the density 
scales as N / T 3/2, in the optical trap (n) oc Ncv^ / T 3/2 and the elastic collision rate is
7 ei <x (n )T 1/2 oc N T /^2_1 oc r f + f t s n - i ) . (3.26)
In deep traps for which the optical potential dominates the gravitational potential (Uo 3 > 
Im gw o), all oscillation frequencies scale with \/Uo, thus £ =  3 and 7 ei oc N 1+P/2 . The 
efficiency parameter fi must be positive, since T  ~  N& and otherwise the temperature 
will increase as the evaporation proceeds. Hence, in this limit, it is impossible for the 
elastic collision rate to increase as the temperature drops: 'runaway' cooling is unattain­
able. Near the end of the evaporation, gravity causes only the vertical trapping fre­
quency to go to zero with the trap depth, as discussed in Section 3.8.2; here £ =  1 and 
Tel Therefore, runaway cooling is possible in very shallow optical traps, but
requires much higher efficiencies (/5 >  2) than in a magnetic trap. In practice, this regime 
is rarely reached; such high efficiency is difficult to obtain especially because evaporation 
by 'spilling' is only one-dimensional (compared to rf-induced evaporation in a magnetic 
trap which is typically three-dimensional — at least until the gravitational sag becomes 
comparable to the size of the cloud). More complex optical trap evaporation schemes
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in which runaway cooling is possible have been demonstrated [174, 175]. Fortunately, 
however, it is not necessary to reach the runaway cooling regime in order to create a 
Bose-Einstein condensate. Phase-space density, the number of atoms per cubic de Broglie 
wavelength, scales as N /T 3 o< N1-3 ,^ so maintaining [i >  1/3 is sufficient for condensa­
tion.
In this experiment, we apply the standard method of lowering the trap laser power for 
reasons of simplicity. Immediately after the Feshbach coils are switched on, the power in 
the dipole beams is reduced smoothly from P =  9 W to around P =  2 W over 7 seconds, 
cooling the sample from 5 fiK to below 100 nK. After 5 seconds of cooling in the hybrid 
trap (with axial confinement provided by the weakened QUIC trap potential), the cloud 
is small enough to be contained entirely within the cross-beam of the dipole trap and the 
QUIC trap coils are switched off, the final 2 seconds of evaporation occurring in a purely 
optical potential.
3.9 Feshbach magnetic field
Manipulating the scattering properties of 85 Rb using the 155 G Feshbach resonance is cru­
cial in the final stages of cooling toward BEC, for two reasons: firstly, a BEC of significant 
size will not be stable far from the Feshbach resonance due to the negative background 
s-wave scattering length a g^ =  —443 aq; and secondly, as the cloud cools and its density 
increases, inelastic losses become increasingly severe. Both of these issues may be over­
come by tuning the scattering cross-sections using the Feshbach resonance. To do this, 
and to perform experiments involving the tuning of interactions in a 85Rb condensate, 
it is imperative to both know the magnetic field at the atoms precisely and be able to 
change it rapidly. In this section, we describe the Feshbach coils and the feedback circuit 
used to stabilise the current, and detail the methods used to calibrate the magnetic field 
they produce.
3.9.1 Feshbach coils
The coils we use to apply the Feshbach magnetic bias field are wound from the same wire 
as the quadrupole coils, and are mounted in the same water-cooled aluminium block for 
mechanical and thermal stability (see Figure 3.5). Each coil has a radius of 45 mm and a
10 mm square cross-section, consisting of 55 turns and running at 13 — 15 A to produce 
a field in the range 150 — 170 G. The coils are in Helmholtz configuration, producing a 
field parallel to that at the centre of the magnetic trap, and are centred on the QUIC trap 
minimum, which is at z =  + 5 mm relative to the centre of the quadrupole coils. This 
ensures optimal spatial field uniformity over the trapped cloud: the calculated field gra­
dient at the atoms is well below 1 mG/cm, and the cloud at 20 ftK is only 2 mm in length. 
When condensed, the simulated field variation across the < 1 0 0  ftm cloud is below 10 nG. 
In practice, temporal fluctuations in the magnetic field dominate over the spatial varia­
tions. The noise in the current supply is kept below 1 ppm by the current servo described 
below, but we measure fluctuations in the background field (from power transformers, 
mains wiring, etc.) of 4 mG peak-to-peak. Due to the divergence of the scattering length 
at a Feshbach resonance, these fluctuations will limit the maximum attainable scattering 
cross-section. Stability of 4 mG should in principle allow access to scattering lengths of 
\a\/a0 106, well into the unitarity limit (see Section 2.3.2).
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3.9.2 Transfer from magnetic trap to optical trap
Immediately after the optical dipole trap is switched on, the current in the Feshbach coils 
is ramped up to increase the magnetic bias field to 166 G. Since the radial curvature of 
the QUIC trap is inversely related to the bias field, this relaxes the radial confinement of 
the magnetic trap to the point where it is insufficient to support the atom cloud against 
gravity. Once at the full bias field, therefore, the atoms are held in a kind of hybrid trap, 
with the radial confinement provided purely by the axial dipole trapping beam and the 
axial confinement provided by the magnetic field curvature of the QUIC trap.
The switching time of the power supplies used to drive the Feshbach coils is limited 
to ~  10 ms. We observe significant loss due to splitting of the cloud by the resulting 
double-well potential as the bias field is ramped up. This effect is illustrated in Figure 
3.14. Initially, the atoms sit at the minimum of the potential created by the magnetic field 
and gravity (contour plot), and it is to this position that the axial dipole beam is aligned. 
However, as the bias field increases, the radial magnetic curvature decreases as described 
above, and so the minimum of the magnetic plus gravitational potential moves down­
ward (the gravitational sag is proportional to g / a;2). This creates two distinct minima in 
the total potential seen by the atoms, and as they separate, the cloud is split.
With faster switching, this loss can be prevented. Optimal transfer of atoms from the 
magnetic trap to the optical trap is accomplished when the Feshbach field is suddenly 
switched on synchronously with the optical trap, effectively substituting the radial con­
finement of the QUIC trap with that of the axial dipole beam. This method relies on the 
feedback circuit described below, which allows the current in the Feshbach coils to be 
ramped from zero to 15 A in 250 fis, well below the oscillation period of the atoms in the 
trap.
Some loss of atoms is still observed in this process, which is due to energetic atoms 
leaving the (finite depth) optical trap. This can itself be considered evaporation, and the 
loss of about 50% in number for each species is accompanied by a reduction in tempera­
ture from 10 fiK  to 5 fiK, actually increasing the phase space density of the sample during 
the transfer from QUIC trap to optical trap. We begin the final evaporation with 4 x 106 
85Rb atoms and 3 x 107 87Rb atoms in the dipole trap. The 85Rb phase space density is 
approximately 10~3.
3.9.3 Switching circuit
Most standard laboratory power supplies are not designed to drive high inductance 
loads, and respond poorly when switching large currents. A typical switch-on transient 
is shown in Figure 3.15a: the coil current takes 3 ms to reach its setpoint, then overshoots 
by 25% with oscillation continuing for about 15 ms. Such performance for the Feshbach 
coils, in addition to causing loss during transfer as described above, is unacceptable in 
many experiments, where precise control of the scattering length is imperative and even 
small overshoots could induce large changes in the magnitude or sign of a. It is possible 
to decrease the switching time by discharging a capacitor through the coil, however tran­
sients are still observed due to the slow response time of the power supply. The current 
in the Feshbach coils is therefore actively stabilised using a homemade servo controller, 
which was designed and built by Colin Dedman of the ANU Research School of Physics 
and Engineering electronics workshop. A high precision current transducer (Danfysik 
Ultrastab) monitors the current flowing through the coils, which is controlled by a power 
MOSFET. A proportional and an integral gain stage based on LF356 and OP227 op-amps
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Figure 3.14: Splitting of the cloud during slow ramp up of the bias field, with the current in 
the Feshbach coils at 0%, 50% and 100%. (a) Contour lines of the magnetic plus gravitational 
potential, with the axial dipole trapping beam overlaid (not to scale), (b) Absorption images of 
a 87Rb cloud splitting as the bias field is increased, (c) Total potential seen by the atoms in the y 
direction (along the dashed lines on the contour plots). The formation of a double well splits the 
trapped cloud in two, and those atoms not confined by the optical trap are lost as the magnetic 
trap sags under gravity and eventually reaches the edge of the glass cell. This loss can be averted  
by switching the Feshbach current on suddenly, as described in the text.
complete the feedback loop. A positive temperature coefficient thermistor compensates 
for thermal drifts in the current sensor, which are specified at 2.5 ppm/K.
The rate of change in the current flowing through an inductor L is limited by the 
applied voltage: d l /d t  =  V / L ,  with the inductance of our Feshbach coils L ~  0.8 mH. 
To enable rapid switch-on, the servo incorporates a 'boost' circuit comprising a pair of 
2200 }iV capacitors charged to 50 V by an external low-current supply, which are dis­
charged through the coils when the setpoint is changed. As shown in Figure 3.15b, this 
reduces the time taken to reach full current (15 A) to 250 ps, an improvement of nearly 
two orders of magnitude. The feedback loop also responds much faster to the change in 
current, permitting only a 5% overshoot and suppressing it within 20 ps.
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Figure 3.15: Switching of the Feshbach coil current, (a) Switch-on transient using the current 
control input of the high current pow er supply, (b) Switching performance of the current servo. 
At turn-on, the current settles to its setpoint within 250 jts, with only a 5% overshoot. When 
turned off, the current decays to zero within 100 }ts.
In addition to dramatically improving the switching time, the servo reduces current 
noise in the Feshbach coils to below 1 part in 106, which near the resonance corresponds to 
magnetic field fluctuations of ~  100 }iG, well below the background fluctuations present 
in the laboratory. The long term stability is 2 ppm over several hours.
3.9.4 Field calibration
Before attempting evaporation to BEC in the optical trap, it is important to know the 
magnetic field produced by the Feshbach coils precisely. We calibrate the field by ad­
dressing the atoms with radiofrequency to drive transitions between the mF sublevels. 
There are a number of ways in which transitions between m F states can be observed. 
With either species, the substates can be spatially separated by applying a magnetic field 
gradient during the expansion, and then imaged separately. Alternatively, before the 
axial magnetic curvature is removed, the 87Rb \F =  1, mF =  — 1) state can be coupled 
to the untrapped \F =  1, mF =  0) state. These atoms no longer feel confinement and 
leave the trap along the axial beam, resulting in observable loss from the cloud. We 
can also observe loss with no field curvature when coupling the \F =  2, mF =  —2) and 
|F =  2, nip =  —1) states in 85Rb due to inelastic collisions in the \nip =  —1) state, which 
occur at a rate almost 6 times higher than in the \ mp — —2) state (see Section 4.1.4).
At the fields of interest (>  100 G), the nonlinear contribution to the Zeeman splitting 
is large compared to the frequency width of the cloud, so that the transitions are well 
separated from each other and only two states are coupled by the rf. This also means 
that Equation (3.14) cannot be used to determine the field from the resonant rf frequency. 
Instead, we use the Breit-Rabi formula [176], an exact solution for the energy of a Zeeman 
state \F, mp) with vanishing orbital angular momentum:
EF,mf (B) =  2(2^ f f)- +  VBgimpB  +  ( - l ) f  ^ ^ 1  +  ^ - x ( B )  +  x \ B ) , (3.27) 
where
x (B ) =  (3.28)
flvhi
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Property Symbol 85 Rb 87Rb
Nuclear spin I 5/2 3/2
Nuclear Lande factor gi 0.000294 0.000995
Fine structure Lande factor 8 1 2.002331 2.002331
Ground state hyperfine splitting Vhi 3035.732439 MHz 6834.682610 MHz
Tab le 3.3: Atom ic properties of 85Rb and 87Rb for calculating the ground state Zeeman splittings 
using the Breit-Rabi formula [Equation (3.27)] [177,178].
and gi and gj  are respectively the nuclear and fine structure Lande factors, I is the nuclear 
spin and liv^f is the ground state hyperfine splitting. These values are given in Table 3.3 
for 85Rb and 87Rb. Once the frequency which drives transitions between neighbouring 
Zeeman states is known, Equation (3.27) can be used to calculate the field at the centre of 
the cloud. Using this technique we are able to calibrate the Feshbach bias field to within 
5mG.
3.10 Bose-Einstein condensation
In this section, we describe the formation of 87Rb and 85 Rb Bose-Einstein condensates in 
the dipole trap. We also present some experiments with 87Rb BECs which demonstrate 
the advantages of optical traps and the versatility of our apparatus. Detailed results on 
the scattering properties of 85Rb condensates are left to Chapter 4.
3.10.1 87Rb BEC in the optical trap
Following single-species pre-cooling in the QUIC trap, we are able to produce pure 87Rb 
| F  =  1, m? =  —1) condensates containing up to 3 x 106 atoms after 7 seconds of evapo­
ration in the optical dipole trap. The strength of the Feshbach bias field is not important 
in this case. The efficiency of this evaporation is approximately /3 — 1.4, suprisingly high 
given that atoms only escape the trap in one direction. Unexpectedly efficient evapo­
ration in optical traps has been observed previously [174], and explained by stochastic 
trajectories enabling energetic particles to efficiently find escape routes, rendering the 
process effectively three-dimensional [179]. However, although /3 > 1 this evaporation 
is not in the runaway regime since the trapping frequencies decrease as the cooling pro­
ceeds (see Section 3.8.3).
Figure 3.16 shows the formation of a 87Rb condensate as the power in the dipole 
beams is reduced. The presence of a BEC is clearly indicated by the emergence of a 
bimodal momentum distribution and by the mean-field driven expansion which causes 
the cloud to expand more rapidly along the direction of tightest confinement.
3.10.2 Spinor condensate dynamics
There are many experiments that can be performed on BECs in optical traps that are 
not possible in magnetic traps. Perhaps most importantly, the dipole potential [Equation 
(3.24)] is to a good approximation independent of the F and nip quantum numbers, giving 
optical potentials the ability to confine atoms in any hyperfine or Zeeman state. This has 
led to much work on spinor condensates [138,180], in which the atomic spin orientation 
is an additional degree of freedom. Such systems possess much richer properties than do
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Figure 3.16: (a) Absorption images taken after 20 ms of ballistic expansion showing the formation 
of a 87Rb BEC as the depth of the crossed dipole trap is reduced. The elongation of the cloud 
along the tight trapping direction demonstrates the reversal of aspect ratio characteristic of BEC. 
(b) Optical depth profiles along the y direction, with fits showing the transition from a thermal 
Gaussian distribution, to a bimodal distribution, to a nearly  pure condensate.
BECs of scalar particles, displaying ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic ordering in the 
ground state [180, 181], topological defects such as coreless vortices ('skyrmions') [181, 
182], coherent population transfer between different spin states through spin-exchange 
collisions [183, 184], and the propagation of spin waves [181]. Spin-exchange collisions 
are especially interesting as they can give rise to non-classical states of matter. Collisions 
between atoms in the trip =  0 state produce correlated pairs with nip =  ± 1  in a process 
analogous to optical parametric down-conversion, suggesting a method for generating 
matter-wave squeezing or Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen (EPR) entanglement with massive 
particles [185,186].
At nonzero magnetic field, the Zeeman energy makes the high-field-seeking state 
| mp =  +1) the ground state for a 87Rb F  =  1 spinor condensate. On timescales short 
compared with the dipolar relaxation rate, however, conservation of angular momentum 
precludes any change to the total spin, preventing a condensate with \mp =  0, — 1) com­
ponents from reaching its global ground state. Spin dynamics are possible only through 
the process:
2 | mp =  0) ^  | mp =  +1) +  | mp =  —1) . (3.29)
In 87Rb, the spin-dependent mean-field interaction raises the energy of the \ mp — 0) state 
with respect to the | mp =  ± 1 ) states [183,187], so the ground state is ferromagnetic. Spin- 
exchange collisions therefore drive this reaction to the right, producing pairs of atoms 
in the \mp =  ± 1 ) states. The dynamics of this process are a nontrivial function of the 
magnetic field strength [188]. The scattering lengths of the three spin components [189] 
are such that the mp =  ± 1  states are immiscible fl+i,-i >  y/a+\a-\ (see Section 4.2), while 
the mp =  0 state mixes with mp =  ± 1 : fl0,±i <  l [190].
We have observed spin-exchange collisions and the formation of immiscible spin do­
mains in 87Rb F =  1 spinor condensates. In these experiments, we prepare condensates 
in the | F =  0, mp =  0) state using Landau-Zener sweeps to effect rapid adiabatic passage
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Figure 3.17: Spirt dynamics in 87Rb F =  1 spinor condensates, (a) Spin-exchange collisions in 
an | nip =  0 ) condensate populate the | nip =  ± 1) states, which are immiscible and separate in the 
trap, (b) A t very low fields, all three states appear miscible due to magnetic field gradients along 
the line of sight. These images were taken with applied fields of 0.9 G and 1.8 G respectively. The 
plots on the right are horizontal cross-sections through the centre of each cloud, which have been 
overlaid to show the in-trap spin composition of the condensate.
(see Section 2.1.4). This is done at high field (around 160G), where the nonlinear Zeeman 
splitting separates the \mF =  —1) —> |tnF =  0 ) and \mp =  0) —> \mp =  + 1) transitions by 
more than 3 MHz, ensuring that the sweep addresses only the desired transition. More 
than 99% of the atoms are transferred to the \mF =  0) state by a 5 ms rf sweep spanning 
100kHz and centred about the \mF =  - 1 )  —> \mF =  0} transition frequency. The mag­
netic field is then ramped down to a selected value over 500 ms, and the cloud is left to 
evolve for 3.5 seconds. To image the spin components, the Ioffe coil is pulsed on for 1 ms 
during expansion, creating a magnetic field gradient which spatially separates the mF 
states by the Stern-Gerlach effect.
At high magnetic fields, spin-exchange collisions cannot conserve energy due to the 
nonlinear Zeeman shift, and we observe no population in the mF =  ± 1  states. As the 
field is lowered, atoms emerge in the outer spin states as shown in Figure 3.17a. The 
mF =  ± 1  states overlap with the mF =  0 cloud but repel each other, consistent with 
the predictions of miscibility presented above. At still lower field, we observe apparent 
miscibility of all three spin components (Figure 3.17b). This is most likely the result of 
imperfect cancellation of the Earth's magnetic field changing the direction or gradient of 
the field at the condensate. In a linear field gradient, it is energetically favourable for 
a colliding pair of \mF =  0 ) atoms to produce an \mF =  — 1) atom on the low-field side 
of the trap and an \mF =  +1) atom on the high-field side. If this gradient is along the 
imaging axis the two components may appear mixed.
The spin-exchange process [Equation (3.29)] is highly reminiscent of the classic EPR 
situation, and it has been proposed to engineer a situation in which the \mF =  ± 1) atoms 
escape the trap in opposite directions, creating a pair of entangled atomic beams [185]. 
Recently, Liicke et al. have used spin-exchange collisions to create large ensembles of 
correlated atoms which could be used in an atom interferometer with sensitivity beyond 
the projection noise limit [191].
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3.10.3 Divergenceless 87Rb atom laser
Another difference between magnetic and optical potentials manifests in the properties of 
an outcoupled atom laser, a coherent atomic beam extracted from a trapped Bose-Einstein 
condensate [192,193]. Atom lasers have been extensively studied by several groups [194], 
and their spatial and temporal coherence [195,196,197], divergence and transverse mode 
profile [198, 199], and different outcoupling techniques [200, 201] are well-characterised. 
They are of particular interest for atom interferometry: atom lasers retain the benefits 
inherent in Bose condensed sources, such as having a narrow velocity distribution and 
the possibility of enhancing interferometric sensitivity through squeezing [202], but due 
to their low density they are less susceptible to mean-field shifts and dephasing than 
trapped atom interferometers, and, not being coupled to environmental perturbations 
via a trapping potential, are less susceptible to technical noise. Furthermore, atom in­
terferometry based on a continuous atom laser (exploiting a pumping mechanism such 
as that developed in Refs. [203, 204]) could find applications in high bandwidth sensing, 
and would not suffer from high frequency noise sources as much as a pulsed device (the 
Dick effect) [205].
Outcoupling from a magnetic trap is typically achieved by coupling atoms to un­
trapped Zeeman states using rf or Raman transitions. It has been shown that the beam 
quality in such a scheme is limited by interactions between the outcoupled atoms and the 
condensate [199, 206]. The reason for this is illustrated in Figure 3.18a. In the Thomas- 
Fermi limit, the mean-field cancels the trapping potential for mf  — —1 atoms inside 
the condensate, as shown by the grey curves in the upper panel. Outcoupled atoms in 
the nip =  0 state do not see the trapping potential, and instead experience a potential 
'hill' due to the mean-field interaction with the condensate. This potential accelerates the 
atoms in the direction of gravity and also imparts a transverse velocity dependent on the 
lateral displacement, causing the beam to diverge [198].10 In addition, due to the finite 
extent of the repulsive potential, atoms emitted from different parts of the condensate 
may cross in the far field [199], causing quantum mechanical interferences that corrupt 
the spatial mode structure. In analogy to classical optics, the condensate can be under­
stood as a nonideal diverging lens. Obviously, it would be possible to reduce the effects of 
mean-field repulsion by decreasing the interaction strength using a Feshbach resonance. 
Alternatively, the divergence and spatial mode of the output beam may be improved by
Figure 3.18: The im pact of in­
teractions on atom laser diver­
gence. (a) When outcoupling 
from a magnetic trap, atom s in 
the mp =  0 state gain trans­
verse m om entum  as they roll 
off the potential created by the 
mean-field of the trapped con­
densate. (b) In the case of an op­
tical trap, the outcoupled atoms 
see the same potential as those in 
the BEC, with the trapping po­
tential cancelling mean-field in­
side the condensate.
10The outcoupling resonance surface, shown as a dotted red line in the figure, cuts through the condensate 
at a position determined by the gravitational sag of the condensate in the magnetic potential.
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Figure 3.19: Atom laser out- 
coupled from the optical trap, 
(a) Absorption image taken af­
ter 12 ms of continuous outcou- 
pling followed by 20 m s of bal­
listic expansion. The transverse 
beam profile (averaged vertically 
over 0.1m m ) at positions I and
II are shown in the upper plots, 
with Thomas-Fermi fits overlaid 
(dashed  lines), (b) Width of the 
beam as a function of height, 
from which the divergence angle 
m ay be calculated. Each point 
represents a fit to a single row of 
pixels on the CCD image.
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outcoupling from the bottom of the condensate [198, 207] (at the cost of lower flux), or 
by imparting momentum to the atoms using Raman or Bragg transitions [208], thereby 
lessening the time spent in the mean-field potential.
By contrast, the optical potential appears the same to atoms in any nip state, and its 
finite range permits output-coupling without changing internal state. Atoms in the beam 
therefore do not see a mean-field potential hill —  in the Thomas-Fermi limit it is cancelled 
by the trapping potential, as illustrated in Figure 3.18b. As a consequence, atom lasers 
outcoupled from optical traps can be expected to have a much lower divergence and 
better spatial profile than beams from magnetically trapped condensates with the same 
interaction strength. Outcoupling can be achieved either by lowering the trap height until 
atoms spill over the edge, or by kicking the atoms out of the trap using Raman or Bragg 
transitions. In the latter case, atoms forced out from the centre of the condensate may 
experience focusing as they pass over the lip of the trapping potential. Using the spilling 
method, however, one would expect the atom laser beam to be nearly Heisenberg-limited 
[209], subject only to the effect of interactions within the (very dilute) beam.
Figure 3.19a shows an atom laser outcoupled from an optically-trapped 8/ Rb conden­
sate by lowering the dipole laser power. The transverse beam profile near each end is 
shown in the upper panel, with no evidence of fringing or of the double-peaked struc­
ture characteristic of magnetic trap outcoupling [199]. We determine the divergence of 
the beam by fitting the transverse profile to the column density expected from a Thomas- 
Fermi distribution: p (1 — x2/ R 2)3/2, where p is the peak column density. The width 
R as a function of height is plotted in Figure 3.19b. A linear fit to these data yields a 
divergence angle of 6 =  (0.05 ±  0.12) mrad.+ This value is between 1 and 3 orders of
+In fact, the beam width in the paraxial regime obeys R2(t) =  Rg +  (At>)2f2, so the width of a beam falling 
under gravity does not evolve linearly with y. Over the region of interest, however, the beam diverges much 
less than its width, so a linear fit is a good approxim ation. The same divergence angle is extracted from a 
parabolic fit.
x  (fim) x  (/im)
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Figure 3.20: A 87Rb atom laser beam  
placed in a superposition of the 
| F =  1, mp =  0) and | F =  2, mp =  0) 
states by a microwave coupling pulse 
(see Chapter 5). The two beams are 
initially superimposed and thus per­
fectly mode-matched to each other. A 
Stem-Gerlach magnetic field gradient 
applied during expansion spatially 
separates the states via the second- 
order Zeem an effect prior to imaging.
magnitude lower than observed in conventional atom lasers [198, 206, 208]. Such a low 
transverse velocity spread is a useful attribute in the context of inertial atom interferome- 
try, as we will see in Chapter 6 . Figure 3.20 shows an atom laser placed in a superposition 
of two internal states by a microwave coupling pulse (see Chapter 5), which could form 
the starting point for a quasi-continuous atom interferometer.
3.10.4 Sympathetic cooling in the optical trap
Evaporation in the optical trap is not inherently isotope selective as in the magnetic trap 
since both species see the same trapping potential. The selectivity parameter (see Section 
3.7.2) thus depends only on the number of each species in the trap x  =  Nsz/Nss, and 
preferential evaporation of 87Rb occurs only because almost an order of magnitude fewer 
85Rb atoms are loaded into the dipole trap.
Inelastic losses in the 85Rb |F =  2, ntp — —2) state are minimised at a magnetic field 
of 166 G [132, 210]. With the Feshbach bias field set to this value, we proceed to evaporate 
the sample further by reducing the power in the dipole beams, lowering the trap depth 
and allowing the most energetic atoms to spill out. At 166 G the s-wave scattering length 
of 85Rb is near zero, so rethermalisation occurs solely via collisions with 87Rb. A typical 
cooling trajectory is shown in Figure 3.21.
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Figure 3.21: 85Rb atom num ­
ber as a function of tem pera­
ture during sympathetic evap­
orative cooling in the optical 
trap. The solid line is a linear fit 
to the data, giving an efficiency 
param eter of p  =  1.5.
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Figure 3.22: (a) Absorption images taken after 20 ms of ballistic expansion showing the formation 
of a 85Rb BEC as the depth of the crossed dipole trap is reduced. The Feshbach bias field is set 
to 163.9 G, so the scattering length of the cloud is a =  +90flo- The reversal of aspect ratio is not 
apparent in the final image because evaporation has made the trapping potential oblate along the 
imaging direction, (b) Optical depth profiles along the 2 direction, with fits showing the transition 
from a thermal Gaussian distribution, to a bimodal distribution, to a pure condensate.
3.10.5 85Rb BEC in the optical trap
Once the cloud is small enough to be contained by the crossed dipole beams, the QUIC 
trap coils are switched off. At this point, the Feshbach field is slowly ramped from the 
inelastic minimum at 166 G to near 163 G, where the 8:1 Rb scattering length is a ~  +100 ao, 
suitable for the formation of a stable condensate. With a further 2 seconds of evaporation 
at this field, we observe Bose-Einstein condensation of 85Rb (Figure 3.22). We find that 
condensates produced between a =  +50 ao and a =  +200 ao have the same atom number 
to within 20%. By varying the relative number of 85Rb and 87Rb initially loaded in the 
3D MOT we can optimize for maximum final phase space density in 85Rb, and choose 
whether to have a 87Rb BEC of up to 106 atoms coexisting in the trap.
We typically reach the phase transition with 6 x 105 85 Rb atoms, and can create nearly 
pure condensates containing 1 x 105 atoms with a peak density of 4 x 1013 cm-3 . The 
presence of a condensate is indicated by the emergence of a bimodal density distribution. 
Reversal of the cloud's aspect ratio is more difficult to observe, since the aspect ratio of 
the trap itself changes as the phase transition is crossed (see Section 3.8.2). Just below Tc, 
the trap is tighter along the y direction, and the condensate at the centre of the thermal 
cloud in Figure 3.22 is elongated in this direction due to mean-field expansion. As we 
evaporate further, the trapping frequency in the vertical direction drops sharply until 
the trap is nearly symmetric in the plane of observation, so the nearly pure condensate 
appears almost round. The lifetime of the condensate in the crossed dipole trap is limited 
by inelastic losses and therefore depends on the density and thus the scattering length of 
the cloud; it is typically around 3 seconds at a =  +100 flo-
The properties of 85Rb Bose-Einstein condensates and the effect of changing the scat­
tering length will be investigated further in Chapter 4.
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3.11 Stability discussion
The single greatest impediment to performing experiments with the machine described 
in this chapter is run-to-run variation in the number of atoms in a BEC, especially since 
each run takes roughly a minute and produces only one piece of data. The stability of 
the machine can make certain experiments time-consuming or utterly impractical. Often, 
due to the sheer complexity of the apparatus and the sensitivity of its components to 
innumerable environmental factors, it is impossible to determine the cause of instability. 
Here, we discuss the propagation of number fluctuations through an experimental cycle, 
and detail several factors expected or observed to cause instability.
Generally, small number fluctuations early in an experiment (in the MOT or in trans­
fer to the magnetic trap) translate into larger fluctuations in the number of atoms in a 
condensate. This amplification is due to the nonlinear nature of evaporative cooling. The 
efficiency parameter /3, which describes the evolution of temperature with atom number 
as T oc N ?  (see Section 3.7.1), itself depends on the elastic collision rate 7 ei, which is 
dependent on N . Beginning with 10% fewer atoms reduces the initial collision rate and 
renders the evaporation less efficient, so that the atom number at the final temperature is 
decreased by more than 10%. It is therefore crucial to minimise number fluctuations in 
the initial stages of the experiment.
There are also effects which tend to stabilise the atom number, most notably density- 
dependent inelastic processes, which induce loss at a greater rate from clouds with higher 
density. In a simple picture these losses can be described by N  =  —kjN 1 (assuming a 
cloud with constant density), where kj is the loss rate for z-body inelastic collisions. The 
solution to this equation is
N (t) = --------------- ------------ x  . (3.30)
( n 01- ,' +  ( / - i ) ^ ) 1-'
Accordingly, fluctuations of 10% in number will be reduced by two-body inelastic colli­
sions to 5% fluctuations in a time r  =  1 / k2 , at the cost of 50% in atom number. Similarly, 
10% fluctuations will be reduced to 3% by three-body collisions in r  =  I A 3, with 42% 
loss of atoms. For species with low inelastic loss rates (such as 87Rb) in weak traps, r  may 
be prohibitively long. However, for atoms with higher inelastic collision cross-sections 
this method is feasible, and has been used to reduce atom number fluctuations in 85Rb 
BECs by Roberts et al. [116]. This technique has the disadvantage of causing atom loss 
and heating, both due to the inelastic processes themselves and due to other effects such 
as background gas collisions and photon scattering from the optical trap during the hold 
time r , which is typically several seconds.
We have found that changes in the output polarisation of our optical fibres (Section
3.3) affects the number of atoms collected in the MOTs and is a major limiting factor in the 
stability of our condensate production. These fluctuations can be minimised by careful 
alignment of the input polarisation, protecting the fibres from mechanical perturbations 
and air currents and ensuring that the ambient temperature in the laboratory remains 
constant. It may also be possible to reduce this effect using shorter fibres, since the effect 
of nonuniform birefringence on the polarisation should be linear with propagation dis­
tance. Polarisation fluctuations are typically converted to power fluctuations by the first 
polarising beamsplitter after the fibre. We have attempted to improve the stability of the 
MOT number by placing a polariser after the fibre and actively stabilising the intensity 
of the 3D MOT trapping light. A small amount of light picked off from the main beam
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Figure 3.23: Simple PI controller 
used to actively stabilise the MOT 
trapping laser pow er after the fibre. 
The feedback signal is added to the 
control voltage applied to an attenu­
ator controlling the rf pow er sent to 
the AOM. A final inverting follower 
stage on the output is not shown. 
The feedback bandwidth is deliber­
ately kept low (1 /R C  ~  50 Hz) to 
stop the servo interfering with the 
polarisation gradient cooling.
is monitored on a photodetector, the output of which is used to generate an error signal. 
A simple homebuilt PI controller (Figure 3.23) based around OP275 unity-gain stable op- 
amps feeds back to the trapping AOM to stabilise the power after the fibre. The time 
constant of the integrator is set to 20 ms, since it is primarily the slow thermal drifts that 
cause instability in the MOT number. This allows the setpoint to be kept constant during 
polarisation gradient cooling — the servo is too slow to respond to the change in power 
as the trapping laser is detuned. This system significantly reduces the low-frequency 
drifts in power, and offers a simple and inexpensive alternative to stabilising the fibres 
directly [211, 212,213]. We found that this did improve the stability of the MOT number, 
and expect further improvement if such control were implemented on all of the lasers.
Equally important in this experiment are fluctuations in the relative number of 85Rb 
and 87Rb collected in the 3D MOT. Using modulators instead of separate diodes to gen­
erate light for both species has advantages, as discussed in Section 3.3, but can introduce 
additional instability. We have experimented with using a free-space EOM in a similar 
configuration to that shown in Figure 3.2 to produce light for the 85Rb 2D MOT; this setup 
was easier to align (since the 2D MOTs were automatically coincident) and allowed us to 
produce larger 85Rb MOTs, but we found that thermal and mechanical instability in the 
microwave cavity of the EOM caused large run-to-run atom number fluctuations. The 
fibre-based EOM that generates trapping light for the 85Rb 3D MOT is less susceptible 
to mechanical perturbation, however its insertion loss increases and becomes unstable at 
high input power, due to the photorefractive effect in the lithium niobate crystal.11 In or­
der to obtain enough light to seed the tapered amplifier, we inject approximately 50 mW 
into the EOM, about 10 times more than it is designed for. We do observe some instability 
in the output power, but are able to mitigate this by heating the modulator to 38°C and 
stabilising its temperature using a thermo-electric cooler.
Another significant cause of instability is resistive heating of the magnetic coils. Dur­
ing rf evaporation in the magnetic trap, the QUIC trap coils dissipate over 300 W. The 
water cooling system (Section 3.6.2) prevents runaway heating, but cannot prevent the 
equilibrium temperature of the entire mount assembly from increasing gradually as the 
machine runs. This in turn alters the magnetic field at the atoms: the bias field of the 
QUIC trap can change by as much as 0.5 G from a cold start, most likely due to physical 
expansion of the mount affecting the position of the Ioffe coil. Since the rf evaporation
11EOSPACE Inc., USA (private communication), h ttp : / / www. eospace . com/.
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Figure 3.24: Intensity noise characteristics of the dipole trap laser, (a) Time series and pow er 
spectral density of intensity fluctuations in each beam and in the total. Polarisation fluctuations 
are responsible for the observed inverse oscillations in the axial and cross beam, which increases 
the low-frequency  noise in either com pared with the total, (b) Intensity noise spectrum of the 
dipole laser. The relative intensity noise at Co is - 3 7  d B c/H z.
finishes well above the bias, this does not significantly affect the number of atoms trans­
ferred to the optical trap. However, the magnetic field produced by the Feshbach coils 
also varies with temperature by as much as 0.2 G. Near the zero-crossing of the Feshbach 
resonance, this corresponds to a change in scattering length of ± 4 a0. To remedy this, 
when we require high stability of the Feshbach bias field the mount is allowed to cool 
for 30 — 40 seconds between runs, limiting the drift to below 10 mG (±0.5flo). The heat 
produced by the magnetic coils can also disturb the MOT — we use fans to generate a 
laminar air flow over the mount and inhibit convection currents that disrupt the MOT 
beams.
Technical noise is known to cause fluctuations and concomitant heating or loss in op­
tical traps [214, 215], and many BEC machines employ active stabilisation of their dipole 
laser intensity or alignment [216, 217]. We observe no significant increase in number 
fluctuations during the optical trap evaporation despite not actively stabilising the in­
tensity of our dipole laser, and are able to outcouple very clean atomic beams over tens 
of milliseconds (see Section 3.10.3). However, we have observed large oscillations in the 
power in each of the dipole beams, due to polarisation fluctuations in the output of our 
fibre laser (Figure 3.24a). These oscillations are typically 3% peak-to-peak (although they 
can be exacerbated by feedback from reflections to more than 20%), and tend to decrease 
in frequency from switch-on as the temperature of the fibre reaches a new equilibrium. 
Fortunately, the total power output from the laser is relatively stable, and the fact that 
the beams are crossed means that fluctuations in the depth of the total potential are sup­
pressed. The frequency spectrum of the intensity fluctuations is shown in Figure 3.24b. 
We measure the relative rms intensity fluctuations in the dipole trap laser to be 2 x 10-4  
in a 1 Hz bandwidth around 40 Hz (the mean trapping frequency at the end of the evap­
oration ramp), giving a relative intensity noise of —3 7 dBc/Hz at Gj .
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3.12 Summary
We have presented details of an apparatus for creating Bose-Einstein condensates of 85Rb 
with tunable interactions. Employing sympathetic cooling with 87Rb, first in a QUIC 
magnetic trap and then in a crossed optical dipole trap, we create 85 Rb BECs containing 
up to 1 x 105 atoms with a scattering length of a ~  + 100flo- In addition, the machine 
is capable of producing 87Rb condensates of up to 3 x 106 atoms in the optical trap, and 
we have demonstrated a low-divergence atom laser and observed spinor dynamics in 
this species. In the remaining chapters, this apparatus will be used to study the effect of 
interatomic interactions on Bose-Einstein condensates and atom interferometers.
Chapter 4
Control of atomic interactions using a 
Feshbach resonance
The work presented in this chapter has been published in:
• P. A. Altin, N. P. Robins, R. Poldy, J. E. Debs, D. Doring, C. Figl, and J. D. Close. "Mea­
surement of inelastic losses in a sample of ultracold 85Rb," Phys. Rev. A 81, 012713 (2010).
• P. A. Altin, G. R. Dennis, G. D. McDonald, D. Doring, J. E. Debs, J. D. Close, C. M . Savage 
and N. P. Robins. “Bosenova and three-body loss in a 85Rb Bose-Einstein condensate," 
Phys. Rev. A 84, 033632 (2011).
In Chapters 5 and 6, we will see how elastic and inelastic interactions can both hinder 
and facilitate the use of Bose-Einstein condensates for atom interferometry. With the 
ability to control the s-wave scattering length using a Feshbach resonance, it would be 
possible to eliminate collisional shifts and phase diffusion, prevent dephasing due to 
spatial dynamics, and improve the sensitivity of an interferometer beyond the classical 
limit by squeezing. However, inelastic processes can also be enhanced near a Feshbach 
resonance, leading to atom loss and degradation of quantum correlations. It is therefore 
essential to understand the effects of tuning the atomic interactions in an ultracold cloud, 
as well as the relationship between elastic and inelastic scattering properties. Such is the 
purpose of the work presented in this Chapter.
First, we examine inelastic loss as a function of magnetic field in therm al85 Rb, which 
allowed us to optimise the final stage of evaporation to BEC. We discover a sharp inelastic 
loss feature near 220 G that we associate with a narrow Feshbach resonance predicted by 
theory. We then investigate the impact of elastic scattering in condensed systems by look­
ing at the miscibility of dual-species 85R b-87Rb BECs. Finally, we demonstrate control of 
interactions near the zero-crossing of the Feshbach resonance by studying the collapse 
of attracting condensates known as the 'bosenova', finding quantitative agreement with 
mean-field simulations. This system also allows us to investigate three-body recombi­
nation rates in a high density regime where they are the dominant source of atom loss, 
leading to new measurements of the two- and three-body inelastic loss rates in 85Rb at 
small positive and negative scattering lengths.
4.1 Inelastic loss in thermal 85Rb
Successful evaporative cooling relies on rethermalisation via elastic collisions occurring 
faster than loss due to inelastic collisions (see Section 3.7.1). The optical confinement used
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in th e final stage of evaporation to BEC gives us the freedom to vary the bias magnetic 
field, and thereby select the optimal combination of elastic and inelastic scattering rates. 
The dependence of the 85Rb elastic scattering length on magnetic field has been well- 
characterised experimentally [47, 218], and used to develop detailed atomic potentials 
[187], It has also been shown, both theoretically [134, 219, 220, 221] and experimentally 
[46, 222, 223, 224], that two- and three-body loss rates exhibit a complex dependence on 
magnetic field near a Feshbach resonance, and can be strongly enhanced.
Inelastic collision rates in 85Rb have been studied by Roberts et al. using a magnetically- 
trapped sample of atoms at ~  600 nK [132], and were found to vary by several orders of 
magnitude around the 155 G Feshbach resonance. Indeed, it was only through detailed 
knowledge of these processes and their behaviour near the resonance that a successful 
path to condensation was devised by the JILA group. However, inelastic processes in 
this species have not yet been studied in an optical trap, in which all spin states experi­
ence the same, short-range, confining potential.
In this section, we present a measurement of inelastic loss rates in thermal 85Rb near 
the 155 G Feshbach resonance, from which we determine the optimal field for evapora­
tion. We also observe an increase in inelastic loss associated with a narrow Feshbach 
resonance near 220 G [131], and present new measurements of loss rates in the five mp 
substates of the F  =  2 manifold, finding a particularly high three-body recombination 
rate in the lowest energy \F =  2, mp =  +2) state. Knowledge of the location and width 
of new resonances is important in creating the detailed and accurate atomic potentials 
required for simulating ultracold scattering physics. Where these potentials are captured 
with high accuracy by comparatively simple calculations in 87Rb [225], the same proce­
dures produce poor results for 85Rb [226]. The position and width of resonance features in 
particular are very sensitively dependent on the details of atomic potentials [134], mak­
ing their experimental determination extremely valuable to scattering theorists. Mea­
surements such as those presented here are therefore important as they contribute to a 
better understanding of the many-body physics of 85Rb.
4.1.1 Effect of inelastic collisions in a thermal cloud
We begin with a brief empirical description of the inelastic processes which are relevant 
to this work, and a simple but instructive theoretical analysis of the effect of inelastic 
collisions in a thermal cloud.
o Dipolar relaxation is a two-body inelastic collision in which spin angular momentum 
is converted to orbital angular momentum. The coupling is provided by second- 
order spin-orbit coupling and the magnetic dipole interaction of the colliding atoms. 
Two atoms colliding in an s-wave channel can therefore rob each other of spin an­
gular momentum and exit the collision with relative orbital angular momentum (in 
a d-wave channel) and lower total spin projection, \ttip1 +  mp2\ —> \mp1 +  mp2 \ — 2. 
The kinetic energy released corresponds to the Zeeman splitting, which is of order 
1 MHz/G or 50 } iK /C  for Rb atoms in the ground hyperfine states.
o Spin-exchange is a two-body inelastic collision in which spin angular momentum is 
exchanged between the colliding atoms mpx —> nipt ±  1, mp2 —> mp2 qF 1, conserving 
the total spin projection (see Section 3.10.2). In a weak magnetic field for which 
the Zeeman shift is linear, such a collision does not release significant kinetic en­
ergy; however, if the atoms are confined in a magnetic potential, one of the collision 
products may be in a magnetic state which is untrapped. Spin-exchange collisions
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are suppressed in fully stretched states with \mp\ =  F, since there is then no state 
with higher spin projection to scatter into.
o Three-body recombination is a three-body process in which two atoms scatter into one 
of the bound states of the interatomic potential, forming a molecule. Participation 
of a third atom is required to satisfy energy and momentum conservation,1 and the 
kinetic energy released corresponds to the binding energy of the molecule. Since 
the interatomic potential is at low energies characterised by a single parameter a, 
the three-body recombination rate is intrinsically related to the s-wave scattering 
length — theoretical [220, 221,227] and experimental [228] studies suggest a scaling 
as a4.
During evaporation in the optical trap, the dominant inelastic processes are two- 
body dipolar relaxation and three-body recombination (spin-exchange collisions are sup­
pressed because the sample is spin-polarised in the \mp =  —2) state). In the case of dipo­
lar relaxation, the energy difference between the initial and final mp states is released as 
kinetic energy. In the \F =  2) manifold of 85Rb, the Zeeman splitting corresponds to more 
than 4 mK above 100 G, so atoms involved in a dipolar relaxation collision gain enough 
energy to be ejected from the shallow trap. In a three-body recombination event, the spec­
troscopy of the Rb2 dimer will not match that of atomic 85Rb; these molecules will not be 
detected by the imaging light, and may not even experience a trapping force from the 
dipole laser. The third atom leaves the collision with kinetic energy equal to the binding 
energy of the dimer; except near the peak of the Feshbach resonance, where the bound 
state energy coincides with the incident energy, the binding energy is >  10 — 100 fiK, so 
this atom is also lost from the trap.
The combined effect of multi-body loss processes is expressed by the loss rate equa­
tion
n(r) =  - ^ K i n i( t ) ,  (4.1)
i
where n (r)  represents the atomic density distribution and K, is the /-body loss coefficient. 
In our case, K\ is the loss rate due to background gas collisions and photon scattering, 
and K2/ K$ represent the loss rates due to two-body dipolar relaxation and three-body 
recombination, respectively. Higher order terms do not contribute significantly at the 
densities of our experiments. For i >  1, the loss rate is position-dependent, and thus the 
density distribution of a trapped cloud suffering from inelastic loss itself evolves with 
time. In general, Equation (4.1) cannot be solved analytically. However, it is instructive 
to consider the effect of inelastic collisions in a classical gas for the case where one loss 
process dominates. This calculation will not be used to analyse experimental results, but 
is included here for illustrative purposes and, as it appears to be absent in the literature, 
for completeness.
Let us assume that two-body collisions are the dominant cause of inelastic loss, as 
during the initial stages of evaporation where the density is too low for three-body re­
combination, and that elastic collisions occur much more frequently than inelastic colli­
sions so that the atoms remain in thermal equilibrium. The gas can then be described 
by a classical distribution function in which the atom number N  and temperature T vary
1 Without a third particle, two atoms approach with zero total momentum in the centre-of-mass frame.
After the collision, if the molecule were to remain stationary in this frame, energy conservation would be
violated; if it were to move away, it would violate momentum conservation.
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with time. In a harmonic confining potential, this function takes the form:
/ ( r , v , 0  =  N ( f) ( 5_ ^ J ) 3 exp
m
+  U)lx2 + ,2,,2 +  toiz2,2
2 kBT (t)
The rate equation for a purely two-body loss process is h =  — K.2 n2, where
(4.2)
/  -2 \ 3/2
« M )  =  / / ( r , v , f)rf3v =  N ( ( ) ( _ | ^ )  exp
m + co2y2 + u)2z2j
2 W )
(4.4)
(4.3)
is the atom density and K2  the two-body loss coefficient. The number of atoms in the 
sample therefore evolves as
d N  _  T, [  2t _  TS frncD2 \ 3/2 N 2(t) _  v  N 2
dt -  K2 J n ( r , t ) d r -  K2 ( ^ J  T3/2( f ) -  ^ 2 T3 /2 '
To obtain the time evolution of the temperature T, we first observe that the average en­
ergy per particle is given by
(E ) =  ^  J  E/(r, v, f) d3r d 3v (4.5)
=  ^  J  v 2 +  oolx2 +  to2y2 +  colz2 / ( r ,  v, t) d3rd3v =  3kBT . (4.6)
Note that (E) in the harmonic trap is twice the value expected in free-space, in accordance 
with the equipartition theorem. Now the temperature evolution can be expressed as:
d T  _ 1 H E )  _  1 / N  1 (47)
dt 3 k ,  dt 3 k , V N  N  J  St ) '  '  ' 1
The time derivative of the distribution function can be deduced from the rate equation 
for two-body loss
0 / ( r , v , f )
dt
— —K2/ ( r ,  v, f) /  / ( r , v ' , f )  d w', (4.8)
(integrating this expression with respect to v recovers h =  —K2 n2). Substituting Equa­
tions (4.4), (4.6) and (4.8) gives:
d T  _  N  K2 
I t  ~  “ 2 t T72 +  3k[jN
3/2
J  E / ( r ,  v ,t )
K2 f m c o 2 \ / N (t)  1
4 U n k B)  r / 2(f) 4 2 T!/2 '
r ,v ',f ) r fV r f3rrf3v 
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(4.9)
(4.10)
The two coupled differential equations (4.4) and (4.10) describe the time evolution of 
the atom number and temperature of a trapped cloud in thermal equilibrium under the 
influence of a two-body loss process. In addition to removing atoms, inelastic loss heats 
the cloud, as can be seen from the fact that T >  0. This is because the loss is greatest at 
the centre of the trap, and thus the least energetic atoms are preferentially removed from 
the sample (in contrast to evaporative cooling, which removes the most energetic atoms). 
It is interesting to ask what is the average energy of the atoms lost from the cloud:
dEtot „  d (N T )  ol N T + N T  « - « / 4 T 9 ^
■ ^ T  =  3fcB \ XT =  3kB------~r~----- =  3kB------------ T =  - k BT . (4.11
d N  d N  N  a 4
This is indeed less than the average energy per particle (E) =  3kBT. A  similar analysis 
for i =  3 shows that three-body loss removes an average energy of 2kB T  per atom.
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Figure 4.1: M easured in­
elastic loss of 85Rb from  
the optical dipole trap as a 
function of magnetic field, 
with the elastic scattering 
length from Ref. [229] over­
laid (solid line). The mini­
m um  inelastic loss occurs at 
166 G, coinciding with the 
zero of the elastic scattering 
cross-section (dashed line).
4.1.2 Inelastic loss near the 155 G Feshbach resonance
In this section, we investigate the magnetic field dependence of inelastic losses in the 
|F =  2, nip =  —2) state of 85Rb. For these experiments, a single beam dipole trap with 
a waist of 105 }im  was used, and the axial confinement was provided by the QUIC trap. 
We load a sympathetically-cooled sample from the magnetic trap into the optical trap 
and ramp up the bias field over 500 ms. Approximately 1.5 x 106 85Rb atoms are initially 
present at a temperature of 1.5//K and with an average density of 1.7 x 1012cm~3, in 
a cylindrically symmetric potential with oscillation frequencies coz =  2 n  x 13 Hz and 
LOp =  2 n  x 167 Hz. The sample is then held at the chosen magnetic field for 10 seconds, 
before being released from the trap and imaged. The bias field was calibrated using the 
method described in Section 3.9.4.
Figure 4.1 shows the fraction of atoms remaining in the trap after 10 seconds as a 
function of the applied bias field. Loss from the dipole trap is enhanced on the low 
field side of the Feshbach resonance and peaks as the elastic scattering length diverges 
at 155 G. The inelastic loss minimum occurs at 166 G, near where the elastic scattering 
length vanishes.
Atom loss during the hold time is due to a combination of one-body processes (such 
as background gas collisions and photon scattering from the dipole laser), evaporation 
(which occurs even in the absence of heating due to the finite depth of the optical po­
tential), and density-dependent inelastic collisions. To isolate the loss due to inelastic 
collisions, we measure the number of atoms lost from a 87Rb cloud over 10 seconds. The 
two-body inelastic collision coefficient in 87Rb is K2  ~  10-16 cm3/s at the fields of interest 
[134], several orders of magnitude lower than that expected for 85Rb, so we assume that 
the observed loss is due solely to density independent effects which should be the same 
for both species and should not vary with magnetic field. During the 10 second hold 
time, 70% of the 87Rb cloud is lost from the trap. Loss in excess of this value for 85Rb can 
be attributed to inelastic collisions.
This loss is not only a direct result of inelastic collision events. Because the optical 
potential has a finite depth, as the cloud heats according to Equation (4.10) atoms are 
evaporated over the edge of the trap, restricting the temperature increase. One would 
therefore expect that heating due to inelastic collisions should manifest as a loss of atoms 
by evaporation. The measured temperature of the cloud at the end of the hold time
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Figure 4.2: Upper bound on the 
two-body loss coefficient Kj as a 
function of magnetic field deduced  
from the data in Figure 4.1.
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was constant within uncertainty across all magnetic field strengths, consistent with this 
hypothesis. We also expect some loss due to collisions with atoms ejected from the trap. 
These effects make it difficult to determine the two-body loss coefficient accurately from 
the number of atoms remaining. Attributing all of the observed loss to dipolar relaxation, 
we can estimate an upper bound on K2 by solving the rate equation (4.4) with T  held 
constant
The first term in this equation accounts for the one-body loss, with rate constant K\ — 
(0.12 ±  0.02) s -1 determined from the measurement of 87Rb loss. The two-body loss co­
efficient determined in this manner is plotted as a function of magnetic field in Figure
4.2. The error bars represent uncertainties in the initial number and temperature of the 
sample. We estimate a maximum loss rate of K.2 ,max =  2 x 10"13 cm3/s near the Feshbach 
resonance. This upper bound is an order of magnitude below the highest value measured 
in Ref. [132], but is consistent with theoretical predictions [131]. Our data displays only 
a gradual increase in inelastic loss approaching the Feshbach resonance from low field, 
in contrast to the sharp peak near 155 G predicted by theoretical models [134, 230] and 
previous experimental data [132]. It is unlikely that this is evidence of smoothing of the 
resonance features, for example by magnetic field instabilities, since we observe sharp 
features near the zero crossing of the elastic scattering length and near 220 G. Our upper 
bound on the minimum loss rate is l^min =  8 x 10-15 cm3/s at 167G, again lower than 
the values measured in Ref. [132], We also find that the loss rate increases steadily on 
the high field side of the resonance out to approximately 220 G. Overall, the asymmetric 
lineshape is in good qualitative agreement with the theoretical predictions of Burke [131] 
(cf. Fig. 5.9). One important different between this and previous experimental work is 
the confining potential -  this is the first investigation of the magnetic field dependence 
of 85Rb inelastic collisions in an optical trap. It is also possible that some of the discrep­
ancy may be explained by three-body processes. Further study is needed to address these 
questions.
(4.12)
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Figure 4.3: A sh arp increase 
in inelastic loss associated with 
a Fesh bach  resonance at 220 G.
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4.1.3 Observation of a new Feshbach resonance
We also observe a sharp increase in inelastic loss near 220 G, shown in detail in Figure
4.3. Theoretical calculations predict the existence of a narrow Feshbach resonance at this 
field [131,134, 231], with the most recent placing the resonance at 219.4 G with a width of 
~  10 mG [232], Our observed loss feature occurs at (219.6 ±  0.1) G. The small discrepancy 
may be due to the temperature shift of the resonance position, which is predicted to be 
of order 0.2 G at temperatures ~  1 p K  [116]. The loss at this field is significantly greater 
than at the broader Feshbach resonance, even though the two-body loss coefficient is 
predicted to be lower here than at 155 G by up to two orders of magnitude [134, 230]. 
This may suggest a particularly high three-body loss rate at the narrower resonance. If 
this loss were purely due to two-body collisions, the loss coefficient at the centre of the 
resonance would be K2 >  2 x 10-11 cm3/s.
The width of the inelastic lineshape in Figure 4.3, <7meas =  (0.28 ±  0.06) G, is a convo­
lution of the width of the inelastic loss feature <7inel and the effective width of the cloud 
c^ioud due to the range of magnetic fields spanned by the atoms, power broadening of the 
rf transition, and the magnetic field noise. These effects are reduced by using the cold­
est possible cloud, minimal rf power and low current noise power supplies to drive the 
Feshbach bias coils. We measure the frequency width of the cloud to be (100 ±  10) kHz, 
corresponding to a magnetic field width of c7cloud =  (55 ±  5) mG. Thus we deduce the 
width of the inelastic loss feature to be ame\ =  (0.27 ±  0.07) G. This is significantly larger 
than that of the theoretically predicted resonance, although we note that the width of the 
inelastic loss curve should not necessarily be expected to match the width of the reso­
nance in the elastic scattering cross-section.
4.1.4 Loss rates in the F  =  2  manifold
We can also exploit our spin-independent confinement to measure the loss rates in other 
magnetic sublevels of the F =  2 manifold. For these measurements we replace the axial 
magnetic field curvature in the above experiment with a second optical dipole beam fo­
cused to a 300 }im  spot size. Samples of 2 x 105 85Rb atoms are prepared in this crossed 
optical dipole trap with a peak density of 2 x 1012 cm-3 and a temperature of 500 nK. A 
uniform magnetic bias field of 163 G (the field at which we create 85Rb condensates) is
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Figure 4.4: Decay curves 
for 85Rb samples prepared  
in each of the five Zeeman  
substates of the F =  2 
manifold. The error bars 
shown are statistical uncer­
tainties calculated from five 
runs of the experiment. The 
solid lines are fits to the 
data of the form e~ t/r , from 
which a loss rate 1 / t  can be 
extracted.
Table 4.1: Relative thermal inelastic loss 
rates in the F =  2 manifold of 85Rb.
Time (ms)
mp state - 2 - 1 0  1 2
Relative loss rate 1 6 8 60 120
applied along the axial beam. Using 1 ms rf frequency sweeps through transitions be­
tween neighbouring Zeeman sublevels, atoms are transferred by rapid adiabatic passage 
(Section 2.1.4) into the desired mp state, then held for a certain time before being released 
and imaged. The transfer efficiency from the |mp =  —2) state to the \mp =  —1) state is 
>  95%, and decreases slightly across the manifold. During expansion, a strong field gra­
dient is applied perpendicular to the imaging path to spatially separate the spin states; 
in this way the population in each state can be monitored from shot to shot.
Figure 4.4 shows the number of atoms remaining in the optical trap as a function of 
time, with exponential fits from which we extract a lifetime r  for each state. The rela­
tive loss rates are given in Table 4.1, normalised to the loss rate for \mp =  —2). Inelastic 
losses increase consistently across the manifold, with the loss rate 1 /r for atoms in the 
\mp =  +0) state 8 times higher than for atoms in the |mp =  —2) state. The \mp — 0, ± 1 ) 
states are susceptible to spin-exchange collisions and would therefore be expected to ex­
hibit faster loss than the fully stretched state \mF =  - 2 ) .  Surprisingly, however, we ob­
serve the highest loss rate in the ground state |F =  2, mp =  + 2 ) ,  in which binary inelas­
tic collisions are energetically forbidden. Some of this anomalous loss may be ascribed 
to collisions with atoms remaining in other m p states from the adiabatic passages, which 
may comprise as much as 25% of the total; however, this is not sufficient to explain the 
total depletion of the sample over 50 ms, suggesting another loss process such as three- 
body recombination.
4.2 Miscibility in dual-species BECs
Binary mixtures of quantum degenerate gases possess rich properties and have there­
fore been subjected to intense study in recent years. Interpenetrating quantum fluids 
interact through elastic and inelastic collisional processes, giving rise to phase separa­
tion [69, 126, 133] and collective oscillations [70] (see Section 5.4). Applying an external
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coupling may allow the observation of nonlinear Josephson-type oscillations [233]. Dual­
species quantum degenerate mixtures are also the starting point in the creation of ultra­
cold heteronuclear molecules [66, 234], which have revolutionised the field of quantum 
chemistry and are considered prime candidates in the search for a permanent electric 
dipole moment of the electron [235], as well as possibly forming the basis of a novel 
quantum computer [236]. Importantly for the work in this thesis, the interactions in a 
two-component Bose-Einstein condensates can be harnessed to generate squeezing (Sec­
tion 2.4.4), with which atom interferometers may be operated at sensitivities beyond the 
quantum-projection-noise limit.
The apparatus described in the preceding Chapter allows us to create dual-species 
mixtures of condensed 8SRb and 87Rb. These differ from the multi-component conden­
sates discussed in Section 3.10.2 because the constituents are of different species, and 
thus there is no coupling between the two. Much of the fluid's behaviour is determined 
by the miscibility of its components, in turn a function of the inter- and intra-particle 
interaction strengths. Phase separation due to immiscibility was first observed in super­
fluid mixtures of 3H e-4He [237], Feshbach resonances offer a degree of control not found 
in other systems: since the 85 Rb scattering length may be varied by changing the mag­
netic bias field, it is possible to make a two-component 85R b-87Rb BEC either miscible 
or immiscible. Tunable miscibility of a dual-species Bose-Einstein condensate was first 
demonstrated by Papp et al. [238].
We can elucidate a criterion for bulk miscibility in a two-component condensate using 
mean-field theory, in which the interaction energy density can be expressed as
Eint(r) =  \ [g iM ?(r)+ g2 n ! (r) +  2g12ni(r)H 2(r)] , (4.13)
where «, represents the density of the z-th component and g, =  4 nti2 aj/mj ,  with a, the 
intraspecies scattering length for species i. The interspecies interaction strength is defined 
in terms of the interspecies scattering length as g n  =  2 n h 2 a\2 / m re(jl, with =  m^1 +  
mJ 1 the reduced mass. Following [190], we consider a condensate containing N  atoms of 
each species in a box with volume V. If the two components interpenetrate and fill the 
box, the total interaction energy will be2
N 2
Emix =  2 Y  (#i +  2<?12 +&2) • (4.14)
Alternatively, if the components separate into volumes V\ and V2  =  V  — V\, the total 
mean-field energy becomes
N 2
E“» = T l t + v ^ J '  <4'15)
The volume Vi can be found by setting dEsep/dV\ =  0, which yields V \ /V  =  (gi — 
\Jg\g2)  I  (g\ — 8 2 )- The interaction energy then simplifies to
EseP =  ^ ( g i + 2 s/ g ^  +  g 2) . (4.16)
From Equations (4.14) and (4.16), it is clear that the components will separate if g n  >  
y/g\g2 - In the case of 85Rb and 87Rb, the two species have approximately the same mass,
2We assume here that g i,g 2  > 0, otherwise one or other component may be unstable to collapse (see 
Section 4.3).
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Figure 4 .5: Absorption images and simulated density distributions showing phase separation of 
85Rb and 87Rb condensates in the immiscible regime. At «85 =  + 2 0 0  (Iq, the interspecies repulsion 
exceeds the self-repulsion of each component (// <  1) and the clouds separate. Due to the gravi­
tational sag, the heavier isotope sits lower in the trap, resulting in a small, crescent-shaped 85Rb 
condensate at the edge of a larger 87Rb cloud.
and we can define the miscibility parameter p  in terms of the scattering lengths only:
(4.i7)
&12 a 8 5 - 8  7
If p <  1, the interspecies repulsion overpowers the intraspecies interaction, and the com­
ponents will spatially separate. On the other hand, if p >  1 the two species will be 
miscible and the condensates will interpenetrate. Although this derivation assumes a ho­
mogeneous density, Equation (4.17) is also useful in analysing the miscibility of trapped 
condensates, with the caveat that the boundary between the miscible and immiscible 
regimes is less sharp [239].
For the case of 85Rb and 87Rb, the interspecies scattering length is «85 -87 =  +213 «o 
[240] and «87 =  +99 «o [187], therefore a two-component condensate should exhibit mis­
cibility (p >  1) for «85 >  460 «o- In our experiment, 85Rb condensates are created with a 
scattering length a ~  +100 «o, and we observe phase separation of the two isotopes when 
both species coexist in the trap. Figure 4.5 shows the density distribution of a pure 85Rb 
BEC in the presence of a larger 87Rb condensate. The smaller 85Rb BEC is repelled by the 
87Rb condensate and forms a crescent-shaped cloud at the upper edge of the trap. The 
gravitational potential causes the density structure to deviate from the symmetric ball- 
and-shell pattern predicted by an isotropic model [126, 241,242, 243]; the heavier isotope 
sits lower in the trap due to its larger gravitational sag. The panels to the right show 
numerical solutions to the coupled Gross-Pitaevskii (GP) equations (2.36) for our experi­
mental parameters, using the potential model developed in Section 3.8. The simulations 
show qualitative agreement with the observed shape of the 85 Rb component.
As argued in Section 2.3.1, interactions have little effect on the equilibrium properties 
of a non-condensed gas as the thermal energy dominates the interaction energy. Phase 
separation would therefore be expected to occur only in condensed samples. Indeed, we 
observe that in partly condensed 85 Rb samples, the thermal component is spread sym­
metrically over the trapping volume despite the presence of the repulsive 87Rb conden­
sate (Figure 4.6). Observation of immiscibility can thus be considered further evidence of 
condensation.
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Figure 4.6: Partly-condensed 85Rb cloud co­
existing with a large 87Rb condensate. The 
thermal component does not exhibit immisci- 
bility because the thermal energy dominates 
------► Z  the interaction energy.
4.3 Condensate collapse and the 'bosenova'
While most experiments with dilu te gas Bose-Einstein condensates have employed atomic 
species with repulsive interactions, it has long been known that interesting and exotic 
physics manifests in attracting condensates. These include macroscopic quantum tun­
nelling [244], the formation of soliton trains and vortex rings [54, 245], and the violent 
collapse and explosion known as the 'bosenova' [246, 247, 248], likened to a collapsing 
star [249]. The first evidence for the collapse of attracting Bose-Einstein condensates was 
found by Sackett and coworkers, who analysed the thermal equilibration of a sample of 
7Li atoms with negative scattering length that was cooled below the critical temperature 
[250]. Soon after this work, condensate collapse was directly observed in pioneering ex­
periments at JILA [248], which revealed a host of interesting dynamics and prompted a 
surge of theoretical interest [249,251, 252, 253,254, 255, 256, 257, 258,259,260,261]. More 
recently, the collapse of dipolar chromium BECs has been observed, displaying the strik­
ing d-wave symmetry of long-range dipole-dipole interactions in excellent agreement 
with theory [54],
In this section, we study the collapse of 85 Rb BECs with attractive interactions both 
experimentally and theoretically via Gross-Pitaevskii (GP) simulations. We find quan­
titative agreement between the measured collapse times and those predicted by the GP 
equation.
4.3.1 Collapse dynamics
When the scattering length a is negative, the mean-field term in the Gross-Pitaevskii 
equation (2.35) is reduced as the condensate becomes more localised. The contracting 
influences (potential plus mean-field) then compete only with the kinetic energy term 
and can become dominant. Above a critical density, a condensate with attractive interac­
tions therefore has no stable ground state, and if created will be unstable against collapse. 
Numerical analysis of the GPE yields the critical number for a given scattering length:
^ E ^ - = k CI, (4.18)
h^o
where the dimensionless constant kcr ~  0.6 depends on the trapping geometry [262, 263, 
264]. Beyond this critical number, the particle density of a BEC increases rapidly, with the 
accompanying rise in density-dependent inelastic collision rates inducing loss from the 
condensate [265, 266]. This marks the onset of the collapse phenomenon first observed
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by Cornish et al. [47], although the full dynamics of the instability proved to be much 
richer than expected.
As a condensate collapses, its density can increase by several orders of magnitude in 
a few milliseconds. In this regime, the dominant inelastic process is molecule formation 
by three-body recombination, which occurs at a rate proportional to the cube of the local 
density. Indeed, the theoretical work that followed the original JILA experiment showed 
that much of the collapse dynamics could be captured in the mean-field approximation 
by considering a modified form of the GP equation:
Three-body recombination is modelled by the phenomenological inclusion of an imagi­
nary term proportional to the three-body loss rate coefficient Kj. This term leads to loss 
proportional to the cube of the atomic density:
as can be seen by multiplying both sides of (4.19) by T *(r , t) and subtracting its com­
plex conjugate. Equation (4.20) is equivalent to the i — 3 term of the density loss rate
from the coefficient for non-condensed atoms: three-body recombination occurs less fre­
quently in a condensate than in a thermal cloud of the same density. This is related to 
the Hanbury-Brown-Twiss effect of photon bunching in a thermal light beam [267] — the 
density fluctuations in a bosonic thermal cloud make it more likely that three atoms will 
be found close together. In a coherent sample, these fluctuations are suppressed, reduc­
ing the probability of finding n atoms close together by a factor of n! [268]. Measurement 
of the suppression of three-body recombination rates was one of the first techniques used 
to study higher-order correlations in a Bose-Einstein condensate [268, 269].
In the experiment of Donley et al. [248], stable 85Rb condensates with a >  0 were 
made to collapse by suddenly switching the interactions to attractive using the Feshbach 
resonance. The clouds were observed to shrink to below the imaging resolution limit 
before emitting bursts of energetic atoms, leaving a depleted remnant condensate. The 
number of atoms in the condensate suddenly dropped as the condensate imploded, af­
ter remaining approximately constant during the initial contraction. This is explained by 
three-body recombination [246, 256]; when the interactions are made attractive, the con­
densate begins to contract slowly and its peak density no increases, although not enough 
to cause significant three-body loss. As the condensate shrinks, however, the contraction 
accelerates, resulting eventually in a sudden implosion which increases the density by 
several orders of magnitude in a small region at the centre of the cloud. In this region, 
the recombination rate becomes significant and atoms are lost from the condensate. The 
density increase halts when the three-body loss balances the interaction term in the GP 
equation: K3I Y|4/2 ~  g|T|2. The sudden removal of atoms from the centre of the conden­
sate allows the kinetic energy term (which also increases as the wavefunction becomes 
more sharply peaked) to overcome the mean-field attraction, causing the centre of the 
condensate to expand and form the 'bursts' seen in the experiment. Once the bursts have 
diminished the density spike at the centre of the cloud, the interaction term again domi­
nates the quantum pressure and denser regions of the condensate begin to collapse again. 
This oscillation between interaction-dominated and pressure-dominated evolution, me­
diated by three-body recombination, results in a cycle of sporadic local implosions and
- ^ V 2 +  Vtrap +  g|Y(r,f)|2 - / ^ 3 |T(r,f)|4 T ( r , f ) .  (4.19)
(4.20)
equation (4.1). It should be noted that X3 here differs by a Bose statistical factor of 3!
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Figure 4.7: Dynamics of a collapsing Bose-Einstein condensate, simulated with th e Gross- 
Pitaevskii equation (4.19). At t =  0, the scattering length of a condensate initially in th e ground 
state of a harmonic potential is switched from a =  0 to «collapse =  — lOflo- The surface plots 
show the density profile of the condensate at various times, and the line plots the evolution of the 
atom number (solid) and peak density (dotted). Note the changing vertical scale of the surface 
plots (expressed in 1016 cm - 3 ). The initial implosion is followed by intermittent spikes in the 
local density, each of which causes atom loss through three-body recombination. The simulation 
parameters are: Nq =  2 x 104, cvZ/P =  2 n  x {2 5 ,5 0 }  Hz, and K3  =  1.0 x 10-28 cm 6/s .
atom bursts which effect decay of the atom number in an approximately exponential 
form (Figure 4.7). Eventually, the number becomes low enough for the kinetic energy to 
stabilise the condensate against further implosions. However, the remnant condensate is 
far from the ground state, and may have sufficient kinetic energy to stabilise more than 
the critical number of atoms given by Equation (4.18). This explains the observation of 
remnant clouds with N  >  Ncr in the original experiment. Later work found that such 
configurations can achieve stability through the formation of bright solitons [245, 270], 
with each containing less than the critical number of atoms for collapse, and with neig- 
bouring solitons possessing a relative phase 7 i / 2  <  <p <  3 n / 2  that ensures they interact 
repulsively, despite their mean-field attraction [271].
To observe condensate collapse in our system, we follow the procedure of the original 
bosenova experiment [248], tuning the atomic interactions using the Feshbach bias mag­
netic field as shown in Figure 4.8a. First, the scattering length is ramped smoothly from 
a =  +89.1flo to flinit =  +0.2«o over 100 ms to produce a near-ideal, noninteracting gas. 
The magnetic field is then increased suddenly (<  100 ps) to a value at which the inter­
actions are attractive flCoiiapse <  0, and held there for a time t before the trap is switched 
off. The spatial extent of a condensate with a =  0 in our trap is ~  1 ;;m, below the reso­
lution of our imaging system. As the cloud is released, the scattering length is therefore 
increased to a =  +50flo for 15 ms to expand the condensate so that it can be imaged. 
This also lowers the density of the cloud, preventing further collapse when the magnetic 
field is switched off and the scattering length changes to «bg =  —443flo- Following a 
futher 5 ms of free evolution at zero field, the number of atoms present is determined by 
absorption imaging.
The number of atoms remaining as a function of evolution time t at flcollapse =  — 20«o 
is shown in Figure 4.8b. In agreement with the original work of Donley et al., we observe
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Figure 4.8: (a) Manipulation of the scattering length to induce and observe condensate collapse. 
After a variable evolution time t, the atoms are released from the optical trap simultaneously 
with an increase in a from «collapse to +50flo- The cloud is allowed to expand at this value for 
15 ms before the magnetic bias field is switched off. (b) M easured atom number as a function of t 
for flCoiiapse =  ~ 20«o. The solid line is a fit of the experimental data to Equation (4.21). The atom  
number remains approximately constant for a time fCollapse' before a sudden onset of loss due to 
three-body recombination.
a sudden and delayed onset of atom loss, which is followed by an exponential decay of 
the condensate. The collapse time is determined by fitting the measured atom number 
versus time to the function
N (t  >  c^ollapse) (No N f)  exp
(^  c^ollapse) 
d^ecay
+  N f (4.21)
where No and N f  denote the atom number at t <  f collapse and t »  fcollapse respectively. We 
have also observed remnant clouds surviving long after the collapse which contain sev­
eral times the critical number of atoms: atflcouapse =  — 20ao, N f ~  6000, while Ncr ~  1200. 
However, we have not yet been able to observe solitons in our trap after the collapse.
4.3.2 The collapse time controversy
Following the first bosenova at JILA in 2001, mean-field analysis of the system using 
the Gross-Pitaevskii equation was found to qualitatively account for most of the experi­
mental observations, including the decay of the condensate and the formation of atomic 
'bursts' and 'jets' [252, 254, 255, 257, 259, 260]. However, GP simulations were unable 
to quantitatively reproduce the measured collapse times, systematically overestimating 
c^ollapse by a factor of ~  2. This discrepancy was found by several authors, but most 
nonetheless claimed excellent agreement between the experiment and their GP simula­
tions [255, 256]. The exception was Savage et al. [257], who pointed out that this discrep­
ancy was at the 2 a  level given the experimental uncertainties, and argued that it should 
be regarded as significant. In response to this, Wiister and coworkers considered more 
complex quantum field models of the collapse [261, 272], employing a Hartree-Fock Bo- 
goliubov approach and the truncated Wigner method, but were unable to eliminate the 
discrepancy. The lingering disagreement between theory and experiment has led to the 
development of competing models for the collapse mechanism [273].
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Although the dynamics after the collapse are complex and may exhibit behaviour be­
yond mean-field effects, the low density phase of the experiment prior to the first density 
implosion is exactly where the GP equation should be an excellent approximation. It is 
therefore especially puzzling that mean-field theory could not accurately reproduce the 
experimental results in this regime. In addition, the collapse time is determined almost 
exclusively by the initial density of the sample, which is experimentally constrained. In 
particular, it has been noted that fcoiiapse does not depend strongly on the the three-body 
recombination rate K3  [252,257], which is not well-determined in the vicinity of the Fesh- 
bach resonance. This discrepancy between theory and the 85Rb experiment remained 
unresolved, providing doubt as to whether the physics of collapsing condensates is fully 
captured by the GP model.
The apparatus described in Chapter 3 allows us to revisit this question experimen­
tally. Although we use the same atom, our experiment has several important differences 
from the original JILA work. Most notably, our condensates are confined in a purely 
optical potential, with a homogeneous magnetic bias field applied to manipulate the in­
teratomic interactions. In addition, we have measured condensate collapses with 4 x 104 
atoms in a tighter trap, which together result in an initial density over an order of mag­
nitude larger than in Ref. [248]. This leads to shorter collapse times and lower values of 
the critical scattering length. We find that the GP equation does quantitatively reproduce 
our measured collapse times.
4.3.3 Calibrations
Unlike most other experiments in this thesis, comparing bosenova collapse times with 
theoretical predictions demands accurate knowledge of absolute quantities such as atom 
number and magnetic field. This is because the time taken for an attracting condensate 
to collapse is sensitively dependent on the initial density and the magnitude of the mean- 
field attraction; without knowing these, we cannot quantitatively test the validity of the 
GP equation in predicting fCoiiapse- As discussed in Section 3.9.4, we calibrate the magnetic 
field by addressing radiofrequency transitions between the mF sublevels of the F =  2 
manifold in 85Rb; the transition frequency is related to the magnetic field strength by 
Equation (3.27). The magnetic field can be determined in this way to within 5 mG, which 
near the zero crossing of the Feshbach resonance corresponds to an uncertainty in a of 
i0.2flo-
The number of atoms present at the end of an experimental run is determined using 
absorption imaging as described in Section 3.4. To calculate the atom number from an 
absorption image, it is necessary to know the imaging magnification. We calibrate the 
magnification of the imaging system by measuring the position of a falling cloud on the 
CCD array as a function of time, as shown in Figure 4.9a. The cloud centre is determined 
from a Gaussian fit to the spatial distribution. The measured positions are fit to the func­
tion y (t) =  t/o — 2S'*2* where g ’ =  g / M  is related to the acceleration due to gravity 
g  =  9.796 ms-'2 by the magnification M . The fit yields M  =  1.46(2), with the uncertainty 
contributing a 2.5% error to the calculated atom number.
We have also attempted to calibrate the atom number measurement using the number 
dependence of the critical temperature [Equation (2.30)]. Figure 4.9b plots the condensate 
fraction against temperature during the final stages of evaporative cooling in the optical 
trap; the dashed line is a fit to Equation (2.32). The agreement suggests that our number 
measurement is accurate, but due to the uncertainty in trap frequencies and the weak 
scaling of Tc ~  N 1/3, there is a large uncertainty (over 50%) in this calibration.
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Figure 4 .9: Atom  number calibrations, (a) Determination of imaging magnification by observing 
a cloud falling under gravity. The solid line is a fit to a parabolic trajectory, from which we extract 
M  =  1.46(2). (b) Condensed fraction of a 85Rb cloud as a function of temperature. The inset shows 
an example of a bimodal fit from which N, Nq and T are calculated. The error bar is indicative of 
the uncertainty in No due to the bimodal fit and in Tc due to the trap frequency uncertainty (see 
Section 3.8).
4.3.4 Comparison of experiment and theory
Figure 4.10 shows the measured collapse time as a function of «collapse for 85Rb conden­
sates containing No — 4  x 104 atoms. The samples were prepared as described in Figure 
4.8a, and the collapse times were determined by fitting plots of the measured atom num­
ber versus time to Equation (4.21). As expected, the collapse time is shorter for larger
I «collapse) / as stronger attraction between the condensate atoms results in more rapid con­
traction. The data are in qualitative agreement with the original experiment of Ref. [248] 
and later theoretical work.
To ascertain the ability of mean-field theory to quantitatively reproduce our experi­
mental data, we have performed numerical simulations for the parameters of our system 
using the Gross-Pitaevskii equation (4.19). The collapse experiments were performed 
with the dipole laser at P =  1.91 W, giving trap frequencies tox,y,z =  2 n  x  {53 ,22 ,27} Hz. 
To make the computation tractable, in integrating Equation (4.19) we assume a cylindri- 
cally symmetric potential with oscillation frequencies toZ/P =  2 tx x {53 ,24} Hz, such that 
the mean trap frequency Co matches that of our crossed dipole trap. The collapse time 
has been found to be relatively robust to asymmetry in the trapping potential [257]. The 
simulation includes the 100 ms magnetic field ramp from a =  +89.1flo to =  +0.2flo, 
but we neglect the expansion of the condensate in our simulation, as the density spikes 
which trigger the recombination losses cease once the interactions are made repulsive.
The results of this simulation for Nq =  4 x 104 and a^it =  +0.2«o are overlaid with 
the experimental data in Figure 4.10 (solid line). For these simulations the three-body loss 
coefficient was scaled with « collapse as K3 =  8 x 10 14 a2 cm4/s [259] (the value of K3 will 
be discussed further in Section 4.4). The dotted lines show the variation in the simulated 
collapse time due to the combined experimental uncertainties in initial scattering length 
and trap frequencies, as well as run-to-run number fluctuations of 20%. The simulations 
show good quantitative agreement with the experimental data.
It should be noted that the 100 ms ramp of the scattering length from a =  +89.1flo to 
a =  +0.2«o is not truly adiabatic. GP simulations reveal that the ramp excites breathing 
mode oscillations, despite the duration of the ramp exceeding the mean trap oscillation 
period by a factor of 3. As shown in Figure 4.11, the oscillation is predominantly along
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Figure 4.10: Collapse times as a func­
tion of scattering length for = 
+0.2«o and No =  4 x  104 atoms. 
The data points are extracted from 
measured decay curves such as that 
shown in Figure 4.8b, with error bars 
denoting the statistical uncertainty in 
the fit of Equation (4.21). The solid 
line is the result of GP simulations for 
our experimental parameters. The 
dotted lines represent the variation 
in the simulated collapse time due 
to experimental uncertainties in ajnit, 
«collapse/ and Nq. The dashed ver­
tical line is at the critical scattering 
length for collapse, below which the 
condensate's kinetic energy stabilises 
it against implosion.
the weak trapping axes and has an amplitude of approximately 10% of the condensate 
radius. It occurs because, although a is varied smoothly, the condensate size does not 
depend linearly on the scattering length — in the Thomas-Fermi limit, the radius scales 
as a1/5. This excitation accelerates the contraction of the condensate, decreasing fcoiiapse 
by approximately 15%. The effect is included in the simulations shown in Figure 4.10. It 
could be reduced by tailoring the magnetic field ramp to ensure that the condensate ra­
dius decreases smoothly. We have simulated the oscillations induced by smoothly ramp­
ing ax/n over 100ms (Figure 4.11). The optimum value of n depends on the initial scat­
tering length and the duration of the ramp; for our parameters a ramp exponent of n =  2 
reduces the breathing mode oscillations to below 0.5%, and causes the collapse times to 
be indistinguishable from those for a condensate that is in the ground state immediately 
prior to the collapse.
Finally, we turn our attention to the possible systematics which may affect the agree­
ment between theory and experiment. The source of the largest experimental uncertainty 
in our system is the oscillation frequencies of the crossed dipole trap. The analytic model 
explicated in Section 3.8.2 is used to determine the trap frequencies given the measured 
dipole laser intensity. Due to the strong dependence of the vertical trap frequency on 
the laser power near the end of the evaporation, and variations in the power itself, we 
estimate an uncertainty in the calculated co of 10%, predominantly in the vertical direc­
tion. As the peak density of a noninteracting condensate scales as d)3/4, this corresponds 
to an estimated uncertainty in no of 7%, which in turn produces an uncertainty in the 
simulated collapse time of approximately 15%. This is not sufficient to explain the incon­
sistency between our results and the JILA experiment.
We must also consider the possibility of a systematic error in our determination of 
atom number. No is calculated using the theoretical optical cross-section by integrat­
ing the optical depth of an absorption image as decribed in Section 3.4. We image the 
atoms on resonance with circularly polarised light and apply a small bias magnetic field 
along the imaging direction to provide a quantisation axis. The calculation therefore 
makes use of the resonant cross-section and saturation intensity of the cycling transition 
|F =  3, nip =  ± 3 ) —> \F' =  4, mp =  ± 4 ). As a result, our measured value of No repre­
sents a lower bound: any errors in the polarisation or detuning of the imaging light, or 
in the alignment of the quantisation field, will reduce the measured atom number. We
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Figure 4.11: Breathing mode oscillations induced by ramping the scattering length from a =  
+89.1flo to a =  +0.2ao over 100 ms. (a) Condensate radius along the weak (blue) and strong 
(red) trapping axes as a function of time for a smooth ramp of a (solid) and of fl1/2 (dashed), (b) 
Oscillation amplitude as a fraction of condensate radius after a smooth ramp of al n^. The inset 
shows the ramp profile for n =  1 and n =  4. The breathing mode excitation is minimised for 
n — 2 to less than 0.5%, which has a negligible effect on the collapse time.
estimate the uncertainty in N0  due to th ese effects to be less than 5%. Furthermore, if the 
atom number were to have been underestimated then correcting for this would decrease 
the simulated collapse times, as a higher initial density speeds up the contraction. This 
effect therefore also cannot explain the disparity between our results and the original 
experiment, for which GP simulations overestimated the collapse times.
4.3.5 Future work
In our study of attracting BECs, we have focused on the collapse time in an attempt to 
resolve the discrepancy between theory and the original bosenova experiment, and have 
found the GP equation to quantitatively agree with our observations at the level of the 
experimental uncertainties. There are several ways in which we may improve these in 
order to make a more rigorous comparison. Firstly, the systematic uncertainty in the 
trapping frequencies could be reduced by adiabatically increasing the laser intensity af­
ter reaching BEC, recompressing the potential to a point where the oscillation frequencies 
can be measured accurately and are less sensitive to the dipole laser power. Secondly, the 
majority of the uncertainty in the experimental collapse times is due to random fluctua­
tions in the atom number from run to run. Possible methods for improving the stability 
of our condensate production were discussed in Section 3.11, but it may be possible to 
obviate the effect of run-to-run fluctuations in this experiment by making a continuous 
measurement of atom number in a single collapse event, for example using a minimally 
destructive phase-based detection technique such as that presented in Ref. [274],
There are also many other interesting phenomena in this system which can be ex­
plored experimentally, guided by renewed confidence in the ability of the GP equation to 
model the dynamics. Our simulations predict that vortex rings (Figure 4.12) and trains of 
solitons stabilised by their relative phase will form in our system following the collapse. 
Observing these will require careful design of a detection procedure which avoids cor­
rupting the phase and density distribution during expansion. One could also study the 
interplay between mean-field attraction, which tends to accumulate atoms in the centre
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Figure 4.12: Topological defects predicted by numerical simulations of the Gross-Pitaevskii 
equation for our experimental parameters, (a) Isodensity surface of a collapsing condensate at 
t =  1 ms. The red loops show a pair of vortex rings with opposing circulation propagating out­
ward from the centre of the condensate, (b) Phase plot of the condensate in the p, z plane. The 
arrows indicate the direction of the phase gradient.
of the condensate, and a topological defect such as a vortex in a rotating BEC, which con­
strains the density to zero at that point. This system has been studied theoretically by 
Saito and Ueda [275], who found a quadrupole dynamical instability that gives rise to a 
symmetry-breaking bifurcation, spawning multiple vortex-antivortex pairs.
4.4 Inelastic loss in a 85Rb BEC
The experiments on collapsing condensates presented above lead naturally to an analysis 
of inelastic loss rates in condensates with small positive and negative scattering lengths. 
The very high particle densities which develop during the collapse of a Bose-Einstein 
condensate make the bosenova a sensitive probe of three-body collisions. We find that a 
lower value of the three-body loss coefficient K3 than was used in simulating the original 
experiment is needed to reproduce the sudden onset of loss that we observe. We also 
analyse the decay of atoms from our condensates, which allows us to place new limits on 
the value of the 85Rb three-body loss coefficient K3  at small positive scattering lengths.
4.4.1 Three-body recombination at negative scattering length
Although the bosenova collapse time fCollapse is only weakly dependent on the three-body 
loss coefficient K3 , the shape of the loss curves is affected by varying this parameter. 
The values of K$ used in simulations of the original JILA experiment ranged from K3  =
2 x 10-28 cm6/s [252] to K3  =  2 x 10-26 cm6/s [257]. Several authors also considered a 
relationship between the loss coefficient and the scattering length of the form K3  ~  a2 for 
a <  0 [219, 260], with Bao et al. deducing Kj =  2.68 x 10~ 13  a2 cm4/s [259]. The reason 
for this large range was the inability of a single value to reproduce all of the experimental 
observations. Higher values of K3  seemed to reproduce the decay more faithfully [257, 
259], but these result in a lower peak density during the collapse and thus less kinetic 
energy than was observed in the burst atoms. The burst energy is predicted to scale 
with the interaction energy at the point where it is balanced by three-body loss, thus
- 1.0 0 1.0
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Figure 4.13: Comparison of experi­
mental and simulated collapse data 
for «collapse =  —8.4fl0- The data 
points show the measured atom 
number N  (normalised to No) as a 
function of evolution time t at a <  
0, and the lines represent GP sim­
ulation results with different val­
ues of the three-body loss coeffi­
cient K3 . A value of K3  <  5 x 10-29 
cm6/s is necessary to replicate the 
sudden onset of loss detected in the 
experiment.
Eburst ~  g lv l 2  ~  flcoiiapse/ ^ 3 [256]. A lower value of K3 thus gives better agreement with 
the experimental burst energy.
Of these values, we find that only the lowest can reproduce the sudden onset of loss 
that we observe in our experiment. Figure 4.13 shows the results of GP simulations using 
values of K3 between 5 x 10-27 cm6/s and 5 x 10~29 cm6/s overlaid with experimental 
data for flcoiiapse =  —8.4fl(>. At higher loss rates, the high initial density of our sample 
causes significant loss during the contraction of the condensate in the simulation during 
the moments leading up to the collapse. In fact, for K3 >  10~27 cm6/s this initial loss is 
so great that there is no sudden implosion of the condensate and no discernible elbow in 
the loss curve.3 In order to obtain the abrupt onset of loss that we observe in the exper­
iment, a three-body loss rate of K3  < 5 x 10-29 cm6/s at a =  —8.4flo is required. From a 
similar analysis of the flCoiiapse =  —20flo data shown in Figure 4.8b we find JC3 <  1 x 10~28 
cm6/s at that scattering length. These limits are more than an order of magnitude below 
most of the values used to simulate the original experiment. Assuming a scaling with 
a2, they imply K3  <  1 x 10~u  a2  cm4/s. In this regime, loss after the initial implosion 
is caused by intermittent local density spikes between which three-body loss is negligi­
ble (see Section 4.3.1), whereas at higher K$ the density cannot peak as sharply and the 
intermittent spikes are washed out. These discrete implosions result in the numerous 
plateaus apparent in the simulated loss curve, although the scatter in our experimental 
data — caused primarily by run-to-run fluctuations in atom number — is too large to 
observe these directly.
4.4.2 Two- and three-body loss at positive scattering length
We have investigated the inelastic loss rates further by measuring the depletion of our 
condensates over time with positive scattering lengths, at which the condensates are sta­
ble. The rate at which atoms are lost due to two- and three-body inelastic collisions 
depends on the density profile of the condensate. In the limit that a —* 0, the density 
is given by the modulus squared of the ground state harmonic oscillator wavefunction
3T o aid comparison of the elbow in the loss curve, the trap frequencies in the simulations have been
adjusted to give the observed collapse time in Figure 4.13 . Nonetheless, as can be seen from Figure 4.10, the
experimental collapse time at «collapse =  ~8.4a0 is within error of the simulated collapse time.
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Figure 4.14: Measurements of inelastic loss in 85Rb condensates. The data points show the atom 
number as a function of hold time in the optical trap for condensates with a =  0 and a =  +37.6flo- 
The solid lines are fits of the solutions of Equations (4.22) and (4.23) to the experimental data, 
assuming K3  =  0 (solid) and K2 — O (dashed). Although the contributions of two- and three-body 
processes cannot be distinguished in this manner, these fits may be used to place upper bounds 
on the values of K2 and K3.
[Equation (2.34)], and the loss rate equation (4.1) becomes:
N  =  -  Y^K i(n i~1)N  =  - N / t  -  t]2 K2 N 2  -  t]3 K3 N 3 , (4.22)
i
where (m'-1 ) =  N _1 / n '(r) d3r represents the density-weighted (z — l ) th power of the 
density, 1/r is the one-body loss rate, and the coefficients rj2 =  { 2 n a ^0 ) ~ 3 / 2  and t)3 — 
(\/3na^0)~ 3. In the Thomas-Fermi limit Na/a^o  3> 1, the condensate density takes on 
the shape of the confining potential [Equation (2.38)] and the loss equation evaluates to:
N  =  —N / T — 7 2 K2 N 7 / 5  -  7 3 K3 N 9/ 5 , (4.23)
with 72 =  152/5/[147ifl3/5flJ12/5] and 73 =  54/5/[567r23 1/5fl6/5flj^/5]. It should be noted 
that these expressions are valid only when the loss rate is small compared with the trap 
frequencies K/(n'_1) <  w, so that the atomic density profile does not change significantly. 
This is the case in all of the experiments considered here.
Figure 4.14 shows the number of atoms remaining as a function of time in conden­
sates with a =  0 and a =  +37.6flo- The lines plot the best-fit solutions to Equations (4.22) 
and (4.23) respectively, assuming that the loss is entirely due to two-body (solid) or three- 
body (dashed) inelastic collisions. It is difficult to separate the contributions of two- and 
three-body loss purely from the shape of the decay curve, as has been noted in previous 
work [132]. Nonetheless, attributing all of the measured loss to two- or three-body pro­
cesses allows us to place an upper limit on the values of K2  and K3  at these scattering 
lengths. Figure 4.15a shows these upper bounds for scattering lengths between 0 and 
-flOOflo- In our system, Na/a^o — a/<*o and we use the Thomas-Fermi approximation 
(4.23) except at a =  0. The error bars represent the statistical uncertainties in the fits; we 
assign an additional systematic error of 10% to incorporate the uncertainty in Co.
Theoretical calculations suggest that the recombination rate should vary strongly with 
the two-body elastic scattering length, with several authors predicting a universal Kj ~  
a4 scaling in the zero-temperature limit [220,221,227]. This is supported by experimental 
observations in cesium at large positive scattering length [228]. Our observations are
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Figure 4 .15: (a) Upper bounds on K2 (open circles) and Kj (filled circles) as a function of scattering 
length, calculated from fits to the solution of Equations (4.22) and (4.23). The error bars represent 
statistical uncertainties. The upper bounds on K3  estimated from collapse decay data are also 
shown (filled squares), (b) Locus of two- and three-body loss coefficients for which the solution 
to Equation (4.22) fits the experimental data for a =  0 shown in Figure 4.14. The x and y intercepts 
correspond to the upper bounds shown in (a). Assuming K2  =  1.2 x 10-14 cm3/s [132], the data 
suggest a three-body loss coefficient K3  < K T30 cm6/s.
consistent with a strong suppression of recombination at the zero crossing of the s-wave 
scattering length, with the measured upper bound K3  <  (3.9 ±  0.7) x 10-29 cm6/s at a —
0 an order of magnitude below that for a >  +50flo, and over three orders of magnitude 
below the loss rate far from the Feshbach resonance, K3 =  7  x 10-26 cm6/s [132].
We can combine this latest data with previous measurements of the two-body loss 
rate to further constrain the three-body recombination coefficient. Figure 4.15b shows 
the locus of possible K2 , K3  values for which the solution to Equation (4.22) best fits our 
experimental loss curve at a =  0 (similar curves can be generated for the other scattering 
lengths). In Ref. [132], Roberts et al. measured K^c ~  2.4 x 10-14 cm3/s for thermal 
clouds in the vicinity of a =  0, corresponding to a value of K2  — 1.2 x 10~14 cm3/s for 
condensed atoms. This matches our measured upper bound of K2  <  (1.2 ±  0.2) x 10~14 
cm3/s. Coupled with this result, our data is consistent with a value of the three-body 
loss coefficient K3  <  10~30 cm6/s. Ref. [221] predicts K3 ~  5 x 10-32 cm6/s at a =  0. For 
comparison, the three-body loss coefficient for 87Rb is K3  =  6 x 10-30 cm6/s [268].
4.5 Summary
In order to fully exploit the potential of Bose-Einstein condensates in atom interferom­
eters, it is essential to understand the role of interparticle interactions in determining 
condensate behaviour. In this chapter, the properties of ultracold 85Rb clouds near the 
155 G Feshbach resonance were studied. New measurements of inelastic loss rates in 
both thermal and condensed 85Rb samples were presented. We also examined the effect 
of interactions in determining the ground state of dual-species condensate, observing im- 
miscibility in condensed mixtures of 85Rb and 87Rb. Finally, we investigated the collapse 
dynamics of 85Rb BECs with attractive interactions. Our results qualitatively match those 
of the original JILA bosenova experiment, but in addition agree quantitatively with GP 
simulations. We find that a lower value of the three-body loss coefficient K3  than was 
used in simulating the original experiment is needed to reproduce the sudden onset of 
loss that we observe.
Chapter 5
Interactions in Ramsey 
interferometry with a BEC
The work presented in this chapter has been published in:
• D. Doring, G. McDonald, J. E. Debs, C. Figl, P. A. Altin, H.-A. Bachor, N. P. Robins, and 
J. D. Close. "Quantum-projection-noise-limited interferometry with coherent atoms in a 
Ramsey-type setup," Phys. Rev. A 81, 043633 (2010).
• P. A. Altin, G. D. McDonald, D. Doring, J. E. Debs, T. H. Barter, J. D. Close, N. P. Robins, 
S. A. Haine, T. M . Hanna and R. P. Anderson. "Optically trapped atom interferometry us­
ing the clock transition of large 8/Rb Bose-Einstein condensates," New J. Phys. 13, 065020  
& 119401 (2011).
Atomic interactions in a Bose-Einstein condensate can have both beneficial and detrimen­
tal ramifications for atom interferometry Importantly, interactions provide a straightfor­
ward means of generating squeezed states and thereby improving the sensitivity beyond 
the projection noise limit, which can be a severe limitation when the atom number is 
small. On the other hand, the condensate self-interaction causes mean-field shifts, dy­
namical evolution and phase diffusion which can erode both the precision and the accu­
racy of an interferometric measurement. In this chapter, we investigate these effects in 
an internal-state Ramsey interferometer operating on the clock transition of 87Rb Bose- 
Einstein condensates.
In the most basic Ramsey configuration, there is no spatial separation of the two arms 
and the phase shift arises only due to the phase imparted at the beamsplitters (if any) and 
the energy difference between the participating states. Such a configuration is the basis of 
the exquisitely accurate atomic clocks that define our current time standard. To improve 
the sensitivity of an interferometer through squeezing, the predominant source of output 
fluctuations must be quantum projection noise. First, we demonstrate a Ramsey interfer­
ometer using freely falling condensed atoms and show that we can reach the quantum 
projection noise limit with 104 atoms, an essential step in the realisation of squeezing- 
enhanced interferometry. We then show that it is possible to design a detection system 
capable of observing fluctuations an order of magnitude below the projection noise limit 
on large 106 atom samples. Finally, we construct a Ramsey interferometer using a large 
87Rb Bose-Einstein condensate held in an optical trap. The phase sensitivity is limited by 
technical noise, and we discuss the various noise sources and techniques for minimising 
these. We also use this system investigate the influence of interactions on the interference 
fringe contrast, and consider the impact of mean-field shifts and phase diffusion.
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Figure 5.1: Experimental setup for the free-space Ramsey interferometer, (a) A pulse of atoms out- 
coupled  from a magnetically trapped  BEC falls through two vertically separated light sheets, cre­
ated by focusing a beam split in a birefringent calcite crystal using cylindrical lenses. The velocity 
of the falling atoms and the separation of the light sheets determines the interferometer interro­
gation time, (b) Scheme for generating stable amplitude-modulated light to drive the two-photon 
Raman transition. The uni-directional EOM is placed in a Sagnac interferometer, modulating the 
phase of one arm which then interferes with the carrier at the beamsplitter. Figure courtesy of D. 
Doring [40].
5.1 Free-space Ramsey interferometry
Our free-space Ramsey interferometer operates between the |1) =  |F =  1, mp =  0) and
12) =  \F =  2, mp — 0) internal states of 87Rb, which are coupled with Raman n / 2  pulses 
separated by an interrogation time T. Comparing the measured fluctuations in the tran­
sition probability p =  N2 /(N \  +  N2) at the output to Equation (2.24), we find that our 
interferometer is limited by quantum projection noise. This work was performed in col­
laboration with Daniel Doring and Gordon McDonald using a 87Rb BEC machine built 
by Nick Robins and described in detail in [40, 276, 277], Here we present an overview of 
the main results.
5.1.1 Experimental setup
The source for the free-space Ramsey interferometer is a 87Rb \F =  1, mp =  —1) Bose- 
Einstein condensate held in a QUIC magnetic trap. Radio-frequency output-coupling is 
used to transfer up to 104 atoms to the untrapped | mp =  0) state. This pulse, propagat­
ing freely under gravity, passes through two focused light sheets, which form the n / 2  
beamsplitters. The light sheets are derived from a single amplitude-modulated beam 
split using a birefringent calcite crystal and focused with cylindrical lenses as shown 
in Figure 5.1a. Each sheet contains two copropagating frequencies which couple the 
|F =  1, mp =  0) and |F =  2, mp =  0) states via a two-photon Raman transition. The 
beams are circularly polarised and detimed from the excited 5P3/2 state by A ~  50 GHz. 
Because they copropagate, there is negligible momentum transferred to the atoms during 
a transition. The two coupling regions are separated vertically by 540 }im. After emerg­
ing from the final beamsplitter, the states are spatially separated using a Stem-Gerlach 
magnetic field gradient, and detected by absorption imaging.
The optical setup for producing the Raman light is shown in Figure 5.1b. This setup 
is discussed in detail in [40, 278]. Briefly, light from a grating-stabilised external cavity 
diode laser is injected into a Sagnac interferometer incorporating a fibre-coupled electro­
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Figure 5.2: Ramsey fringes 
in the transition probabil­
ity p recorded by scanning 
the two-photon Raman de­
tuning. Each data point rep­
resents the average of five ex­
perimental runs. In regions 
of zero atom density, the ab­
sorption images are limited 
only by photon shot noise.
optic modulator (EOM). The EOM is driven at 3.417 GHz, corresponding to half the tran­
sition frequency between states |1) and |2), using a microwave generator stabilised to 
an external frequency reference. As the EOM only imprints phase modulation onto the 
beam in one direction, the beam at the output port is amplitude modulated by interfer­
ence of the phase-modulated light with the carrier. This step is necessary in order for the 
beam to be capable of driving Raman transitions; the two-photon Rabi frequency van­
ishes for purely phase-modulated light due to destructive interference between the side­
bands [277, 279]. The Sagnac setup has inherent passive stability as a result of the beams 
traversing a common optical path, and without active stabilisation the relative intensity 
fluctuations correspond to an uncertainty in the transition probability of <xp =  2 x 10-3 , 
which is below the projection noise limit on 104 atoms.
5.1.2 Results
Figure 5.2 shows a measurement of Ramsey fringes recorded by scanning the detuning 
5 of the Raman beams from the two-photon resonance. The period of the fringes is /o =  
260 Hz, determined by the time T =  3.8 ms taken for the atoms to fall between the two 
beamsplitters, and the contrast is close to 100%. The imaging parameters are chosen 
to make the cloud optically thin, so that it absorbs little of the incident light. Careful 
preparation of the detection system to remove classical fringing renders the absorption 
images photon shot-noise limited.
To quantify the operation of the interferometer relative to the projection noise limit, 
we analyse the fluctuations in the transition probability with p =  0 .5, after a single n / 2  
beamsplitter and after a complete n / 2  — n / 2  Ramsey sequence. With otherwise identical 
experimental conditions, the standard deviation ap is measured for data sets taken with 
different atom numbers in the outcoupled pulse. The results are shown in Figure 5.3.
The contribution of photon shot noise in the detection system to fluctuations in p =
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Figure 5.3: Fluctuations in the transition probability crp as a function of atom number after (a) 
a single zr/2 beamsplitter, and (b) a complete zr/2 — n / 'l  Ramsey sequence. The dashed line 
represents the quantum projection noise limit for p =  0.5, the dotted line is the uncertainty due to 
photon shot noise in the detection, and the solid line shows the total due to both effects. At high 
atom number N, we measured standard deviations in agreement with the theoretical prediction, 
demonstrating projection-noise-limited performance.
N2/ N  scales as 1 / N 2 in the dilute limit. This is because a 2 =  ( d p / d N z ) 2 ofj2 =  c r ^ / N 2, 
and when imaging dilute clouds, the number of photons incident on the camera and 
thus c% is approximately independent of atom number. Photon shot noise therefore 
dominates when the atom number is low. At higher N , atomic projection noise (which 
scales as 1 / N )  exceeds the photon shot noise and may become the primary cause of 
fluctuations in the output of the interferometer. This is shown by the dashed and dotted 
lines in Figure 5.3, which intersect near N  =  2 x 104.
The measured fluctuations after a single beamsplitter are in agreement with the quan­
tum projection noise limit for N  >  2 x 104. For technical reasons, we were not able to 
obtain data from a complete Ramsey sequence for N  >  104, however the standard devia­
tion at the highest measured N  is in agreement with that expected from the combination 
of atom and photon shot noise. The best achievable phase sensitivity is 5mrad after 
five experimental runs over a period of 300 s, corresponding to a frequency sensitivity of 
0.2 Hz (absolute) or 3 x 10-11 (relative). This sensitivity is well below that achieved in 
state-of-the-art atomic clocks [90], due mainly to the limited interrogation time in our ap­
paratus; however, this work is not intended to be competitive with such sensitivities, but 
rather to demonstrate projection-noise-limited operation of a Bose-condensed atom inter­
ferometer, which will make it possible to observe squeezing and perform interferometry 
beyond the classical limit in future experiments.
5.2 Optimised absorption imaging
Although for small atom numbers the removal of technical noise in the imaging system 
may be sufficient to enable observation of projection noise on the output of an interfer­
ometer, on larger clouds the detection system must be crafted especially to ensure that 
photon shot noise does not obscure atomic projection noise fluctuations. Previous work 
has demonstrated direct observation of atomic shot noise fluctuations using absorption 
imaging with a high quantum efficiency (£ =  80%) back-illuminated CCD camera [280]. 
In this section, we discuss the limitations of absorption imaging and develop a simula­
tion to model the contribution of photon shot noise to the uncertainty in measured atom 
number. We discover that it is possible to achieve a signal-to-noise ratio of over 104 using
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a CCD camera with a modest quantum efficiency of 17%. This is enough to observe a 
10 dB reduction in relative number fluctuations below the quantum projection noise limit 
on 106 atoms.
5.2.1 Classical noise sources
There are many agents which can adversely affect the information gleaned from absorp­
tion imaging. Some of these, such as errors in magnification or detuning, affect the mea­
sured atom number in a systematic way that can be corrected for by means of indepen­
dent calibrations such as those employed in Section 4.3. We include in this category the 
uncertainty due to optical pumping of the atoms from the \mp =  0) states to the cycling 
transition by the circularly polarised imaging light — since the Clebsch-Gordan coeffi­
cients for the intermediate states are lower, the atoms will absorb fewer photons than if 
they were initially in the fully stretched state. However, as the number of photons an 
atom must scatter to reach the cycling transition is small compared with the total num­
ber absorbed during the exposure (typically a few percent), and because this occurs for 
all atoms in the sample, this effect is small and averages to a constant offset over the 
whole cloud. Other factors distort the apparent spatial distribution of the cloud but have 
little effect on the measured atom number, such as blurring due to the atoms' downward 
velocity during the exposure, heating of the cloud by the imaging laser, and diffraction 
of off-resonant light by the atoms. These effects are covered in detail in Ref. [144] for a 
system very similar to the present one.
The most problematic classical source of uncertainty in an absorption measurement 
of atom number is fringing on the imaging beam due to etaloning and diffraction from 
imperfections or dust on optical elements in the beam path. Stable irregularities in the 
beam intensity before the atoms do not affect the measurement; these are accounted for 
by taking a second background image without the atoms present from which the intensity 
at each point in the imaging plane is determined. Any movement of the fringes between 
the two images, however, and any interference or diffraction of the light after absorption 
by the sample results in the cloud experiencing different illumination during the imaging 
pulse to that inferred from the background picture. This causes errors in the measured 
density that cannot be easily corrected, as one cannot tell the difference between fringes 
that originate before absorption and those that arise after. It is therefore imperative to 
remove all sources of fringing from the imaging system. In our experience, removing 
unnecessary optical elements, using high stability mounts, isolating the beam path from 
air currents and cleaning dust particles from the optics can reduce classical noise in the 
imaging system to below the level of photon shot noise.
5.2.2 Photon shot noise
Here we study the effect of shot noise in the imaging laser on the measured atom number
—  in order to observe fluctuations at or below the projection noise limit, this quantity 
must be below the atomic shot noise. The number of atoms counted in a single pixel on 
the CCD array can be expressed in terms of the light intensities I, Io at that pixel with and 
without the atoms present (see Section 3.4), as
Npx — Cq h  - f  M k  --------+  U n -
*sat f
(5.1)
where L =  1 +  4(A/T)2 and Cq =  27r/4px/3A2M 2 includes the area of each pixel A px and 
the magnification M of the imaging system. The number of electrons ne\ collected in each
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well is directly proportional to the incident intensity by the exposure time r , the photon 
energy hcv and the quantum efficiency £ of the CCD: ne\ =  £ I t  A px/hco. Thus Equation 
(5.1) is equivalent to
NpX =  c0 « e l ,0 « e l _j_ ^  «el,0  
«el,sat «el
(5.2)
The variance in this quantity due to fluctuations in ne\ and ne\ o can be found by propa­
gation of uncertainties:
n2  — °px ,y  —
dN,px
dn el,0 < ,.o  +
dN,px
dnP « e l
(5-3)
It is a well-known result in the theory of stochastic processes that samples selected ran­
domly from a Poisson process themselves obey the Poisson distribution. Assuming that 
the light incident on the camera is Poissonian, therefore, the electron counts will be also, 
and thus the variances and a%el are simply equal to nei,o and «ei- Evaluating the 
partial derivatives and summing over all pixels in the region of interest, we find the un­
certainty in the measured number of atoms in a cloud due to photon shot noise:
Oy — CQ\ Epx
( J ^  +  & Y + ( .
V \ /« e l  « e l,sa t)  \ \ /« e l ,0
L /^«ehO
«el,sat
(5.4)
Equation (5.4) represents a fundamental limit to the performance of an absorption imag­
ing system: any measurement of atom number is inherently uncertain by at least the 
amount <7y. When detecting the output of an interferometer, the uncertainty in the num­
ber of atoms in state |2), N2  =  p N , is a^2 =  (dN 2 /d p )a p =  N<jp. For p =  0.5, the 
projection noise limit is crp =  l/\/4N  and so =  V N / 2 .  Thus, if the uncertainty cr7 
in the measured number of atoms in each cloud due to photon shot noise can be made 
smaller than \/N /2, it should be possible to observe projection noise on an interferometer 
with N  atoms.
5.2.3 Simulation of photon shot noise in absorption imaging
Equation (5.4) depends nontrivially on the imaging system parameters and the atom 
cloud under detection. For example, changing L by varying the detuning of the imaging 
laser simultaneously changes ne\, since the atoms absorb more or less light. Changing 
the size of the cloud, perhaps by changing the time allowed for ballistic expansion, also 
changes ne\ but in addition affects the number of pixels that need to be included in the 
summation, as does varying the magnification. To find the most favourable parameters, 
it is necessary to perform a numerical optimisation of Equation (5.4) over the experimen­
tally controllable parameter space. We use the attributes of our CCD camera (described 
in Section 3.4), which has £ =  0.174 at 780 nm and a well depth of 17,000 e ~ , and optimise 
over the magnification M, detuning A, expansion time fexp and exposure length r.
The imaging system is simulated as follows. The atoms are assumed to be Bose con­
densed in the Thomas-Fermi limit confined by the crossed optical dipole trap described 
in Chapter 3. The spatial distribution of the cloud after time-of-flight expansion for a 
time fexp is given by a simple scaling of the original parabolic profile [42]. The number 
of atoms is set to JV =  5 x 105, as at the outputs of an N =  106 atom interferometer 
halfway up a Ramsey fringe. For a given M  and r , the initial intensity of the imaging 
light /0 is chosen so as to fill the CCD array to 90% of its capacity, making maximum use
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Figure 5.4: The ratio in decibels of photon shot noise to the projection noise limit in a 106 atom 
interferometer as a function of imaging magnification and detuning, for various expansion times 
feXp and exposure lengths r. The lowest photon shot noise usually occurs at zero detuning, al­
though short exposure times and long expansions are required for the corresponding optimal 
magnification to be feasible.
of the camera's dynamic range while avoiding saturation effects. A rectangular region 
10% larger than the atom cloud is selected for analysis, and the intensity at each pixel 
in this region after absorption is calculated by numerically solving Equation (5.1) for /, 
using the atom distribution found previously. The electron counts nei and nei o at each 
pixel are then determined from the corresponding intensities and the exposure time r. 
Finally, the photon shot noise contribution to the atom number uncertainty is calculated 
from Equation (5.4).
Quantum projection noise would cause the number of atoms in each output port of an 
interferometer with N  — 106 to fluctuate by C7qpn =  \ /N /2 =  500 atoms. Figure 5.4 shows 
the simulated photon shot noise (referenced to the projection noise limit) as a function of 
imaging magnification M  and detuning A, for several values of the expansion time fexp 
and the exposure length r. We find that, for reasonable experimental parameters, the 
photon shot noise introduced by the detection system is well below the projection noise. 
For a 100 ps  exposure of a condensate after 30 ms expansion, nearly any combination of
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magnification and detuning in the range M  =  1 — 8, A =  0 — 12 MHz gives a detection 
noise below c7-qpn. The simulation reveals that the lowest photon shot noise always occurs 
at zero detuning, although for short expansions and long exposures this optimum may 
be at an impractially high magnification. It appears that the lowest photon shot noise 
is achieved when imaging a dense cloud (short fexp) with a long exposure on resonance 
using a large magnification. For our experimental parameters, the cloud must be made 
more dilute by increasing fexp in order to obtain a reasonable optimum magnification. 
With fexp =  40 ms, r  =  250 ^s, M =  5.2, A =  0 and an incident intensity of / =  3.5/sat =  
5.8mW/cm2, the simulated photon shot noise contribution is <r7 =  60 atoms, which 
is 9.2 dB below the projection noise limit. The contribution of photon shot noise can 
be reduced further if a non-rectangular region of the CCD array is chosen for analysis: 
restricting the atom number counting to an elliptical region around the cloud, <r7 drops 
to 50 atoms for the parameters given above. This is 10 dB below the quantum projection 
noise limit for a 106 atom interferometer.
Perhaps surprisingly, we find that the optimum depends only weakly on the quantum 
efficiency of the camera: with £ =  0.6, the optimum in the parameter space considered 
here is improved by less than a factor of two to — 34 atoms, 11.4dB below the pro­
jection noise limit. This is a useful result, as in addition to being considerably more ex­
pensive, high quantum efficiency CCD arrays are typically back-illuminated. This makes 
them more susceptible to etaloning between the surfaces of the silicon layer, and can 
generate undesirable interference fringes on the image.
For certain parameter sets, the atom cloud will be so optically thick that it absorbs 
virtually all incident light. In these cases, the procedure described above may not give 
the true uncertainty introduced by the detection system as it neglects digitisation errors 
in the analog-to-digital conversion of the signal from the CCD array. In addition, the 
atom number may be undercounted because some atoms do not interact with the imag­
ing light. We can ensure that this effect does not influence our results by limiting the 
central optical depth of the cloud to 5, so that each well collects at least 100 electrons. 
For the optimum parameters given above, the peak optical depth is OD ~  4.5 and the 
minimum number of electrons per well is approximately 170. As an additional check, we 
simulate the conversion of the analog signal from each well by the 12-bit analog-to-digital 
converter inside the camera. Random numbers from a Poisson distribution with mean 
nei and Mei,o are selected for each pixel, and each is divided by the well depth, multiplied 
by 212 =  4096 and rounded to an integer. Dark counts and readout noise are negligible in 
our camera, and are neglected. The atom number is then calculated from Equation (5.2). 
This procedure is repeated many times, and the standard deviation in the measured atom 
number is determined from the results. The outcome of this simulation for our calculated 
optimal parameters feXp =  40 ms, r  =  250 }is, M  =  5.2 and A =  0 is shown in Figure 5.5, 
and agrees well with the result calculated from Equation (5.4). It is important to note also 
that when analysing experimental data to determine the atom number fluctuations, the 
number of runs performed must be sufficient for the measured standard deviation in the 
atom number to be an accurate representation of its asymptotic value. As can be seen 
in Figure 5.5d, 20 — 30 runs is typically sufficient to have an excellent estimation of the 
asymptotic variance.
The simulation detailed in this section demonstrates that it is possible to observe 
relative number fluctuations below the quantum projection noise limit in a large two- 
component Bose-Einstein condensate by absorption imaging with a relatively inexpen­
sive, low quantum efficiency CCD camera. Such a detection system will be an essential 
component of an atom interferometer with squeezing-enhanced sensitivity. With opti-
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Figure 5.5: Simulation of photon shot noise in an absorption image, (a) Simulated absorption 
image of a 5 x 105 atom condensate with magnification M =  5.2, detuning A = 0, expansion 
fexp =  40 ms and exposure r  = 250 fis. (b) Number of electrons in each well of the CCD array 
at y =  0. The electron number is assumed to follow the Poisson distribution with a mean value 
determined from the incident light intensity at that pixel, (c) Total number of atoms determined 
by summing Equation (5.2) over each pixel in (a) over 100 simulations, expressed as the difference 
from N =  5 x 105 atoms, (d) Cumulative standard deviation over 100 simulations, showing the 
uncertainty in atom number converging to cr-y =  60 atoms. The dotted line shows the value 
calculated directly from Equation (5.4).
mised parameters, our system would be capable of observing up to 10 dB of relative 
number squeezing, which could enhance the sensitivity of an atom interferometer by a 
factor of 10 beyond the classical limit.
5.3 In-trap interferometry I: towards the shot noise limit
Compared to free-space configurations such as that examined in Section 5.1, trapped 
atom interferometry offers several advantages, including greatly increased interroga­
tion times and reduced apparatus size. The higher density of in-trap samples also am­
plifies the effect of interactions, facilitating the generation of squeezing but increasing 
susceptibility to interaction-induced shifts and decoherence. There have been many ex­
perimental studies of trapped atom interferometry between the magnetically sensitive 
|F =  1, mp =  —1) and |F =  2, mp =  +1) states of 87Rb [87, 88,281,282, 283], which may 
be coupled via a two-photon microwave-radiofrequency transition and which exhibit a 
vanishing first-order differential Zeeman shift at a magnetic field of B =  3.23 G.
In the remainder of this chapter, we make use of our optical dipole potential to study 
trapped atom interferometry in the magnetically insensitive 'clock' states (mp — 0) of
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87Rb.f Using single-photon microwave coupling, we create a Ramsey interferometer 
with Bose-Einstein condensates of up to 106 atoms. Interference fringes with contrast 
approaching 100% are observed for short interrogation times. Theoretical calculations 
by S. A. Haine predict that the interaction nonlinearity is large enough to produce spin 
squeezing in this system, and thereby increase the interferometric sensitivity [286]. To 
observe squeezing, the dominant noise source must be quantum projection noise, which 
is an order of magnitude lower than in our free-space interferometer due to the increased 
atom number. In this section, we show that measuring at this level puts very stringent re­
quirements on experimental parameters such as magnetic field and microwave stability. 
Our system is limited by technical noise, and so squeezing cannot yet be observed. The 
technical and fundamental noise sources that limit our current system are discussed. In 
the following section, we will consider the effect of phase shifts and decoherence caused 
by the atomic interactions.
5.3.1 Experim ental setup
Our procedure for creating large 87Rb Bose-Einstein condensates in a crossed optical 
dipole trap is described in Chapter 3. After evaporating through the phase transition 
in the \F =  1, mp =  —1) state, the atoms are transferred to the \nip =  0) state via a 5m s 
Landau-Zener rf sweep. The result is an optically confined BEC containing approxi­
mately 1 x 106 atoms in the |F =  1, mp =  0) state. For an interferometry run, the bias 
field provided by the Feshbach coils can be set to any value between 0 G and 200 G. In 
this work we ramp the bias field down to 4 G, which is sufficient to prevent population 
of the mp =  ± 1  states via spin-exchange collisions (see Section 3.10.2).
We create a Ramsey interferometer by coupling the |1) =  |F =  1, mp =  0) and |2) =  
|F =  2, mp — 0) hyperfine states with a single microwave photon at 6.835GHz (Figure 
5.6a). The microwave signal is produced by a pulse-gated Rohde & Schwarz SMR20 mi­
crowave generator locked to a rubidium frequency standard (SRS FS725), and delivered 
to the experiment via a simple quarter-wave dipole antenna, essentially a 1 cm piece of 
copper wire soldered to an SMA connector. The antenna is glued in place as close as 
possible to the atom cloud. With this setup, we are able to couple the clock states with 
Rabi frequencies of around 1 kHz. The resonance is found by subjecting the atoms to 
a single microwave pulse and observing the population in state |2) while scanning the 
pulse frequency, as shown in Figure 5.6b.
A typical interferometry sequence is as follows. A rectangular 300 ps n / 2  pulse cre­
ates an equal superposition of the |1) and |2) states. All pulses are near resonant as this 
permits the minimum pulse time for a given microwave power. After an interrogation 
time T, another n / 2  pulse is applied and the trap is switched off, allowing the atom 
cloud to expand freely. During this expansion, a strong magnetic field gradient is ap­
plied to spatially separate the states |1) and |2) using the second-order Zeeman shift. 
After 20m s of expansion, a pulse of light resonant with the |F =  1) —* \F' =  2) transi­
tion is applied to optically pump the |1) atoms out of the lower ground state, before both 
states are imaged by absorption on the |F =  2, mp =  2) —> |F' =  3, m p  =  3) transition.
+Since this work, further investigation on interferometry in the clock states has revealed extended coher­
ence times in thermal clouds [284] due to the identical spin rotation effect [285]. It is yet to be determined 
whether this effect can be leveraged to give long coherence times in condensate interferometers.
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Figure 5.6: (a) The experimental setup for the trapped Ramsey interferometer. Single microwave 
photons drive transitions between the internal states of a 87Rb BEC held in a crossed dipole trap, 
(b) Calibration of the resonance frequency. The fraction of atoms transferred to the |2) state by 
a 500 fis pulse is plotted as a function of m icrow ave frequency. The pow er is chosen to produce 
a complete n  pulse on resonance. The solid line shows the expected transition probability for a 
two-level atom [Equation (2.9)], from which we determine the location of the resonance and the 
Rabi frequency Cl =  2 n  x  1.0 kHz.
5.3.2 Ramsey fringes
In the Bloch sphere representation (see Section 2.1), a resonant zr/2 pulse rotates the Bloch 
vector about the x  axis from the bottom of the sphere up to the equator (see Figure 5.7), 
transforming an initial state Yq =  |1) to
The phase of this superposition evolves at a rate determined by the energy difference 
between the two states. On resonance, this is matched by the phase evolution rate of the 
microwave field, so that in the interaction picture (in a frame rotating at the microwave 
frequency to) the Bloch vector is stationary and does not precess about the z axis. Succes­
sive resonant n / 2 pulses therefore always result in maximum population transfer to the 
12) state at the top of the sphere.
To observe Ramsey fringes, it is necessary to separate the phase evolution of the 
atomic state from that of the driving field. The conceptually simplest way to achieve 
this is to make the phase of the microwave source different at the two beamsplitters, by 
varying its phase or detuning during the interrogation time. This amounts to revolving 
the state vector about the equator of the Bloch sphere by the accumulated phase differ­
ence (p:
The second n / 2  pulse again rotates the vector around the x  axis by 90°, so that the final 
state is
(5.5)
(5.6)
(5.7)
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Figure 5.7: Ramsey interferometry on the Bloch sphere. A near-resonant 7r/2 pulse brings the 
Bloch vector into the x — y plane. During the interrogation time, a phase difference accumulates 
between the atomic superposition and the microwave driving field, causing the state vector to 
revolve around the equator of the Bloch sphere. The z projection of the state vector after the 
second n / 2 pulse varies sinusoidally with the accumulated phase difference <p.
As the phase is scanned through 2 n ,  the final state oscillates between 11) and \2) as shown 
in Figure 5.7. The population in state \2) after the final beamsplitter is
p =  cos2 ^ [1 +  cos (p] . (5.8)
In practice, it is difficult to change the phase of the microwave oscillator while keeping 
the beamsplitter pulses resonant. Instead, we produce Ramsey fringes by scanning the 
detuning of the entire sequence. During the interrogation time T, the Bloch vector then 
precesses about the z axis at a rate A, accumulating a phase </> =  T A; as TA varies from 
zero to 2 n  fringes are recorded with period 1 / T . If A is small compared with the Rabi 
frequency fi, the amplitudes of the two states after a single near-resonant pulse will not 
be significantly affected, as evidenced by the vanishing slope of the curve in Figure 5.6b 
at A =  0. We can take the beamsplitter pulses to be approximately resonant, rotating 
the Bloch vector by 90° around the x  axis, provided A fi. For a near-resonant n / 2  
pulse of duration t, f it  ~  n / 2 ,  so the detuning must satisfy A <C n / 2 t .  In order to 
measure a complete Ramsey fringe by scanning the detuning, the pulse duration t and 
the interrogation time T  must therefore satisfy 2 n / T  <C n / 2 t ,  or T »  41. In our system, 
this condition is fulfilled by an order of magnitude for interrogation times T  >  10 ms.
Figure 5.8a shows Ramsey fringes in the fractional population of the |2) state after 
the second n / 2  pulse, recorded by scanning the detuning of the microwave pulses from 
the atomic resonance. Fringes are shown for several different values of the interrogation 
time T. Measuring only the fraction of atoms p =  N2 / N  in state |2) allows run-to-run 
variations in total atom number to be normalised out. The total number of atoms in these 
measurements is N  =  N\ +  N 2  =  1.0 x 106.
5.3.3 N oise perform ance
As with the free-space interferometer, we assess the performance of our system relative to 
the projection noise limit by measuring run-to-run fluctuations in the transition probabil­
ity at p =  0.5, both after a single n / 2  beamsplitter and following a complete n / 2  — n / 2  
Ramsey sequence.
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Figure 5.8: (a) Ramsey fringes from a 106 atom interferometer with varying interrogation time. 
Data points represent the measured fractional population in state |2), p =  Afe/N, and the solid 
lines are sinusoidal fits. Measurement uncertainties are smaller than the data points. The fringe 
period is determined by the inverse of the interrogation time 1/T. (b) Absorption images showing 
the output states separated by a Stern-Gerlach magnetic field gradient after a T =  5 ms interfer­
ometer sequence, (c) Fringe contrast as a function of interrogation time. The solid line is a fit of the 
form e~T/T, from which we determine a coherence time of r  =  14(1) ms. The factors contributing 
to the loss of contrast are discussed in Section 5.4.
Single beamsplitter
We observe fluctuations of ap =  2 x 10~3 after performing a n / 2  pulse on 3 x 105 atoms, 
which is a factor of 2 higher than the projection noise limit. After a single coupling pulse 
with Rabi frequency O, detuning A and duration t, an atom initially in 11) will be found 
in state |2) with probability given by Equation (2.9):
n 2 2 /  V d 2 +  A2 \
” = W T A i s m ' ( — 2— ' J -  (5'9>
For a near-resonant n / 2  pulse, with A ~  0 and Q ~  n / 2 t ,  the uncertainty in p due to 
fluctuations (5A in the detuning vanishes to first order:
m 'A=o 2 VaA2
n=7r/2f .=0 2 V 4 0 2Cl=n/2t
1 / jr _  4\ 2
(M )4 . (5.10)
Operating on resonance thus suppresses the effect of frequency instabilities in the mi­
crowave source and fluctuations in the resonance frequency due to changes in the mag­
netic bias field, as well as requiring the minimum rf power for a given n / 2  pulse time. 
A 20 Hz fluctuation in A between runs, which could be caused by variations in the mi­
crowave frequency or a 4 mG uncertainty in the 4 G magnetic bias field, would cause only 
a 0.006% fluctuation in transition probability on resonance for a 50/50 beam-splitter. The 
relative frequency stability of the microwave source is specified at 2 x 10-11 over 1 sec­
ond, corresponding to less than 0.2 Hz noise in the absolute frequency For magnetic field
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fluctuations of 4 mG to cause the measured uncertainty in p of 0.2%, the detuning cali­
bration would need to be off by 500 Hz.+ It is therefore unlikely that fluctuations in the 
transition frequency give rise to the measured uncertainty in p.
While frequency fluctuations may be suppressed by operating on resonance, the am­
plitude of the microwave pulse (or, equivalently, its duration) affects the transition prob­
ability on a single beamsplitter linearly:
We measure the power variations in our 300 ps  microwave n  /2 pulses at ~  0.5% using a 
high frequency spectrum analyser, although this is near the instrument's limit of reading. 
Such variation would be sufficient to cause the observed 0.2% fluctuation in p,  and pre­
atoms.
Complete Ramsey sequence
When operated on resonance, however, the transition probability p after a full interfer­
ometer sequence is insensitive to power fluctuations to first order. This is most easily 
understood by considering the evolution of the state vector on the Bloch sphere, which 
is depicted in Figure 5.9. Variations in Of of the first zr/2 pulse leads to an uncertainty 
in the z projection of the state vector (illustrated by the green band in the figure), which 
is conserved during the interrogation time as the vector precesses around the equator 
of the Bloch sphere. The second 7r/2 pulse then brings the vector into the x  — z plane, 
rotating this uncertainty by 90°. The final phase of the state vector therefore fluctuates, 
but its z projection and thus the transition probability p is unchanged to first order. It 
can be shown that the second order contribution to Sp after a complete Ramsey sequence 
due to power fluctuations is Sp =  2 ( n / 4 ) 2(SCl)2 [286]; the 0.5% power variation in our 
microwave source thus translates to less than ~  0.001% fluctuations in p, more than an 
order of magnitude below the projection noise limit on 106 atoms.
On the other hand, fluctuations in the detuning of the beamsplitters from resonance 
do affect the transition probability after a full interferometer sequence to first order (il­
lustrated by the red band in Figure 5.9), for the same reason that power fluctuations are 
suppressed. In addition, fluctuations in A during the interrogation time inevitably trans­
late into an uncertainty in p, as this is precisely what the interferometer is designed to 
measure. For large T , this dominates the effect of fluctuations during the short beam­
splitter pulses. Assuming ideal resonant n / 2  pulses, the transition probability after a 
complete Ramsey sequence is
where A here represents the detuning during the interrogation time. The uncertainty in 
p caused by detuning fluctuations is therefore
2
A=0
Cl=n/2t
(5.11)
eludes the observation of projection noise on a single beamsplitter with more than 6 x 104
P = \  [1 +cos(TA )] , (5.12)
Sp =  SA =  sin(T A)| S A , (5.13)
fThe effect of magnetic field noise is reduced further at lower fields, since the two mp =  0 states are 
sensitive only to second order in the magnetic field, b ut this also promotes loss to other mp states via spin- 
exchange collisions.
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Figure 5.9: Effect of power and detuning fluctuations on the transition probability p after a com­
plete 7r/2 — 7t/2 Ramsey sequence. The green region shows the spread of possible state vectors 
after microwave coupling with uncertain Rabi frequency Cl. The final zr/2 pulse rotates the un­
certainty band to lie horizontally, giving only a small error in the z projection of the Bloch vector 
and thus the transition probability p. The red region shows the spread due to uncertainty in the 
frequency of the microwave oscillator. The uncertainty grows during the interrogation time, as 
the precession rate is directly proportional to the detuning A. The final n / 2  pulse then transforms 
this phase uncertainty into an uncertainty in the measured transition probability p.
where M  denotes the detuning fluctuations integrated over the interrogation time T. At 
the midpoint of a Ramsey fringe, TA =  (In  +  1)7r/2 for integer n, so | sin(TA)| =  1 and 
Sp =  T M /2. (In fact, this is an underestimate, as we have neglected the effect of detun­
ing fluctuations during the beamsplitters, which also affect p to first order.) Comparing 
this to the projection noise limit ap =  l/\/4N , we can place an upper bound on M :
M  < — 1 =  . (5.14)
~ T y / N
Fluctuations in detuning larger than this (integrated over the interrogation time) will 
preclude projection-noise-limited performance in a Ramsey interferometer with N  atoms 
and an interrogation time T. With T =  5 ms and N  =  106, the allowable fluctuation is 
M  < 0.03 Hz. This requires a relative frequency stability of 4 x 10~12 in the microwave 
source, and magnetic field variations below 7 p C  at a bias field of 4 G [calculated from 
Equation (3.27)].
Operating our interferometer at mid-fringe with N  =  5 x 105 atoms and an interro­
gation time of T  =  5 ms, we measure run-to-run fluctuations in the transition probability 
of Up — 0.011 after a complete n / 2  — n / 2  Ramsey sequence. This is a factor of 16 higher 
than the projection noise limit for this atom number, and corresponds to a phase un­
certainty of 7 mrad (the standard error in the mean of 18 measurements), or a relative 
frequency sensitivity of 3 x 10“n over 30 minutes of measuring time. In light of the 
above discussion, we conclude that the performance is limited by the stability of the mi­
crowave source and the magnetic bias field. Remarkably, the measured fluctuations in p 
are below what would be expected given our measured background field variations of 
4m G at 50 Hz, which should cause 6A ~  10 Hz (integrated over 5 ms) and thus a sub­
stantially larger Sp >  0.1. This discrepancy has not yet been resolved. Nonetheless, it 
is evident that achieving projection-noise-limited performance in this system with large 
atom numbers will necessitate a high degree of stability in the magnetic environment, 
with low-noise current supplies and effective magnetic shielding. It will also demand a 
highly stable reference oscillator to effect coupling between the states.
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5.4 In-trap interferometry II: interactions
In this section, we study how atom-atom interactions affect the precision and accuracy of 
an in-trap interferometer such as the one described above. The mean-field interaction in a 
condensate gives rise to a systematic shift in the phase of the Ramsey fringes, which limits 
the accuracy of an interferometric measurement. This is considered in Section 5.4.1. Then 
there are a variety of effects which impair precision by reducing the fringe amplitude 
or contrast — we will refer to these as 'decoherence' mechanisms, although the reader 
should note that some authors reserve this term exclusively for nonclassical effects. The 
decoherence mechanisms can be further divided into two classes:
o 'Classical' effects such as inhomogeneous broadening cause the phase evolution to 
proceed at different rates across the trapped cloud, resulting in a loss of fringe con­
trast due to the averaging inherent in the detection process. We refer to these as 
dephasing effects; they are classical in the sense that the sample still has a well- 
defined phase, and perfect interference occurs at every point in space. In our 
system, the dominant dephasing mechanism is dynamical evolution of the spa­
tial modes driven by interparticle interactions, which will be examined in detail in 
Section 5.4.2.
o The 'quantum' effect of phase diffusion causes an irreversible increase in the phase 
uncertainty of the many-body wavefunction. In a Bose-Einstein condensate, in­
teractions are primarily responsible for phase diffusion. Although irreversible, it 
is possible to convert the increased phase uncertainty into relative number uncer­
tainty as described in Section 2.4.4, and thereby generate a squeezed state with 
phase uncertainty below the standard quantum limit.
5.4.1 Mean-field shifts and phase diffusion
Atomic interactions influence the phase evolution of a two-component Bose-Einstein con­
densate in nontrivial ways. As a first-order estimate, we invoke the two-mode approx­
imation, assuming that during the interrogation time each component occupies only a 
single stationary spatial mode. The total wavefunction may then be written as
Y (r ,f)  =  ci(f) ip\{r) |1) +  c2(t)ip2{r) |2) , (5.15)
where the ipi(r) are taken to be real and normalised to 1, so that c,-(f) =  y/N} and 
f  |Y(r, t ) \2 d3r =  N\ +  N2 =  N . The external state wavefuctions obey the coupled Gross- 
Pitaevskii equations (2.36):
ih d itp iir) =  +  V tr a p +  E  gij\ c j\2 \'Pj\2 J  c«’# ( r) / (5-16)
for i =  1 ,2 . Integrating out the spatial dependence gives
idi =  CjtVi +  Cj Y j  UijNj, (5.17)
/=b2
where the linear contribution to the energy of each state is
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and
u ,i =  f  /  |^(r)|2 |^(r)|2 d3r. (5.19)
(5.20)
— ^i) — (^ l ~  ^ 2) +  linN i +  U12(N2 — N\) — U2 2 N2  ■ (5.21)
Mean-field shift
The first zr/2 pulse splits the condensate into an equal superposition of the two internal 
states. Taking To to be the spatial wavefunction of the initial condensate in state |1), we 
have N\ =  N2  — N / 2  and ip\ =  tp2  =  To, thus to\ =  a >2■ As we shall see in Section 5.4.2, 
these are emphatically not stationary states, but we may expect that the phase evolution 
caused by oscillation of the spatial wavefunctions about the two-component ground state 
averages to zero over long interrogation times. In that case, the phase evolution due to 
the mean-field interaction is simply1
This is known as the mean-field shift, and shares its origin with the cold-collision shift 
that limits the accuracy of atomic frequency standards such as cesium fountain clocks 
[287], Various methods to mitigate or cancel it have been investigated, including opti­
mising the population difference between the two states [288] and using the differential 
Zeeman shift in a magnetic trap [289,290], It would also be possible to eliminate this shift 
by tuning g u  or g 2i  using a Feshbach resonance.
If we assume a Thomas-Fermi distribution [Equation (2.38)] for the initial wavefunc­
tion To, the total mean-field shift in a Ramsey interferometer with interrogation time T 
is
where p is the chemical potential of the initial condensate as given by Equation (2.41). 
In our system, the mean-field shift manifests as a phase offset in the Ramsey fringes in 
Figure 5.8 which increases linearly with the interrogation time (it can also be seen in the 
simulated fringes in Figures 5.14 and 5.16). This phase shift is plotted as a function of T  in 
Figure 5.10, with the experimental data overlaid.2 Despite the nontrivial spatial evolution 
that occurs during the interrogation time, Equation (5.23) gives a good approximation to 
the result of a full multimode calculation (solid line).
Inspection of Equations (5.23) and (2.41) reveals that the mean-field shift is propor­
tional to N 2/5, thus in addition to the systematic offset, run-to-run variations in the total
1-This result can also be obtained by calculating the difference in the interaction energy Elnt =  jgN (n) of 
the two states, and represents a systematic shift in their transition frequency [120].
2The uncertainty in the detuning calibration (see Figure 5.6b) corresponds to a phase uncertainty of ~  n
for T =  5 ms. The experimental data is therefore fit to the theoretical prediction with a constant offset that 
we treat as a free parameter.
(5.22)
(5.23)
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Figure 5.10: Mean-field shift of Ram­
sey fringes. The data points show 
the measured phase of the inter­
ference fringes obtained in Section 
5.3.2 as a function of interrogation 
time. The solid line is the phase shift 
predicted by Gross-Pitaevskii simu­
lations of the two-component evo­
lution (see Section 5.4.2), and the 
dashed line represents the estimate 
of Equation (5.23) using the two­
mode approximation. Interrogation tim e (ms)
atom number will cause fluctuations in the measured phase. The mean-field shift there­
fore affects both the accuracy and the precision of an interferometric measurement. Our 
system is currently limited by technical effects (Section 5.3.3), and we do not observe a 
correlation between atom number and the phase of our Ramsey fringes.
The mean-field shift is entirely deterministic, so with accurate knowledge of the scat­
tering lengths, atom number and trap parameters it would be possible to correct for it 
by simply subtracting the calculated mean-field phase evolution. This method has al­
ready been shown to increase the phase sensitivity of a trapped atom interferometer [283]. 
However, determining these parameters with sufficient accuracy or precision may not be 
feasible. For example, calculating the variation of Equation (5.23) with respect to N  gives, 
for our parameters,
'i ~  3 51 (5 24)
N  ~ ^ L N 2/ 5T '  [ )
Evidently, to ensure an accuracy of lOmrad over an interrogation time of T =  10 ms 
requires knowledge of N  ~  106 with an absolute accuracy of 1% —  already a difficult 
proposition. Uncertainties in the scattering lengths Ujj also affect the accuracy of this 
method; in our system they contribute a relative uncertainty in (pmf of order 5% [226]. If 
absolute accuracy is not required, these conditions are less demanding: uncertainty in the 
scattering lengths does not limit the achievable precision, and the optimised absorption 
imaging system described in Section 5.2, capable of measuring AN / N  =  10-4 , would 
enable projection-noise-limited precision despite the mean-field shift for T  up to 130 ms.
Phase diffusion
The many-body quantum state of the condensate following the first beamsplitter pulse 
is distributed over states with different relative number (see Section 2.2.2). Each of these 
has a different interaction energy and thus acquires phase at a different rate, leading to 
a diffusion of the phase of the overall wavefunction [71, 72, 291] and thus a reduction 
in fringe contrast [74], For the purposes of this estimate, we may treat this as an anti­
correlated uncertainty in the number of atoms in each state, thus N\ =  |(N +  A N )  and 
JV2 =  j  (N — AN) ,  with AN  =  y/N.  The relative phase [Equation (5.21)] therefore diffuses
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at a rate
^(A^mf) =  2(^11 -  2L712 +  1/22)\/N. (5.25)
In the Thomas-Fermi limit, the total interaction-induced phase diffusion is
A . 2}i flu -  2a12 +  azi T
^ < 5-26)  
which in our system equates to approximately 60mrad/s. The resulting loss of fringe 
contrast is negligible compared to that caused by classical dephasing, which will be con­
sidered in the next section. It is interesting to note that Acpmf scales as N _1/1° — unlike 
the mean-field shift, this effect is slightly reduced for higher atom numbers. This is be­
cause, in the Thomas-Fermi regime, the spreading of the condensate wavefunction due 
to mean-field repulsion decreases i i ;; as the atom number is increased.
5.4.2 Fringe contrast and decoherence
In a real interferometer with a large number of atoms, there are many other effects which 
can disrupt the coherent evolution of the multi-particle state. In general, these will pre­
vent all of the atoms from being observed in the same internal state at the output of the 
interferometer, reducing the amplitude of the population oscillations described by Equa­
tion (5.8):
p =  ^ [1 +  C cos #} . (5.27)
We will refer to the quantity C as the fringe contrast.3. It is important to understand the 
sources of decoherence which lead to C <  1 because reduced fringe contrast decreases the 
sensitivity of the interferometer to phase shifts, as ap =  \dp/d<f>\ cr<p =  \C\ sin</>| cr<p and so 
at mid-fringe (| sin <^[ =  1) the uncertainty in <p is related to the measured uncertainty in 
p by C(p — 2J p / C .  Even far above the projection noise limit, the sensitivity of a Ramsey 
interferometer increases with the interrogation time T, but at long interrogation times 
decoherence may reduce the fringe contrast, nullifying the gain in sensitivity.
With a total atom number of N  — 106, the contrast of the interference fringes from our 
in-trap Ramsey interferometer is observed to decrease rapidly with interrogation time, 
reaching C ~  0.1 after 30 ms (see Figure 5.8b). The reduction in contrast is well-described 
by an exponential decay with time constant r  =  14(1) ms, which we will refer to as the 
coherence time. As noted above, both classical and quantum effects contribute to the re­
duction in fringe contrast. In our system, however, quantum phase diffusion is negligible 
(Section 5.4.1), and here we focus on investigating the classical decoherence mechanisms, 
making use of the 'spin-echo' technique and numerical simulation of the GPE.
Losses
In the single-particle model of Section 5.3.2, the only agent that can cause a reduction in 
fringe contrast (aside from imperfect coupling pulses) is differential loss from the inter­
ferometer states. If one of the internal states experiences greater loss than the other, the
3There is some ambiguity as to the use of the terms 'visibility' and 'contrast' in atom interferometry. The 
definition of 'contrast' given here (twice the fringe amplitude) is equivalent to the standard definition of 
'visibility' in optical interferometry, V =  (max +  m in)/(m ax — min), when the fringes are centred around 
p =  0.5: in these experiments, C is preferred to V as it is not dependent upon the choice of a 'light' and 'dark' 
state, and is more naturally related to the phase sensitivity. We do not observe an offset from (p) =  0.5 in 
any of our experiments.
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superposition prepared by the first n / 2  pulse —  which initially has equal amplitudes 
in both states — will evolve to an unequal superposition by the end of the interrogation 
time. The interference at the final beamsplitter will then be incomplete, yielding fringes 
with decreased amplitude. For an ensemble of atoms, one might expect that the 'extra' 
atoms in the state with lower loss simply do not participate in the interferometer, so that 
the fringe contrast will be limited to twice the population of the state suffering heavier 
loss. In fact, the contrast can be much higher than this, making the interferometer sensi­
tivity relatively robust to atom loss.
Suppose that the losses are such that, at the end of the interrogation time, a fraction 
kj of the atoms in state \i) remain in the system. The character and time-dependence of 
these losses do not concern us for now; they may arise from two- or three-body processes, 
background gas collisions or scattering by photons from the dipole trapping laser. The 
state vector before the final beamsplitter is then
y ^  =  T i ( ^ ) '  <528)
and the population in state |2 ) after the final n / 2  pulse is
ki +  kz +  2 \/k\k2  cos (p . (5.29)
The fraction of atoms found in this state at the output of the interferometer, normalised to 
the total number p\ +  P2  =  5(^1 +  ki) is
P =  2
2V W 2 A
1 +  - — - - COS (p 
k x + k 2
(5.30)
giving a fringe contrast of
c  =  (5 31) 
k\ +
This expression is plotted in Figure 5.11a as a function of the ratio kmm/ k max (by sym­
metry, the fringe contrast is independent of which state exhibits greater loss). Having 
twice as many atoms remaining in one state compared with the other reduces the fringe 
contrast by only 6% —  even with 90% loss from one state (and none from the other) 
the fringe contrast would still be 57%.+ Of course, while losses affect the fringe contrast 
only inasmuch as they differ between the two states, an overall reduction in atom number 
raises the quantum projection noise limit [Equation (2.24)] and therefore also decreases 
the interferometer's sensitivity.
In our system, the states |1) and |2) do suffer from irreversible losses, primarily due 
to inelastic spin-exchange collisions (see Section 3.10.2) which populate the magnetically 
sensitive | m? =  ± 1 ) states as shown in Figure 5.11b. The inelastic loss rates differ be­
tween the two interferometer states. Figure 5.11c shows the population remaining in 
each state as a function of time after a single 50/50 beamsplitter. The decay of state |2) 
is markedly faster than that of state 11). However, the analysis above demonstrates that 
this should have a minimal effect on the fringe contrast (indicated by the dashed line). To 
explain the contrast C ~  0.1 observed at T =  30 ms would require a loss rate 400 times 
larger in one state than the other. Over a typical interrogation time of tens of milliseconds, 
the contribution of the measured differential loss to decreased fringe contrast should be 
negligible (<  0 .1%).
+This weak scaling of the fringe contrast is entirely analogous to the situation in optical heterodyning: 
here, the weaker 'signal' state is amplified by mixing with a stronger 'local oscillator'.
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Figure 5.11: The effect of differential loss on fringe contrast in a Ramsey interferometer, (a) Fringe 
contrast [Equation (5.31)] as a function of the ratio between the number of atoms remaining in 
each state at the end of the interrogation time, (b) Integrated optical depth profile of a sample of 
N =  5 x 105 atoms held for 200ms after a 50/50 beamsplitter pulse. The |F =  1, mp =  ±1) and 
|F =  2, mp =  ±1) states are all populated by spin-exchange collisions, which occur faster in the 
F =  2 manifold, (c) Measured loss from the two interferometric states as a function of time after 
a 50/50 beamsplitter. The data points are averaged over six experimental runs; the solid lines are 
fits of the form expected for two-body collisional loss from a condensate [Equation (4.23)]. The 
dashed line indicates the predicted fringe contrast calculated from Equation (5.31).
It should be noted that this analysis neglects spatial dynamics stimulated by the loss 
of atoms from each state; particularly in the case of density-dependent two- and three- 
body loss, the removal of atoms changes the density distribution and can excite oscilla­
tions. However, this should represent only a small perturbation in the limit that the loss 
rate is small compared with the trap frequencies, as is the case here ( t j^  <  cD/10). We 
conclude that differential loss does not contribute significantly to fringe contrast reduc­
tion in our system.
Dephasing and the 'spin echo' effect
In the previous section, we disregarded the quantum state of the atoms participating in 
the interferometer aside from their internal electronic configuration, and assumed that 
each evolves independently as described in Section 5.3.2. In this approximation, when 
averaging over a large number of atoms, the measured population of state |2) at the inter­
ferometer output obeys Equation (5.8) — subject, of course, to quantum projection noise 
and the other technical noise sources discussed above. In a real interfometer, however, 
the atoms' external state —  and in particular its associated phase — can also affect the 
output. The evolution of the external state depends on the environment as well as the 
interactions between different atoms. In general, the full quantum state of an ensem­
ble of two-level atoms is intractably complex. Fortunately, a Bose-Einstein condensate is 
well-described by a scalar order parameter, and can in many cases be treated as a single 
particle whose evolution is governed by a modified Schrodinger equation (see Section
2.4). The state of a two-component condensate may be written in spinor notation as
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where the ipj(r, t) represent the spatial wavefunctions of the two states, which obey the
2 2coupled Gross-Pitaevskii equations (2.36) and are normalised such that | ipi | +  \ip2 \ =  N . 
These can be expressed in terms of the particle density n,(r, t) =  |ipj\2 and a phase <pj(r, t):
ip .i r j )  =  ^ ni ( r , t ) e 1^ .  (5.33)
The phase difference ^ (r, t) — (pi (r, t) between the spatial wavefunctions, which can vary 
in space as well as with time, cannot be distinguished from that accrued during the in­
terrogation time due to the energy difference of the internal states. Factors which affect 
the entire atomic sample uniformly, such as fluctuations in magnetic field, randomise the 
accumulated phase and thus increase the noise on the Ramsey fringes, however they do 
not prohibit the observation of all atoms in the same state and thus do not affect the fringe 
contrast C.  On the other hand, inhomogeneous effects (such as the position-dependent 
ac-Stark shift due to the dipole trapping potential or any local magnetic field inhomo­
geneities) cause the phase evolution during the interrogation time to proceed at different 
rates across the trapped cloud. Thus, the amplitude of each state after the final beam­
splitter will also vary across the sample, and spatial averaging in the detection process 
leads to a decrease in fringe contrast.
Of such inhomogeneous broadening mechanisms, those that are constant throughout 
the interferometer sequence may be alleviated using Flahn's famous 'spin-echo' tech­
nique [292], This method has become a powerful tool for studying relaxation phenom­
ena in physical and biological systems, and is fundamental to spectroscopic techniques 
including nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). 
The analogous 'photon-echo' [293] is a promising candidate for high-efficiency quantum 
memories [294, 295]. The idea is depicted in Figure 5.12. Applying a n  pulse halfway 
between the two n / 2  beamsplitters rotates the state vectors, which have spread due to 
inhomogeneous dephasing during the first half of the interrogation time, by 180° around 
the x  axis of the Bloch sphere. The same effects which caused the dephasing then reverses 
their spread during the second half of the interrogation time, inducing a rephasing at the 
second n / 2  pulse. Evidently, this only occurs for dephasing which is constant in time; if 
the phase evolution rates during the two halves of the interrogation time are not the same 
there will be no rephasing at the final beamsplitter.4 It should also be noted that adding 
a spin-echo pulse to a Ramsey interferometer renders it unable to function as a clock (or 
to measure any phase shift that is constant in time), since the relative phase accumulated 
due to the detuning of the microwaves from the atomic resonance before and after the 
71 pulse cancel (see Section 2.2.1). Nonetheless, it serves as a useful diagnostic tool to 
investigate decoherence effects [296].
The data points in Figure 5.13 show the effect on fringe contrast of adding a spin-echo 
pulse to a Ramsey interferometer with N  — 106 atoms. It should be noted that the data for 
the spin-echo interferometers represent the fringe contrast inferred from measurements at 
a particular detuning, since with the n  pulse it is impossible to observe Ramsey fringes 
by scanning A (the Bloch vector always ends up at the opposite point on the sphere at the 
end of the interrogation time). These points are therefore determined from the fractional 
population in state |1) after & n / 2  — n  — n / 2  pulse sequence as C =  2p\ — 1 and so
4In addition to counteracting dephasing, the exchange of amplitudes C\ —» — iC2, ci —> —ic\ brought
about by the spin-echo pulse also compensates the effect of differential loss from the interferometer states. In
the Bloch sphere picture, the state vector drops out of the x — y plane during the first half of the interrogation 
time due to heavier loss from state |2). The n pulse brings it above the x —y plane, where it then falls back 
into the plane prior to the second n / 2  pulse.
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Figure 5.12: Bloch sphere representation of the 'spin-echo' technique used to combat the effect of 
inhomogeneous broadening on interferometric fringe contrast. Variations in the phase evolution 
rate across the sample causes the state vectors to precess about the equator of the Bloch sphere 
at different speeds. This dephasing can be counteracted by applying a n  pulse between the two 
Ramsey pulses, which flips the state vectors on the Bloch sphere, thus reversing their spread 
during the second half of the evolution time.
represent a lower bound on the actual fringe contrast. The spin-echo pulse clearly slows 
the decoherence, with the fringe contrast at T =  10 ms rising from 50% to 90%, and the 
time taken for the contrast to drop to 70% increasing from 5 ms to 20 ms. Its efficacy 
is greatest at interrogation times T <  20 ms. Much of this behaviour is qualitatively 
explained by spatial dynamics driven by interparticle interactions, which we consider 
next.
Spatial dynamics and interactions
Thus far, we have not considered the temporal evolution of the density distributions 
n,-(r, t) of the interferometer states. In fact, this is intrinsically linked to the phase evolu­
tion as, in a superfluid such as a Bose-Einstein condensate, the gradient of the phase is 
interpreted as a velocity describing the fluid flow by mv, (r, t) =  h V</>, (r, f) [297], Even 
without an externally-imposed phase gradient, however, inhomogeneous phase evolu­
tion (with accompanying spatial dynamics) can be elicited by interparticle interactions. 
Consider a condensate of atoms in internal state |1) and the external ground state. Fol­
lowing a 7 r / 2  pulse, the condensate will not in general be in a stationary state of the 
two-component system ,5 and the densities «,■(r, f) and phases </>,-(r, t) will evolve in time. 
This is not solely a consequence of interspecies interactions; with no interaction between 
the two internal states (a u  =  0), the |1) state will still experience less mean-field re-
5In the special case that all interaction strengths are equal (flu =  =  022), the two states provide 
identical mean-field support for each other and no spatial dynamics occur.
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Figure 5.13: Contrast of Ramsey 
fringes from the in-trap interfer­
ometer with (filled circles) and 
w ithout (open circles) a 'spin- 
echo' n  pulse. Note that the 
data for the spin-echo interferom­
eters represent the inferred con­
trast, which gives a lower bound 
on the actual fringe contrast. The 
lines show the fringe contrast de­
termined from GP simulations of 
the spatial dynamics as described 
in the text; with (dotted line) and 
without (solid line) a spin-echo 
pulse. The results of the spin- 
echo simulation agrees with the 
experimental data when an addi­
tional decoherence e~ T r^ is added 
(dashed line). Interrogation tim e (m s)
pulsion after half of the population is transferred to |2 ) by the first beamsplitter, and 
will undergo breathing-mode oscillations. Conversely, if the interspecies repulsion ex­
ceeds the intraspecies interaction (the criterion for immiscibility — see Section 4.2), the 
two states will spatially separate. Such dynamics can affect both the relative phase evo­
lution of the two states and their spatial overlap at the final beamsplitter, with signifi­
cant consequences for the fringe contrast. These effects have been studied previously in 
magnetically-trapped two-component condensates [70, 73,239].
To investigate the impact of spatial dynamics on fringe contrast in our system, we 
simulate the evolution of the two-component condensate in the mean-field approxima­
tion. For this purpose, we assume ideal zr/2 pulses that perform the mappings ipi —» 
(ipi — iip2 ) /  V2, ip2 —> ( ip2 — iip\ ) /  V2 [cf. Equation (2.11)]. The initial state is taken to be 
a pure |1) condensate in its external ground state; to make the computation tractable we 
assume cylindrical symmetry and trap frequencies cvZiP =  I n  x {30 ,55} Hz, such that to 
matches that of our crossed dipole trap. After an initial zr/2 pulse, the evolution of the 
two components is determined by numerically integrating the coupled Gross-Pitaevskii 
equations (2.36). For the \F =  1, mp =  0) and |F =  2, mp =  0) states in 87Rb, the intra- 
and inter-species scattering lengths predicted by coupled-channel calculations [119, 298] 
are flu =  100.9 «o, fli2 =  98.9 flo, and «22 =  94.9 «o- After evolution of the states for a time 
T, another zr/ 2  pulse mapping is performed with phase <pn / 2  relative to the first, and the 
number of atoms in each state determined from t and ip2 - By scanning the phase (pn / 2  
of the final beamsplitter, we can simulate Ramsey fringes and determine their contrast.
Figure 5.14 shows the result of this simulation for an interferometer with N =  106 
atoms and interrogation times up to T =  40 ms. For the scattering lengths given above, 
the miscibility parameter p. =  flu «22/^12 — 0.98 <  1 predicts that the states will be im­
miscible, since the cross-species repulsion exceeds the self-repulsion. Indeed, it can be 
seen from the simulated density profiles that the two states spatially separate, develop­
ing a ball-and-shell structure over several tens of milliseconds. As they are initially over­
lapped and thus far from the two-component ground state, oscillations ensue. At times 
when the relative velocity of the two components is greatest, a large gradient manifests 
in the relative phase and the contrast of the Ramsey fringes is reduced.
The simulated fringe contrast is plotted as a function of interrogation time in Figure
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Figure 5.14: The impact of spatial dynamics on fringe contrast in a Ramsey interferometer with 
N =  106 atoms. From top to bottom: two-dimensional density  distributions, radial density pro­
files, relative phase profiles and Ramsey fringes obtained from a simulation of two-component 
condensate evolution using the Gross-Pitaevskii equation. The spatial structure oscillates around 
the two-component ground state — a ball-and-shell arrangement due to the large intraspecies re­
pulsion. When the relative velocity of the two components is highest, the relative phase exhibits 
a large variation across the cloud, reducing the fringe contrast.
5.13 (solid line), together with the experimental data from Figure 5.8b. Oscillations in 
the spatial structure of the two-component condensate generate periodic revivals in the 
simulated fringe contrast. A faster decay in contrast is observed in the experiment, which 
we ascribe to inhomogeneous broadening effects such as the ac-Stark shift of the trapping 
laser and technical noise. The simulated fringe contrast also exhibits a different shape to 
the exponential decay seen in the experimental data, and we do not observed the pre­
dicted revival in fringe contrast after T ~  20 ms. Qualitative disagreement between the 
experiment and simulation could arise from the condensate not being in its ground state 
before the first pulse, which would inevitably affect the subsequent dynamics. Perhaps 
more importantly, the simulation is cylindrical symmetric; the small asymmetry of the 
crossed dipole trap may tend to wash out the periodic rephasing of the spatial dynamics. 
Although the fringes are simulated by scanning the phase of the final beamsplitter rather 
than the detuning, we do not expect this (or the assumption of ideal and instantaneous 
n /2  pulses) to significantly affect the outcome since the interrogation times are much 
longer than the duration of the beamsplitter pulses (see Section 5.3.2). This is verified
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Figure 5.15: Spatial dynamics during a Ramsey interferometer with a spin-echo n  pulse. The 
pulse is applied after 10 ms of interrogation time, exchanging the density distributions of the two 
states (upper plots) and inverting their relative phase profile (middle plots). During the second 
half of the interrogation time, there is a partial rephasing of the wavefunctions. The dashed lines 
show the evolution in the absence of the spin-echo pulse: by the end of the interrogation time the 
relative phase would span most of 2n across the cloud, resulting in lower contrast fringes.
by comparing the simulated fringe contrast with that obtained by solving the full GP 
equations including electromagnetic coupling terms and varying A — the results agree 
to within 2% [299].
We can also use the simulation to examine the effect of a spin-echo pulse on the spatial 
dynamics. To do this, we assume an ideal n  pulse which performs the transformation 
ipi —> —iip2 , ip2 —> —n/’i at time t — T / 2 , and again simulate fringes by scanning the 
phase of the final beamsplitter. The results for a T =  20 ms interferometer sequence 
with a spin-echo pulse are shown in Figure 5.15; in this case the predicted fringe contrast 
is increased from 20% to 75%. The pulse clearly does not reverse the nonlinear spatial 
dynamics, but partially mitigates the phase gradient which develops during the first half 
of the interrogation time, resulting in higher contrast fringes. The cancellation is not 
perfect: the altered density distribution causes the phase evolution due to mean-field 
interaction to be different during the second half of the interrogation time, preventing 
a complete rephasing. Nonetheless, the pulse does significantly increase the coherence 
time of the interferometer. The fringe contrast obtained from the simulation is overlaid 
with the experimental spin-echo data in Figure 5.13 (dotted line). The simulated spin- 
echo contrast qualitatively resembles the experimental data much more strongly than 
without the tv pulse, suggesting that reversible inhomogeneous broadening does indeed 
contribute significantly to the decay in contrast in that case. By assuming an additional 
decoherence not remedied by the spin-echo pulse of the form e~T/j with time constant 
t  =  (120 ±  20 ) ms, we find excellent quantitative agreement with our experimental data 
(dashed line).
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One would expect random inhomogeneous broadening (such as due to technical 
noise) to cause a decay in fringe contrast independent of atom number,6 while interaction- 
induced dephasing should affect large condensates more due to their higher density and 
correspondingly higher interaction energy. This hypothesis is substantiated by GP sim­
ulations which show that, although smaller two-component condensates still separate 
spatially, the timescale of the dynamics is much longer, resulting in lower relative ve­
locities and thus reduced phase gradients (Figure 5.16). As a final test of the impact of 
interaction-induced spatial dynamics, therefore, we run the interferometer with a much 
smaller sample of N =  5 x 104 atoms. The resulting fringes are presented in Figure 5.17a, 
displaying high contrast C ~  90% for interrogation times up to T — 52.5 ms. We are 
unable to observe fringes at larger T due to severe phase noise, which scatters the data 
randomly as seen at T =  102.5 ms. Nonetheless, this is not indicative of decoherence, as 
the output does not converge to p =  0.5 as with the larger condensates. For the purposes
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Figure 5.16: Spatial dynamics in a Ramsey interferometer with N =  5 x 104 atoms. From top to 
bottom: two-dimensional density distributions, axial density profiles, relative phase profiles and 
Ramsey fringes obtained from a simulation of two-component condensate evolution using the 
Gross-Pitaevskii equation. Although the two states are still immiscible, the reduced interaction 
energy causes spatial dynamics to evolve more slowly compared with the larger condensates, 
generating smaller phase gradients across the cloud and permitting higher fringe contrast.
6 Aside from a small effect due to the increased spatial extent of larger condensates; in the Thomas-Fermi 
limit, the condensate radius scales weakly with atom number as R, oc N2^ 5.
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Figure 5.17: (a) Ramsey fringes from an interferometer with N =  5 x 104 and varying interroga­
tion time. Data points represent the measured fractional population in state |2), p = N2/ N, and 
the solid lines are sinusoidal fits. At long interrogation times, run-to-run resonance fluctuations 
randomise the phase thus increasing the noise on the fringes. Where sinusoidal fitting fails, we 
take the fringe contrast to be the range of the scattered data (dashed lines), (b) Fringe contrast 
as a function of interrogation time. The dotted line represents the contrast obtained from a GP 
simulation of the spatial dynamics. The solid line is a fit of the form e~T J^ , from which we extract 
a coherence time of r  =  (300 ±  50) ms.
of understanding decoherence, we can take the range of the scattered data as an estimate 
of the fringe contrast. The contrast is plotted as a function of interrogation time in Figure 
5.17b. Again, the contrast decays faster than predicted by the simulation, although it per­
sists much longer than for the larger condensates. An exponential fit of the form e~T' r 
yields a coherence time of r  =  0.30(5) s, a factor of 20 longer than for N  =  106 atoms.
Adding a spin-echo pulse to this interferometer allows us to estimate the true coher­
ence limit of our system in a regime where interaction-induced dephasing is minimal. 
Figure 5.18 plots the fraction of atoms measured in state |1) after a n /2  — n  — n /2  pulse 
sequence on N =  5 x 104 atoms as a function of interrogation time. Unexpectedly, this 
fraction drops below p =  0.5 after 100 ms — most of the atoms are observed in state |2) 
at T =  200 ms, which cannot be explained by the simple model given in the previous 
section. This suggests the presence of a systematic phase shift which is not linear in time 
and thus cannot be cancelled by the spin-echo pulse (see Section 2.2.1). A likely candi­
date for this is a deterministic drift in the magnetic bias field caused by heating of the 
Feshbach coils. The difference in phase accumulated before and after the spin-echo pulse 
is Sep =  (A2 — Ai)T/2, where Ai and A2 represent the average detuning during each half 
of the interrogation time. If A drifts at a constant rate v, then Sep =  i/T2/4 resulting in 
fringes whose spacing decreases with T. The solid line in Figure 5.18 is a fit of this form, 
including an exponential decay to account for decoherence. From the fit, we calculate a 
drift rate of approximately v =  2n  x 50 Hz/s, which at a bias field of 4G  requires a drift 
in magnetic field of roughly lOmG/s. This is consistent with the measured field drift 
caused by warming of the Feshbach coils (see Section 3.11). Assuming that the measured 
points represent lower bounds on the fringe contrast at a given interrogation time, the re­
duction in contrast can be described by an exponential decay e~T/T with a coherence time 
of r  =  1.0+0 3 s. This also demonstrates that the spin-echo technique (and more elabo-
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Figure 5.18: Fraction of atoms 
measured in state |1) after a 
n / 2  — n  — n / 2  pulse sequence 
with N  =  5 x 104 atoms. The 
population oscillates due to a 
systematic ph ase sh ift that is not 
linear in T and therefore cannot 
be cancelled by the spin-echo 
pulse, most likely due to a drift 
in the bias magnetic field chang­
ing the detuning during the in­
terrogation time. An exponen- 
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 tial fit to the envelope yields a 
In terro g a t ion tim e (m s) coherence time of r  =  1.0+°| s.
rate schemes such as the Carr-Purcell sequence of multiple n  pulses [300]) allows the 
measurement of phase shifts which vary nonlinearly with T whilst taking advantage of 
the longer coherence time afforded by the partial rephasing of the two-component order 
parameter.
We have seen that spatial dynamics driven by interparticle interactions are respon­
sible for a severe reduction in fringe contrast in a large number, in-trap Ramsey atom 
interferometer where the interferometric states exhibit immiscibility. However, the situ­
ation is drastically different if the states in question are miscible; in this situation, there is 
only minimal evolution of the spatial distributions due to low-level breathing-mode os­
cillations excited by the first n /2  pulse. Figure 5.19 shows the simulated fringe contrast 
for an N =  106 atom interferometer with v arious values of the interspecies scattering 
length «12- With a n  adjusted by only 10%, the fringe contrast does not drop below 90% 
over 100 ms; if the interspecies interactions are entirely removed there is virtually no de­
crease in contrast at all. This suggests that an interspecies Feshbach resonance could 
be exploited to obviate interaction-induced dephasing and prevent the consequent de­
crease in interferometric sensitivity. Such a resonance for the clock states is predicted to 
occur near 18 G [226, 301] but has not yet been observed experimentally. It is also not 
known whether this resonance is sufficiently strong to effect the necessary change in the 
interspecies scattering length, or wide enough to be accessible in an experiment. Further­
more, operating at higher magnetic field would tighten the stability requirement on field 
fluctuations [Equation (5.14)] due to the second-order Zeeman shift. Nonetheless, this 
possibility warrants further investigation.
Finally, we note that the analysis of fringe contrast presented here assumes that the 
detection process only provides the number of atoms in each state at the output of the 
interferometer. In principle, if the spatial distribution of the two states could be accurately 
measured, it would be possible to reconstruct the spatially dependent relative phase and 
measure high contrast Ramsey fringes in the atom density at each point in space. In 
practice, it is difficult to measure the spatial distributions accurately because of the line- 
of-sight integration inherent in absorption imaging; they may also be corrupted by inter- 
and intraspecies interactions during the expansion or by the Stem-Gerlach separation 
pulse. Nonetheless, this may be a viable technique for overcoming interaction-induced 
dephasing in certain geometries and with an appropriate detection system [239].
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Figure 5.19: The effect of inter­
species interactions on fringe 
contrast in an in-trap Ram­
sey interferometer with N =  
106 atoms, calculated from nu­
merical GP simulations. The 
solid lines correspond to scat­
tering lengths «12 where the 
two states are miscible; the 
dashed line shows the contrast 
for the background scattering 
length d\2 =  98.9 <?o at which 
the states are immiscible. A 
reduction in a\2 of only 10% 
is sufficient to maintain fringe 
contrast above 90% for 100 ms.
5.5 Summary and outlook
In this chapter, we have presented results from internal-state Ramsey interferometers 
utilising Bose-condensed atoms, both in free space and in a confining potential. Projection- 
noise-limited phase sensitivity was demonstrated in a free-space interferometer with
104 atom condensates and Raman beamsplitters. With larger condensates of up to 106 
atoms and single-photon microwave coupling, we were unable to reach the projection 
noise limit due to technical noise. Instead, we used this system to study the influence of 
atomic interactions on the Ramsey fringe contrast. The dominant source of decoherence 
was found to be spatial dynamics driven by the difference in interparticle interaction 
strengths, although simulations suggest that this effect could be mitigated by making the 
states miscible, for example using a Feshbach resonance. These dynamics also modify 
the nonlinearity responsible for squeezing [Equation (2.43)] [87, 239]. The question of 
whether this connection can be harnessed to improve the phase sensitivity of an interfer­
ometer deserves further investigation.
The mean-field shift, although an entirely deterministic effect, can affect both the ac­
curacy and precision of interferometric measurements in a real system due to uncertain­
ties in atom number. This is a significant impediment to the use of confined Bose-Einstein 
condensates in precision atom interferometry. However, the high densities of in-trap 
samples facilitates the generation of nonclassical states via the nonlinear interaction. This 
is intriguing from a fundamental viewpoint for studying phenomena such as entangle­
ment. Squeezed states prepared in-trap could also be used to enhance the sensitivity of a 
free space interferometer, such as that considered in the next section.
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Chapter 6
Gravimetry with a Bose-Einstein 
condensate
The work presented in this chapter has been published in:
• /, E. Debs, P. A. Altin, T. H. Barter, D. Doring, G. McDonald, N. P. Robins, J. D. Close 
and R. P. Anderson. "Cold-atom gravimetry with a Bose-Einstein condensate," Phys. Rev. 
A 84, 033610 (2011).
In the preceding chapter, we examined the role of interactions in an internal-state 
Ramsey atom interferometer. Such systems have already had a prodigious impact on 
society, with atomic clocks based on the Ramsey principle providing a worldwide time 
and frequency standard and enabling technologies such as the Global Positioning Sys­
tem (GPS). Although these will likely be superseded in the near future by optical lat­
tice clocks, which may not exploit interferometric techniques [90], atom interferometers 
still hold great promise for probing the external world through precise measurements 
of accelerations [16, 19, 20, 94], rotations [4, 17, 18, 302], gravity gradients [21, 22] and 
fundamental physical constants such as the gravitational constant G [9, 10] and the fine 
structure constant a. [11,12, 303, 304, 305, 306, 307],
To probe an external field, the two interferometer states must be somehow distinct 
with respect to this field, so that they sample it differently and acquire a relative phase. 
To measure an inertial quantity such as an acceleration or rotation, this involves coupling 
external momentum states of the atoms rather than their internal states. The interfer­
ometer is then more analogous to a typical optical interferometer, where the two arms 
are separated by beamsplitters, redirected using mirrors or waveguides and finally re­
combined at an output beamsplitter. Here, the atom-light interaction again serves as a 
convenient tool: photons carry a momentum proportional to their frequency, p =  Tik 
where |k | =  to/ c  is the wavenumber. When a photon is absorbed by an atom, this mo­
mentum is transferred to the atomic motion, giving it a kick in the propagation direction 
of the light. For electromagnetic radiation in the optical region to ~  1015 rad/s, this mo­
mentum corresponds to a macroscopic velocity for rubidium atoms, of approximately 
v ~  h k /m  ~  1 cm/s (this is exactly what prevents the attainment of BEC using purely 
optical cooling). Unfortunately, excited states which can be reached by optical transitions 
in an alkali atom typically have lifetimes on the order of 10 ns, prohibiting coherent inter- 
ferometry over a useful interrogation time. On the other hand, microwave photons can 
be used to couple stable internal states as we saw in Chapter 5, but these carry negligible 
momentum (corresponding to ~  0.1 ;/m/s). However, it is also possible to couple the 
long-lived ground states of an alkali atom using a two-photon transition (Section 2.1.5),
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either within a single internal state (a 'Bragg' transition), or between two Zeeman or hy- 
perfine states (a 'Raman' transition). The effect of spontaneous emission from the excited 
state can then be made negligible by choosing a sufficiently large single-photon detuning, 
and a momentum of between 0 and 2hk  can be transferred to the atom depending on the 
propagation directions of the two laser beams. This process can therefore be used to con­
struct beamsplitters or mirrors for external atomic states, and thus atom interferometers 
in which the input wavepacket is split, reflected and then recombined.
In this chapter, we present results from an external-state atom interferometer de­
signed to measure the magnitude of the gravitational acceleration g. The interferometer 
uses 87Rb Bose-Einstein condensates released from an optical trap and subjected to beam­
splitter and mirror pulses which drive two-photon Bragg transitions between vertical 
momentum states in the freely falling frame. We also investigate using large-momentum- 
transfer (LMT) beamsplitters composed of higher-order Bragg transitions and Bloch os­
cillations to increase the accumulated phase and thus the sensitivity of the interferometer. 
Finally, we examine the role of interatomic interactions in this system, and propose meth­
ods for increasing the sensitivity and reducing decoherence.
6.1 An atomic Mach-Zehnder gravimeter
The simplest interferometer configuration that affords sensitivity to the gravitational ac­
celeration places a single 'mirror' pulse between two n /2  beamsplitters, to redirect the 
separating arms so that they overlap and interfere at the final pulse. The geometry is anal­
ogous to an optical Mach-Zehnder interferometer, as shown in Figure 6.1. Two vertical 
counter-propagating laser beams with wavevectors k i and k2 illuminate a Bose-Einstein 
condensate falling freely under gravity. At each pulse, the atoms may undergo a Bragg 
transition by absorbing a photon from one beam and emitting into the other, acquiring 
momentum h(k\ +  k2) ~  2hk, where k =  2 n /A  ~  k i ,k 2 is the average wavenumber. 
The beamsplitters thus couple vertical momentum states \po) and \po +  2tik) separated 
by two photon recoils. The kinetic energy picked up by an atom absorbing or emitting a 
photon of momentum p =  hk is known as the recoil energy:
h2k2
Er =  — . (6 .1)
2m
Conservation of momentum and energy between the atom and the light fields sets the 
frequency difference Sb =  coi — u>2 corresponding to the Bragg resonance:
SB =  —  =  4cvr , (6 .2)
m
where cor =  Er/h  is the recoil frequency.
In this work, we choose to use Bragg transitions instead of Raman transitions to cou­
ple the two momentum states for technical reasons: it is easier to generate two phase- 
locked beams separated by kHz than by the hyper fine splitting of several GHz. Fluctu­
ations in the path length difference Ax then correspond to a smaller phase shift A(p =  
(ki — 2^) Ax, making the interferometer less susceptible to vibrational phase noise. A 
Bragg interferometer is also more robust against noise from differential Zeeman and light 
shifts, since the atoms in the two arms are in the same internal state and have almost the 
same detuning from the excited state. One advantage of using Raman transitions is that 
the momentum states become 'labelled' by the internal state of the atom, allowing them
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Figure 6.1: Mach-Zehnder gravimeter using Bragg transitions, (a) Two vertical counter- 
propagating laser beams with wavevectors k] and k2 illuminate a BEC falling freely under grav­
ity. (b) Classical atomic trajectories during the interferometer sequence. The beamsplitters couple 
vertical momentum states separated by two-photon recoils in the falling frame: |1) =  |po) and 
12) =  | po + 2 hk). The grey dashed lines indicate the trajectories in the absence of gravity, for 
which there is no accumulated phase difference between the two arms.
to be easily distinguished in absorption of fluorescence detection. In this work, we rely 
on the narrow momentum spread of the source condensate to enable spatial separation 
of the output states, which we detect by absorption imaging.
Other schemes for measuring gravity with ultracold atomic samples have been demon­
strated recently, including the suspension of atoms using multiple Bragg pulses [308,309] 
and Bloch oscillations in a vertical optical lattice [310]. These have the advantage that the 
atoms only move a short distance during the interrogation time, making such devices 
potentially more compact.
6 .1.1 Interferometer phase shift
The classical atomic trajectories during a Mach-Zehnder interferometer sequence are il­
lustrated in the space-time diagram of Figure 6.1b. Between the beamsplitters, the atoms 
in both arms of the interferometer are in the same internal state and evolve freely, ac­
quiring no relative phase (this can be shown rigorously using the Feynman path-integral 
approach — see Refs. [3, 19]). At each coupling pulse, however, the phase of the light 
field is imprinted onto the atomic state as demonstrated in Section 2.1. The state at the 
output of the interferometer can be found by apply ing the unitary operators (2 .11) to an 
initial state Y  =  |1) =  |po):
y- £W2f t A/2Y= f_e" COSrP(ft' 2#2 + ft,)]') ' <“ >V e sin [|(</>1 -  2<p2 +  fo ) ]  J
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where (pi denotes the phase of the light field at the zth pulse. The fraction of atoms mea­
sured in state |2 ) =  \po +  2hk) is thus
(6.4)
For a two-photon transition, the phase imprinted onto the atomic state is the differ­
ence between the phase of the two light fields (see Section 2.1.5). For constant laser 
frequencies, this phase difference evolves linearly with time in the laboratory frame as 
cp(t) =  {co\ — <x>2 )t, therefore cp(0) — 2(p(T) +  (p{2T) =  0.f Now consider an atom falling 
under gravity with constant acceleration g. In the atomic frame, the laser frequencies 
are Doppler-shifted according to a?,• —> co, +  k, • g. The phase difference then evolves as 
(p(t) =  (co\ — u>2)t +  j ( k i  — k2) • gt2, and the total phase shift during the interferometer 
sequence is therefore
where kea =  k\ +  k2 — 2k, with k =  2 n /A , when the difference frequency is small 
compared with the transition frequency. In this case, the phase shift is proportional to the 
space-time area A ~  keffT2 enclosed by the interferometer arms. Note also that Equation 
(6 .6) does not depend on the initial momentum of the atom. This allows atoms with a 
range of velocities to interfere coherently and contribute to the signal.
In deriving Equation (6.5), we have implicitly assumed that the lasers are temporally 
coherent over the timescale 2 T, such that no extra phase shifts arise other than that due 
to the atoms' motion. Since the (pi represent the phase difference between the two beams, 
it is only this relative phase that must be kept stable. In our setup, the two beams are 
derived from the same diode laser, and the difference frequency is set by two arbitrary 
waveform generators which are phase-locked with a linewidth of less than 1 Hz. The two 
beams are thus temporally coherent over more than a second, which is much longer than 
the interrogation time of our interferometer. However, as the beams counter-propagate 
they must travel along different paths before reaching the atoms, and vibrations of op­
tical elements or fluctuations in the refractive index of the air (e.g. due to temperature 
variations) can introduce additional phase noise. This will be discussed further in the 
next section.
The total Doppler shift during the interferometer Aa; =  4kgT  may be very large com­
pared with the two-photon Rabi frequency; typically Q eff ~  10 kHz, while Ao; >  1 MHz 
for T =  4 ms. Thus if the difference frequency is chosen to be on resonance for the first 
coupling pulse, it will not be resonant for the others. To remedy this, the frequency of 
one of the beams is swept linearly at a rate a. to compensate for the Doppler shift. The 
interferometer phase shift then becomes
and interference fringes can be recorded by varying ix. The magnitude of g can be de­
termined by finding the sweep rate a o =  k g /  n  that gives zero phase shift for all T . For 
rubidium, this value is roughly a.Q — 25.1 MHz/s.
A(p =  (pi -  2(p2 +  (p3 =  ( k i  -  k 2 )  • g T 2 .
For counter-propagating laser beams oriented parallel to g, this reduces to
A(p =  k e ( f g T 2 , (6.6)
(6.5)
A(p =  (keffg -  2noc) T2 , (6.7)
+As we have seen previously, adding a n  pulse in the middle of a Ramsey interferometer removes sensi­
tivity to phase shifts which accumulate linearly with time —  see Sections 2.2.1 and 5.4.2.
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Although here we have assumed that the atoms fall freely under gravity, this arrange­
ment can be used to measure the projection of any acceleration a along the direction of the 
momentum transfer, keff • a. If the atoms have a component of velocity that is not parallel 
to k eff, so that the classical trajectories enclose a physical area, then the interferometer is 
additionally sensitive to rotations through the Coriolis acceleration 2 0  x v [3].
6 .1.2 Exp erim ental setup
Our apparatus for creating 87Rb Bose-Einstein condensates in a crossed optical dipole 
trap was described in detail in Chapter 3. These form the source for our atomic gravime­
ter. Following the final evaporation in the optical trap, the dipole laser is suddenly ex­
tinguished, and the atom cloud allowed to expand and fall freely under gravity. As it ex­
pands, mean-field interaction energy is converted to kinetic energy in the falling frame, 
increasing the momentum spread of the cloud. Once this energy transfer has subsided 
(see Section 6.4), the cloud is subjected to a sequence of light pulses which form the inter­
ferometer beamsplitters and mirrors. The atoms are then allowed to evolve freely long 
enough for the two momentum states of interest to separate spatially, before being probed 
by absorption imaging.
To drive two-photon Bragg transitions, it is necessary to illuminate the atoms with 
two counter-propagating laser beams which have a stable but adjustable frequency dif­
ference. This is achieved using the optical setup depicted in Figure 6.2a. Light from 
an amplified external cavity diode laser detuned by 1 — 100 GHz from the F =  1 —> F' 
transition is split on a polarising beamsplitter, and passed through two AOMs driven 
at approximately 80 MHz. The rf signals are obtained from two phase-locked arbitrary 
waveform generators (Agilent 33250A), with the frequencies set by external control volt­
ages, and the outputs passed through voltage-variable attenuators (Mini-Circuits ZX73-
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Figure 6.2: (a) Optical setup for the Bragg laser. The two frequencies are generated using single­
passed AOMs driven by phase-locked arbitrary waveform generators, and are coupled into a 
single optical fibre with orthogonal polarisation. This beam is then retroreflected through the 
glass cell. A quarter wave plate is used to rotate the polarisations to ensure that each frequency 
component does not interfere with itself, (b) Power spectral density of the beat signal between the 
two Bragg beams after the fibre. This measurement reveals phase noise due to the fibre birefrin­
gence and vibration of optical elements not common to both paths, but does not include phase 
fluctuations after the first pass through the cell (e.g. due to vibrations of the retroreflection mirror).
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2500) to enable arbitrary shaping of the pulse amplitudes.1 The first diffraction orders 
from the AOMs are recombined on a second polarising beamsplitter and coupled into a 
single-mode polarisation-maintaining optical fibre. This configuration ensures that the 
majority of the optical path is common to both beams, minimising differential phase fluc­
tuations between the two frequencies. The entire optical setup is mounted on a small 
aluminium breadboard resting on sorbothane pads to isolate it from vibrational noise. 
A measurement of the beat signal between the two Bragg frequencies after the fibre is 
shown in Figure 6.2b: the 3 dB width of the peak is 0.1 Hz.
The fibre output, containing up to 40 mW of light at each Bragg frequency with or­
thogonal polarisation, is collimated to a 1 / e  diameter of 3 mm, passed vertically down 
through the glass cell and retroreflected upwards. A quarter wave plate placed before 
the retroreflection mirror rotates the polarisation vectors of the returning light by 90°. 
This causes each frequency to interfere only with the other in the overlap region, and not 
with itself. At the location of the cloud, there are thus two travelling waves: one from 
k\ propagating downwards and k2 propagating upwards, and one from k2 propagating 
downwards and k\ propagating upwards. For a cloud stationary in the lab frame, both 
of these pairs would drive Bragg transitions when the frequency difference is chosen to 
be on two-photon resonance. However, for a falling cloud this symmetry is broken by 
the Doppler shift: if the two-photon resonance condition is fulfilled (in the atom frame) 
for one pair of counter-propagating beams, then the other pair will be off-resonance by 
A =  (k2 — k i ) - v, where v  is the velocity of the cloud in the lab frame. For a cloud falling 
from rest under gravity, this becomes A/27T ~  2v/A =  2gt/A , so that after 1ms the 
two-photon detuning will be > 25 kHz, already several times larger than the two-photon 
recoil energy and the typical energy width of the cloud. Thus, by choosing k\ and k2 to 
compensate the Doppler shift for only one pair of counter-propagating beams, we can 
determine which pair drives Bragg transitions and therefore the direction in which the 
momentum kick is given. In our system, we choose to have an upward kick to make max­
imum use of the limited fall distance in the glass cell. Even so, the free evolution required 
before and after the interferometer (to reduce the mean-field interaction and to separate 
the output states for imaging) restricts our interrogation times to T <  5 ms. The split­
ting ratio at the first polarising beamsplitter is set to compensate for loss through the cell 
and the retroreflection optics, making the power in the two chosen beams approximately 
equal.
6.1.3 R esu lts 
n /2  and n  pulses
To avoid populating momentum states other than \po +  2hk), the coupling pulses must 
have a Fourier width that is narrow compared with the Bragg frequency 6b- If not, the 
\po) state may also be coupled to the \po — 2hk) state, which is at a frequency difference 
of — 6b in the atom frame, and atoms transferred to the \po +  2hk) state may undergo a 
transition to the \po +  4hk) state, at a frequency difference of 36 b - These other possible 
transitions are illustrated on the dispersion curve in Figure 6.3a. Additionally, the initial 
state may be coupled directly to the \po +  4hk) state via a four-photon process in which 
each pair has a frequency difference of 26b (although, being a higher-order process, its
*In some later experiments not presented in this chapter, this setup was replaced with a two-channel 
direct digital synthesiser, programmed using a Lab VIEW interface developed by R. P. Anderson. This had 
some advantages over the arbitrary waveform generators, including a faster update rate and more memory, 
but did not affect the performance of the gravimeter.
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Figure 6.3: Atom diffraction in the Raman-Nath and Bragg regimes, (a) Dispersion curve show­
ing the available momentum states and their frequency separation. In addition to the Bragg pro­
cess coupling |po) —» 1^ 0 + 2hk), short pulses with broad frequency widths may transfer atoms 
into other momentum states via two-photon (solid arrows) or multi-photon (dashed arrows) pro­
cesses. (b) Raman-Nath diffraction of atoms by a short (10 fis) pulse, showing population of more 
than 10 momentum states, (c) Bragg diffraction of atoms by a long (300 fis) pulse. The frequency 
width of this pulse is narrower than that of the cloud itself, so the pulse is only resonant with the 
central momentum component and transfers a slice of the cloud to the \ po +  2hk) state.
amplitude is suppressed compared with the two-photon processes). In the limit that the 
Fourier width of the coupling pulse is much larger than Sb, many such processes con­
tribute to the overall dynamics, and the population after a time t is spread amongst the 
2nhk states according to Pinhk =  where /„ represent Bessel functions of the first
kind [311]. This is known as the Raman-Nath regime, and the scattering of atoms into 
higher momentum states is analogous to the diffraction of light in the normal or 'thin- 
grating' regime. Figure 6.3b shows a BEC subjected to a 10 fis pulse resonant with the 
|po) —*■ \po +  2hk) transition, experiencing diffraction in the Raman-Nath regime. Due to 
the large population distributed among many momentum states, a pulse in this regime 
is not ideal as a beamsplitter for interferometry (although atom interferometers based on 
Raman-Nath diffraction have been demonstrated; see Ref. [312]). Using Raman transi­
tions to change the internal state of the atom obviates this complication, since transitions 
to other momentum states are then many GHz off-resonance, however Raman interfer­
ometers are more susceptible to other noise sources, as discussed above.
The optimal pulse width is also affected by the momentum distribution of the cloud 
itself. Although we label the initial state as \po), the cloud in fact has a spread of mo­
menta Ap due to its finite spatial extent and the mean-field driven expansion from the 
optical trap. This causes a Doppler shift kA p/m  of the transition frequency across the 
cloud, so that different momentum components experience different effective detunings 
from two-photon resonance. Thus, a long pulse with narrow frequency width cannot be 
simultaneously resonant with the entire cloud, and will only fully couple one momentum 
component. This fact can be used to select only a particular velocity class for the interfer­
ometer, or to perform Bragg spectroscopy to measure the momentum distribution of the 
cloud [120], as we will see in Section 6.4. In the extreme limit where the pulse width is 
very narrow compared with the momentum width of the cloud, the pulse couples only 
a 'slice' of atoms near po, leaving the rest of the cloud unaffected. An example of this is
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Figure 6.4: Bragg n /2  (beam­
splitter) and n  (mirror) pulses 
applied to a falling conden­
sate. The m axim um  transfer ef­
ficiency from |po) to \po +  2hk) 
is 94%, limited by loss to other 
m om entum  states and inhomo- I 
geneous coupling due to the fi­
nite m omentum spread of the 
cloud. 0  7 r /2  7T
shown in the time-of-flight image in Figure 6.3c.
The frequency width chosen for beamsplitter pulses is therefore a trade-off: it must 
be narrow enough to achieve a two-level system, but broad enough to address the entire 
cloud. This requirement imposes limits on the pulse duration r:
^  «  -  <  5b ■ (6.8)
m  t
In practice, both inequalities are rarely strongly satisfied, so the pulses are neither in the 
Raman-Nath nor in the Bragg regime, but in an intermediate quasi-Bragg regime. An 
analytic theory of atom diffraction in this regime can be found in Refs. [97,311].
For condensates with N =  105 atoms released from our optical trap, the momentum 
width after expansion is approximately 0.1 hk, corresponding to a frequency width of 
roughly 5kHz. The Bragg resonance frequency for the \po) —► \po +  2hk) transition in 
the atomic frame is Sg =  2n  x 15 kHz. We shape the pulse amplitudes to be Gaussian 
in time, as this profile minimises loss to unwanted momentum states and relaxes the 
requirement on pulse duration expressed in Equation (6 .8) [311]. We find empirically 
that pulse lengths of 40 — 75 ps, corresponding to Fourier widths of 13 — 25 kHz, give 
the highest efficiency transfer from |po) to \po +  2hk) with little loss to adjacent states. 
Figure 6.4 shows condensates of N =  105 atoms subjected to n /2  and n  pulses during 
free fall. The frequency difference between the lasers was set to the Bragg frequency 
6b in the falling frame. The pulses had a Gaussian envelope with rms width 40 ps and 
amplitude tuned to give the desired transition probability, and were applied 12 ms after 
release from the optical trap. The efficiency of the n  pulse is 94%. Evidence of detuning 
inhomogeneity across the cloud due to the finite frequency width of the pulse can be seen 
in the double-peaked structure of the atoms in state \po)-
Full interferometer
Fringes in the transition probability p =  N2 /N  after a full n /2  — n  — n /2  pulse se­
quence are shown in Figure 6.5, for interrogation times of T — 1 ms and T =  3 ms. The 
frequency difference between the Bragg beams was chirped as S(t) =  5g +  2n at  to can­
cel the Doppler shift in the atomic frame, and fringes recorded by scanning the sweep 
rate ct. The fringe period, determined by a sinusoidal fit to the data, is 982(9) kHz/s and 
109(4) kHz/s respectively, in reasonable agreement with the expected values of 1/T2.
When the applied frequency chirp exactly cancels the acceleration due to gravity, 
the interferometer phase shift [Equation (6.7)] is zero and the population transfer to the 
\po +  2hk) state is minimised. Other troughs of the fringe pattern correspond to values of 
<x which satisfy
(ke{fg — 2ntx) T2 =  2nn  (6.9)
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Figure 6.5: Fringes from a M ach-Zehnder gravim eter using 2hk Bragg beamsplitters and a Bose- 
condensed atom cloud, obtained by varying the rate at which the Bragg laser frequency difference 
was swept in time. Interrogation times of T =  1 ms and T =  3 ms are shown, as well as examples 
of absorption images of the output m om entum  states in time-of-flight.
for integer n. The central trough may be identified by scanning fringes at different inter­
rogation times; only a chirp which exactly cancels gravity will be a minimum for all T. 
The sweep rate at this point is related to the gravitational acceleration by 2mxo =  2kg, 
and the measurement sensitivity can be expressed as Ag  =  nAa.o/k. From the data for 
T =  3m s, we find ao =  25.086(1) MHz/s, which gives a value of g =  9.7839(5) m s-2  with 
a statistical uncertainty of Ag / g  =  5 x 10~5. With a measurement time of approximately 
30 minutes, this translates into a sensitivity of 2 x 10- 3/VH z, although since points near 
the top and bottom of a fringe convey less information about the accumulated phase, this 
could be improved by recording data only near mid-fringe.
From the data shown in Figure 6.5, it is evident that shot-to-shot phase fluctuations 
are considerably greater at the longer interrogation time, with a root-mean-square devi­
ation of 0.09 at T =  3 ms compared with 0.02 at T — 1 ms. The interferometer is most 
susceptible to phase fluctuations which have maximum variation between the coupling 
pulses, i.e. at frequencies around 1 / T. Phase noise tends to increase at low frequencies, 
so a longer interferometer would be expected to suffer more from phase fluctuations. 
The largely common optical path of the two Bragg beams prior to the first interaction 
with the atoms helps to suppress these fluctuations (see Figure 6.2). However, one beam 
must additionally propagate to the retroreflection mirror and back before interacting, and 
any fluctuations induced along this path will also affect the interferometer output. The 
retroreflection mirror and quarter wave plate are mounted on a multi-layer passive vi­
bration isolation platform to reduce vibrational and acoustic noise. It may be possible 
to further reduce these effects and improve the phase sensitivity of the interferometer 
by monitoring the motion of the platform using a conventional accelerometer and post- 
correcting the data, as described in Ref. [36].
As this was intended as a proof-of-principle experiment, care was not taken to elim­
inate systematic effects. In our system, the largest of these are uncertainties in the angle 
and wavelength of the Bragg beams. In the calculation above, we have implicitly as­
sumed that k g =  kg  cos 6 =  kg, which is not true unless the beams are precisely vertical 
(i9 =  0). Little effort was made to establish this, resulting in a possible misalignment of 
up to 6 =  3° (constrained geometrically by the holes in the quadrupole coils — see Fig­
ure 3.5) and a consequent relative error in g  of up to 10~3. In addition, the frequency of
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Figure 6.6: Comparison of gravimeter fringes for T =  3 ms using velocity-selected Bose- 
condensed and thermal atom sources. A higher fringe contrast is observed with the condensate, 
which m ay be a result of its lower transverse m om entum  width, making it less susceptible to the 
effects of wavefront aberrations.
the Bragg laser was known only to within approximately 100 GHz, giving a relative un­
certainty in A: of 3 x 10-4 . Indeed, we find systematic disagreement at the 10-3  level be­
tween our calculated value of g  and the measurement of Ref. [313], in which it was found 
that g =  9.795499189(29) ms-2  approximately 11 km from our lab and 150m higher in 
elevation. There is also the possibility of inhomogeneous magnetic fields producing a 
systematic shift in the acceleration experienced by the cloud. We are able to transfer the 
atoms to the magnetically insensitive \nip =  0) state using a Landau-Zener rf sweep as 
was done in Section 5.3, however we presently find this step unnecessary as we observe 
no effect on fringe contrast, the signal-to-noise ratio, or our determination of g.
The measured fringe contrast at T =  3 ms is (82 ±  6 )%, demonstrating that nearly all 
of the atoms coherently contribute to the interference. The contrast generally decreases 
for longer interrogation times — at our limit of T =  5 ms the contrast is around 50%, 
and phase noise washes out the interference signal. We have not yet established the 
cause of the contrast loss, but it is likely that wavefront aberrations in the Bragg laser 
beams are a contributing factor. Irregularities in the laser phase fronts cause the atoms to 
experience position-dependent phase shifts during the coupling pulses [39, 314], and as 
all trajectories are averaged over in detection, this leads to a reduction in fringe contrast.2
In support of this hypothesis, we present a comparison between fringes obtained us­
ing a BEC and a 100 nK (T/ Tc ~  1) thermal cloud as a source for the interferometer, under 
otherwise identical experimental conditions (Figure 6 .6). The thermal cloud is produced 
by terminating the magnetic trap evaporation earlier, loading fewer atoms into the opti­
cal trap and reducing the collision rate such that the final evaporation results in a phase- 
space density just below the critical value. To ensure that the momentum widths of the 
two sources are the same along the direction of keff, we apply a 300 fis velocity-selection 
pulse to transfer the central momentum component of the cloud to the | po +  6hk) state. 
This then becomes the initial state for the interferometer. The condensed source gives 
a significantly higher fringe contrast of (85 ±  11)%, compared with (58 ±  4)% for the
2It should be noted that the optical setup, including the alignment of the Bragg beam through the glass 
cell, was modified between the two fringe sets shown in Figure 6.5. It is to this that we attribute the counter­
intuitive result that the fringes obtained for T  =  3 ms have a slightly higher contrast than those at T =  1 ms. 
This is also suggestive that the fringe contrast is affected by technical details of the setup.
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thermal state. A 500 nK thermal state produces an even lower contrast of (50 ±  5)%. 
A one-dimensional truncated Wigner simulation of th is interferometer configuration for 
our experimental parameters was performed by G. R. Dennis, and predicts indistinguish­
able contrast for the thermal (97 ±  2)% and condensed (97 ±  3)% sources assuming ideal 
plane-wave beamsplitters. We conclude that the larger momentum spread of the ther­
mal source in the direction perpendicular to keff renders it more susceptible to wavefront 
aberrations. The thermal cloud has a transverse momentum spread that is a factor of 3 
greater than the condensate after expansion, and thus samples more of the transverse 
beam profile during its trajectory.
To estimate this effect, consider an atom with transverse velocity vr falling through 
phase fronts with radius of curvature R (Figure 6.7). In addition to the phase shift ex­
pressed in Equation (6.7), the atom acquires extra phases <% at each coupling pulse, 
leading to a total additional shift of
For a cloud with transverse momentum spread Apr, the fringe contrast will be signifi­
cantly reduced if this extra phase varies by A(pa\, ~  tc/2  across the cloud, which occurs
In an interferometer with T — 3 ms and a 100 nK thermal cloud, fringe contrast reduc­
tion should be observed for local wavefront aberrations in the Bragg beam of R ~  2 mm. 
Such aberrations could be caused by dust particles or scratches on the glass cell, through 
which the beam passes approximately 10 mm before reaching the cloud. For a conden­
sate, aberrations of this magnitude would cause a phase spread of only Acp^ ~  7r/20, 
with negligible effect on fringe contrast. This demonstrates that the narrow momen­
tum width of a Bose-Einstein condensate, both in the direction of k eff and transversely, 
is favourable for inertial atom interferometry. The effect of wavefront aberrations could 
also be lessened by increasing the propagation distance of the Bragg beam between the
fab =  # 1  -  2S(p2 +  S(f>3 = I~ V 2T2. (6 .10)
for
(6.11)
*  r
2T  cloud with a spread of transverse velocities, 
this causes a phase variation across the cloud, 
leading to a reduction in fringe contrast.
T  Figure 6.7: Transverse motion of the atoms 
during the interrogation time leads to an ad­
ditional phase shift if the beamsplitter wave­
fronts are not flat. Here, an atom with ra­
dial velocity vr experiences different phases 
6<pi at each pulse due to curvature of the Bragg 
laser beam characterised by radius R. For a
0
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Figure 6.8: Level diagram for a multi-photon 
Bragg transition between momentum states 
separated by 2nhk. The thick parabolic 
curves represent the free-particle dispersion 
curves for the ground and excited internal 
atomic states. When the frequency differ­
ence between the two Bragg beams is Sn, 
a 2n-photon transition can couple |po) and 
| po + 2nhk) via 2n — 1 virtual states. The ex­
cited state detunings A'm are large compared 
with those of the ground state Am. Pro­
vided the Am are small compared with the 
2n-photon Rabi frequency Qeff, the interme­
diate states are negligibly populated.
last optical element and the falling cloud [315], although this could affect the pointing 
stability of the beams.
6.2 Bragg LMT beamsplitters
From Equation (6 .6), it is evident that the most effective way to increase the accumulated 
phase and thus the sensitivity of an atomic gravimeter is to lengthen the interrogation 
time, since <I> scales with the square of T . However, since the atoms must be in free fall 
between the coupling pulses, the interrogation time is limited by the physical dimensions 
of the apparatus. The obvious alternative is to increase keff, the momentum imparted to 
the atoms at each pulse. One way to achieve this is to drive a multi-photon transition 
between |po) and \po +  2ntik). Such a transition can be regarded as a higher-order Raman 
process [316], involving n virtual excited states and n — 1 virtual ground states evenly 
spaced between the initial and final momentum states (Figure 6 .8). Alternatively, it may 
be thought of as Bragg diffraction of the atoms from the periodic potential created by the 
counter-propagating light fields, and entirely analogous to x-ray diffraction in a crystal.
Referring to Figure 6 .8 , conservation of momentum and energy between the atom and 
the absorbed and emitted photons requires
{2nhk.y
2m
=  nti5n . (6.12)
Comparing this with Equation (6.2), we can identify the generalised Bragg frequency for 
a 2 «-photon transition:
S„ =  nSB . (6.13)
The \po) and \po +  2nhk) states can thus be coupled simply by tuning the frequency dif­
ference between the Bragg beams to 5n in the falling frame. The effective Rabi frequency 
for this process is [311]
Q" 1
Oeff = ----------- -^------------- ~ , (6.14)
(8av) [(« — 1)!]
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Figure 6.9: Multi-photon 
Bragg transitions in a 
falling BEC. The fre­
quency width of the pulse 
is much narrower than the 
cloud, so only the central 
2hk momentum component is 
coupled. Note the absence 
0hk  of atoms in the interme­
diate states, in contrast to 
the case of Raman-Nath 
n ~  1 n =  2 n =  3 n — 4 diffraction (Figure 6.3b).
where Q is the two-photon Rabi frequency. The crucial difference between a multi­
photon Bragg coupling and that achieved by diffraction in the Raman-Nath regime is 
that population of the intermediate states is negligible if Oeff is small compared with 
the detunings Am — m(n — m)hSB, allowing the realisation of an approximate two-level 
system.
Figure 6.9 shows multi-photon Bragg transitions of up to eight photon recoils (n =  4) 
in a freely-falling BEC. The transitions were induced by a 350 ps Gaussian pulse with the 
frequency difference between the Bragg beams set to Sn in the falling frame. The pulse 
amplitude was chosen to give maximum transfer to the \po +  2 nhk) state, but was limited 
by the available power for n =  4. Significant elongation of the cloud in the horizontal 
direction is apparent after the higher-order transitions. This is likely a result of the dipole 
force from the inhomogeneous transverse profile of the Bragg laser beam ,3 which was 
blue-detuned from the one-photon resonance and thus formed a repulsive potential. It 
could be mitigated by using a larger beam to reduce the intensity gradient. The effect is 
exacerbated for larger n, as the intensity was increased in an effort to keep Qeff constant. 
In all cases, no discernible population arises in the intermediate states, demonstrating the 
utility of this technique for beamsplitting.
It can also be seen from Figure 6.9 that the vertical width of the slice removed from 
the condensate decreases for larger n, despite the duration of the coupling pulse remain­
ing constant. It has been demonstrated that higher-order multi-photon transitions can 
have spectral widths well below the Fourier transform linewidth in the case of velocity- 
insensitive transitions [317]. In the situation here, this effect can be understood by con­
sidering the dispersion relation E =  p2/2m , plotted in Figure 6 .8. Atoms with an initial 
momentum offset p, =  Sp are only coupled to a momentum of Pf — 2nhk +  dp, since the 
photon momentum is essentially fixed.4 The energy difference between these states is
2 _  2
AE = Pf2m ' = 2m i(2nhkf  + 4nhksP\ / (6-15)
which is detuned from the 2n-photon resonance ntiSn by A =  2nk Sp/m . Thus atoms with 
an initial momentum offset experience a greater detuning for a transition with larger n. 
This is a manifestation of the fact that the gradient of the dispersion curve increases with
3As noted in Section 2.1.5, this can also be considered as multi-photon transitions between transverse mo­
mentum states stimulated by the plane wave components of the light field which hav e non-vertical wavevec- 
tors.
4The frequency width of the pulse (~  3 kHz) is negligible compared with the frequency of a single
photon (~  380 THz).
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Figure 6.10: Large-momentum- 
transfer Bragg beamsplitting. 
(a) 7r/2  and n pulses for n =  3, 
separating the states by six pho­
ton recoils. The 7t pulse effi­
ciency is 85%. (b) rr/2 pulse 
for n =  5. Loss to interme­
diate states is apparent; those 
nearest the initial and final mo­
menta are populated most as 
these have the smallest detun­
ings Am (see Figure 6.8).
n, thus the detuning varies more strongly with momentum. The consequence is that a 
pulse of a given frequency width (or duration) addresses a narrower momentum slice of 
the cloud for a higher order transition. This makes it more difficult to satisfy an inequality 
like Equation (6 .8) and avoid Raman-Nath diffraction. For this reason, in all remaining 
experiments we apply a 300 ps  (~  3 kHz width) velocity-selection pulse b efore initiating 
the interferometer in order to isolate a momentum class sufficiently narrow to achieve 
high-efficiency coupling.
Figure 6.10 shows third- and fifth-order Bragg LMT beamsplitters (n /2  pulses) and 
a third-order Bragg reflection (n  pulse) applied to a velocity-selected cloud of Bose- 
condensed atoms in free fall. The maximum power available in the Bragg beams was 
insufficient to drive n  pulses for n >  3. The 6Tik n  pulse efficiency is 85%. Some loss 
to intermediate momentum states is evident, constituting approximately 5% of the total 
atom number for n =  3. In Figure 6.10b, it can be seen that the population of the interme­
diate states is greatest near the initial and final momentum states. From the dispersion 
curve in Figure 6 .8, this can be understood as a consequence of the detuning Am being 
largest for m =  n/'l.
Using these higher-order Bragg transitions, we can increase the phase accumulated in 
the Mach-Zehnder interferometer and thus improve our sensitivity to the gravitational 
acceleration. Interference fringes obtained using four- and six-photon transitions for dif­
ferent interrogation times are given in Figure 6.11. The fringe period is given by 1 /n T 2. 
In general, we find that the fringe contrast declines as n is increased, in addition to de­
creasing with longer T. This observation is consistent with our hypothesis that contrast 
reduction is due to wavefront aberrations in the Bragg beams. Employing higher-order 
transitions causes the two states to separate further along the vertical direction, increas­
ing the likelihood that they will experience different laser phase fronts at the reflection 
pulse; the phase imprinted at each pulse is also larger by a factor of n, increasing the 
additional shift (p^. The effect of the dipole force, seen in the horizontal elongation of the 
clouds in Figure 6.9, aggravates the problem by adding to the atoms' outward momen­
tum, spreading them further along the transverse profile of the light field. However, as 
the accumulated phase scales with T2, it is still advantageous to use longer interrogations 
times despite the loss in fringe contrast. The data shown for n =  3, T =  4 ms represent 
our best sensitivity — the relative uncertainty in the measured acceleration due to grav­
ity is Ag / g  =  1.7 x 10-5  after a measurement time of 16 minutes, corresponding to a 
sensitivity of 6 x 10-4 / vTlz.
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Figure 6.11: Gravimeter 
fringes using LMT Bragg 
beamsplitting to impart 
four (n =  2) or six (n =  3) 
photon recoils to the falling 
atoms. The observed fringe 
contrast decreases with 
both n and T. The fringes 
taken with n =  3, T =  4 ms 
give the highest sensitivity 
Ag /g  = 1.7 x 10-5  to the 
gravitational acceleration.
6.3 Bloch LMT beamsplitters
Although we have demonstrated that LMT beamsplitters based on higher-order Bragg 
diffraction can improve the sensitivity of our gravimeter, the method is not readily scal­
able to large n. This is because keeping the 2n-photon Rabi frequency [Equation (6.14)] 
constant demands that the two-photon Rabi frequency O be increased as roughly n2. 
Driving transitions with large n therefore requires very high laser power, and rapidly be­
comes a formidable technical challenge. Indeed, the largest Bragg splitting achieved in an 
atom interferometer to date is 24Tik, which required a total laser power of 6 W [35]. An al­
ternative is to use adiabatic acceleration via Bloch oscillations to increase the momentum 
separation of the two arms.
6.3.1 Bloch oscillations for accelerating atoms
The technique of Bloch acceleration is based on the coherent and adiabatic evolution of 
an atomic wavepacket in an optical lattice. If the atoms occupy bound states in the lattice 
potential, then momentum can be transferred coherently to the atoms by accelerating the 
lattice. The atoms, effectively pinned to individual lattice sites, follow the acceleration 
provided it is sufficiently slow to satisfy an adiabaticity criterion. Importantly, the lattice 
depth limits only the acceleration that the atoms can undergo and not their final velocity 
— thus the total momentum transferred in this process is not restricted by laser power.
We will give only a brief overview of Bloch oscillations here; the interested reader 
is directed to the rigorous theoretical treatment found in Refs. [37, 318, 319], Consider 
a stationary one-dimensional optical lattice created by the interference of two counter- 
propagating laser beams of wavelength A =  2 n /k .  Due to the light-shift [Equation 
(2.13)], this presents to the atoms a periodic potential
^ (z) =  - y  [1 +  cos(2£z)] , (6.16)
where the lattice depth Uq depends on the laser intensity and detuning from one-photon
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Figure 6.12: Band structure of 
the eigenenergies of an atom 
in an optical lattice. Accel­
erating the lattice causes the 
atom's quasimomentum to in­
crease with time. Atoms in the 
lowest band may pass adiabati- 
cally through the avoided cross­
ing at the Brillouin zone edge, 
remaining in the same band and 
undergoing Bloch oscillations, 
while atoms in a higher band 
transition diabatically between 
the bands and remain at rest in 
the falling frame. After Clade 
et al. [95].
resonance. This form of potential is well-known from solid-state physics, where it is 
used to describe the behaviour of electrons in a crystal. The energy spectrum of the 
system displays a band structure in the rest frame of the lattice, and the eigenstates are 
Bloch states \n,q) labelled by the band index n and quasimomentum q. The states |n,q) 
and their energies are periodic functions of the quasimomentum and thus q is usually 
only defined modulo 2hk, corresponding to the first Brillouin zone. This band structure, 
depicted in Figure 6.12 in the rest frame of the lattice, resembles an array of free particle 
(parabolic) dispersion curves separated by the reciprocal lattice vector 2hk. The gaps 
between bands at the centre and edges of the Brillouin zone can be viewed as avoided 
crossings arising from the resonant nth-order Bragg coupling between ± n hk  momentum 
states [37]. As this coupling becomes weaker for larger n, the size of the gap decreases 
for higher bands.
It is possible to load an atomic cloud into a single well-defined Bloch state | n,q) by 
ramping up the lattice strength slowly, to satisfy the adiabaticity criterion [320]
dU0 16 E2r
<
dt h
(6.17)
To load 87Rb atoms adiabatically into a lattice of depth iio — 10£r thus requires a ramp 
significantly longer than 25 ps. If the lattice is then accelerated (e.g. by changing the fre­
quency difference between the counter-propagating laser beams), the atoms experience a 
force in the frame of the lattice which causes their quasimomentum to increase with time. 
For a sufficiently gentle acceleration, the process remains adiabatic and the atoms follow 
through the avoided crossing at the edge of the Brillouin zone (Figure 6.12), remaining 
in the same band and undergoing a periodic motion known as Bloch oscillation. In the 
laboratory frame, this manifests as acceleration of the atoms with the lattice. The pro­
cess can also be understood as the redistribution of photons between the two laser beams 
by successive Bragg transitions, each imparting a momentum of 2hk [318]. Turning off 
the lattice, again satisfying Equation (6.17), transfers the atoms to the free-space momen­
tum state 2ntik, where n denotes the number of Bloch oscillations completed during the 
acceleration.
The efficiency of the acceleration can be calculated from the Landau-Zener transition 
probability at each avoided crossing. The probability for an atom to remain in the first 
band upon reaching the edge of the Brillouin zone is, in the perturbative limit Uq <  10Er,
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Figure 6.13: Bloch accelera­
tion of a Bose-Einstein con­
densate. The atoms are 
loaded into an optical lat­
tice, accelerated and then 
released. Each step must 
be done adiabatically to 
avoid loss to other momen­
tum states. With an acceler­
ation time of faccei =  1 ms, 
we are able to impart a mo­
mentum of 28hk to a con­
densate with > 70% total 
efficiency.
(6.18)
where v is the acceleration of the lattice; the total efficiency is then r/1v  By reducing 
v, this number can be made arbitrarily close to 1. In practice, the acceleration time is 
limited — for example, to incorporate into an interferometer the acceleration time must 
be considerably less than T. Nonetheless, efficiencies of rj\\ >  99.9% per photon recoil 
are achievable in typical experimental setups [321], Bloch oscillations hav e already been 
proven capable of coherently accelerating ultracold atomic clouds to more than lOOOhk in 
a few milliseconds [307], an acceleration of over 200g.
In our setup, we have accelerated samples of Bose-condensed atoms up to 30hk (in the 
falling frame) using Bloch oscillations, limited mainly by the field of view of the imaging 
system. The optical lattice, kept stationary in the freely-falling frame of the atoms, is first 
ramped up to Uo — 10Er over t[oad =  100 }is to adiabatically load the atoms into the first 
band. The frequency difference 5 between the two beams is then swept linearly from 
zero to 2uSb over a time faccei/ accelerating the lattice to a velocity of 2nhk/m . Finally, 
the lattice is turned off in a time fioad/ leaving the atoms in the \po +  2nhk) momentum 
state. Figure 6.13 gives two examples of clouds accelerated in this way. In the first, the 
acceleration time was faccei =  0.5 ms and the final velocity of the lattice 20hk/m . The 
average efficiency rjn is 92%, resulting in approximately 40% transfer to the final state. 
In the second image, the lattice was accelerated to 28h k / m over faccei =  1 ms, achieving 
individual efficiencies of around rj\\ =  97% and an overall transfer of >  70% to the target 
state. Elongation of the cloud in the horizontal direction is again apparent, and attributed 
to the transverse dipole force from the laser beams (cf. Figure 6.9).
6.3.2 State-selective acceleration and beamsplitting
Bloch oscillations alone cannot easily be used to effect efficient beamsplitting of an atomic 
state with large momentum separation. However, by combining Bloch acceleration with 
a Bragg n / 2 pulse, it is possible to build a large-momentum-transfer beamsplitter suit­
able for use in an interferometer [320]. The strategy relies on the decreasing size of the 
band gap at higher n, which makes the probability of an adiabatic transition lower in the 
higher bands. This allows the lattice depth and acceleration to be chosen such that atoms 
in the lowest band make adiabatic transitions at the avoided crossings and accelerate
> t
[318]
J 200/jni
o  +28 hk
O +20hk
Ip) 1P)
a^ccel — 0.5 ms a^ccel — 1 mS
7n  =  1 -  exp
n U l ' 
I6h2kv\
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Figure 6.14: A large-momentum- 
transfer beamsplitter utilising 
both Bragg coupling and Bloch 
acceleration. After an n =  2 
Bragg 7r/2  pulse, atoms in the 
| po +  4hk) state are loaded into 
an optical lattice and accelerated 
up to |po + 12hk) in faccei =  1 ms.
The original state \po) cannot adi- 
abatically follow the acceleration 
and remains at rest in the falling 
frame.
with the lattice, while atoms in a higher band (i.e. those not initially at rest in the lattice 
frame) are more likely to transition diabatically to the next, thus remaining unaccelerated 
(Figure 6.12).
Figure 6.14 shows the result of this compound beamsplitting operation applied to a 
velocity-selected cloud of Bose-condensed atoms in free fall. A second-order Bragg 7t / 2  
pulse first transfers half of the atoms to the | po +  4hk) state. An optical lattice of depth 
Uo ~  10Er is then ramped up over 100 ps, with the frequency difference between the 
counter-propagating beams chosen such that the | po +  4hk) state is nearly at rest in the 
lattice frame (q ~  —0.2hk). This state is therefore loaded into the lowest band, while 
the original |po) state is loaded into band 4.+ The lattice is then accelerated to a final 
velocity of 8 h k /m in 1 ms, before being extinguished in 100 ps. During the acceleration, 
atoms in the lowest band undergo four Bloch oscillations, increasing their momentum in 
the falling frame to \po +  12hk). The atoms loaded into band 4 do not oscillate, instead 
transiting to higher bands and thus remaining at rest in the falling frame. The total loss 
to intermediate states during this process is less than 10%.
The efficiency of the state-selective acceleration depends on having a large initial mo­
mentum splitting, such that one state experiences purely diabatic transitions at the band 
gaps while the other follows the acceleration adiabatically. It could therefore be improved 
by using a higher-order Bragg beamsplitter, or another Bloch acceleration, to separate 
the initial states further [37]. Alternatively, one could use a nonlinear frequency chirp, 
increasing the rate of acceleration — and with it the lattice depth — during tacce\ as the 
unaccelerated state moves to higher bands.
6.3.3 Interferometry with Bloch accelerations
The beamsplitting technique described above can be used to expand the area enclosed 
in our Mach-Zehnder gravimeter, and thus increase the accumulated phase. The idea is 
summarised in Figure 6.15a, which shows respectively the frequency difference and am­
plitude of the lattice beams, as well as the atomic space-time trajectories. The sequence 
is identical to that used in the earlier Bragg interferometers, except that periods of Bloch 
oscillation are added between the Bragg pulses to successively accelerate and decelerate 
each arm. Interference fringes for this configuration are given in Figure 6.15b, for an inter­
rogation time of T =  2.5 ms with n =  2 Bragg beamsplitters and 2hk of Bloch acceleration.
+We deliberately set q /  0 to avoid the degeneracy between bands 4 and 5 at Uq =  0 [320],
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Figure 6.15: A M ach-Zehnder gravimeter with Bloch LMT beamsplitters, (a) From top to bottom: 
frequency difference and amplitude of the lattice beams, and space-time trajectories of the atoms 
(not to scale). The frequency difference 8 is given in the falling frame; in practice, the frequency of 
one beam is modulated as shown, while the other is swept linearly at a ~  25.1 M H z/ s. (b) Fringes 
for 4hk Bragg beamsplitters with 2hk Bloch accelerations. The fringe contrast is 25%. (c) Time-of- 
flight absorption images showing the m om entum  separation of the two states during each stage 
of the interferometer. The seven images correspond to the result of terminating the interferometer 
sequence after each of the seven pulses.
The atoms are loaded into the lattice over fioaci =  150 //s with an initial quasimomentum 
of q =  —0.2hk, and accelerated over faccel =  150 fts. The average momentum of each arm 
during the interrogation time is 4.84hk in the falling frame, thus the effective order of 
the interferometer is neft =  2.46. The measured fringe period is (70 ±  5) kHz, in agree­
ment with the expected value of 1 / «effT2 =  65 kHz, and the fringe contrast is 25%. The 
measurement precision is Ag/g =  1.6 x 10~4.
Although this demonstrates that we can successfully increase the phase accumulated 
in the interferometer using Bloch accelerations, we find that the fringe contrast decreases 
rapidly with both the lattice depth and the number of Bloch oscillations inserted. In 
fact, even adiabatically loading and unloading a lattice during a Bragg interferometer 
without attempting any acceleration is observed to strongly affect the fringe contrast. The 
reduction depends on the lattice depth, suggesting that this effect is a result of differential 
light shifts [37], Since the accelerated atoms are trapped in the minima of the lattice 
potential, they experience a different light shift to the unaccelerated atoms which sample 
the full intensity profile, and thus accumulate a different phase. Ideally, because each 
arm spends an equal amount of time in a given lattice band, this effect should cancel 
over a full interferometer sequence. In reality, however, the inhomogeneous transverse 
profile of the light field makes the phase vary spatially, and the transverse expansion of 
the cloud due to its finite momentum width prevents this phase from cancelling between 
the two halves of the interferometer, leading to a reduction in contrast. Indeed, in the 
similar work of Refs. [95, 96], light shifts resulted in a complete suppression of fringes, 
and only by using symmetrised sequences of accelerations in opposite directions were 
the authors able to observe interference. We expect that the fringe contrast in our system 
could also be improved with a more intricate pulse sequence, or with a larger beam and 
higher laser power. There is also significant phase noise evident on the fringes in Figure 
6.15b, which is caused by temporal variations in the light shift due to intensity noise —
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this could be straightforwardly improved by actively stabilising the laser power.
6.4 The role of interactions
To date, most precision inertial measurements that have been performed with atom in­
terferometers have used cold thermal samples produced by laser cooling, in which in­
teractions between the atoms are negligible. In this section, we consider the effect of in­
teractions on the performance of a free-space interferometer using Bose-condensed sam­
ples, such as that presented in this chapter. The main contribution of interactions is in 
determining the momentum width of the expanded cloud, which, as we have seen, is 
important for efficient beamsplitting.
6.4.1 Interaction-induced phase diffusion
As we saw in Section 5.4, the mean-field interaction in a Bose-Einstein condensate can 
have a severe detrimental impact on the performance of an in-trap atom interferometer. 
However, in a free-space interferometer such as the gravimeter presented in this chapter, 
the atom density is significantly reduced by ballistic expansion. We can estimate the effect 
of residual mean-field interaction as follows. The average interaction energy per particle 
is given by [42]
eint =  !  (« ) ,  (6-19)
where (n) =  N -1 f  n2(r )d 3r is the average density. In the Thomas-Fermi limit, this 
evaluates to
£int =  T T  —  / ( 6 .2 ° )* 28 7T 1 1  Rj K
where R, is the Thomas-Fermi radius of the condensate in the z* direction as given by 
Equation (2.40). Once the confining potential is switched off, it can be shown that the 
atomic density distribution retains its parabolic profile with a simple rescaling of the 
radii with time as R ,(f) =  fc, (f)R, (0), where the scaling parameters satisfy [42]
-  r r h r  =  0 • (6-21)bibxbybz
The interaction energy of a particle in either state after the first n / 2 beamsplitter is thus5
<622)
Assuming a 50/50 splitting ratio, is identical for the two states, therefore there will be 
no extra phase difference accumulated during the interrogation time and no systematic 
shift due to the mean-field interaction. This is in contrast to the situation in Section 5.4, 
where the two states had different scattering lengths and thus different interaction ener­
gies. However, there will be an uncertainty in e;nt due to the uncertainty in the number 
of atoms in each state after the beamsplitter (see Section 2.2.2):
5In this step, we have assumed that the states separate immediately after the beamsplitter, and do not
experience the mean-field potential of the other arm. The calculation therefore overestimates the effect of
phase diffusion.
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Interrogat ion time (ms)
Figure 6.16: Interaction-induced 
phase diffusion in a BEC gravime- 
ter. The shaded region shows the 
diffusion-limited sensitivity for 
N =  106 and expansion times 
between 10 ms (upper edge) and 
50 ms (lower edge). The solid line 
is the projection noise limit, and the 
dashed line is indicative of current 
state-of-the-art precision, obtained 
for a 2hk momentum separation and 
T =  400 ms [322], The inset shows 
the diffusion-limited sensitivity for 
N =  107, T =  100 ms as a function 
of expansion time fy. Increasing to 
quickly reduces the effect of phase 
diffusion to below the projection 
noise limit.
This causes phase diffusion at a rate d(S(pint) /d t  =  deint/h ,  leading to an overall phase 
uncertainty at the end of the interferometer of
. 15g\/N  f to+ZT T-r 1
~ 112*0 n,-r,- l  i ?  W ) ' ( ’
where to is the time of the first beamsplitter pulse and T the interrogation time.
We can use Equation (6.24) to calculate the phase-diffusion-limited sensitivity of our 
highest-precision gravimeter configuration: a third-order Bragg interferometer with N  ~
105 atoms and T =  4 ms (Section 6.2). Numerically integrating Equations (6.21) from 
to =  12 ms gives S(pmt =  1 x 10~4 rad, which is a factor of 30 below the projection noise 
limit. This phase uncertainty would limit our sensitivity to the gravitational acceleration 
to A g /g  =  Scpint/keffgT2 =  5 x 10-8 , more than two orders of magnitude below our 
current sensitivity.
This simple model demonstrates that a short period of ballistic expansion is sufficient 
to render interaction-induced phase diffusion negligible in our BEC-based gravimeter. 
Figure 6.16 projects this estimate towards state-of-the-art devices, showing the diffusion- 
limited sensitivity calculated from Equation (6.24) as a function of interrogation time for a 
2hk gravimeter. We assume a N — 106 atom condensate released from a trap with coZ/P =  
2n  x {30 ,60 } Hz. The shaded region represents the phase diffusion limit for expansion 
times between to — 10 ms (upper edge) and to =  50 ms (lower edge). The diffusion- 
limited sensitivity is well below the projection noise limit (solid line), and quickly drops 
below the current state-of-the-art (dashed line) as T is increased. Increasing the expansion 
time also rapidly decreases the diffusion-limited sensitivity: to can always be increased 
to reduce the effect of interactions to below the projection noise limit, as shown in the 
inset.
A more rigorous theoretical investigation of mean-field effects in a free-space inter­
ferometer has recently been published [323], and also concluded that atomic interactions 
do not preclude high precision measurements with BEC interferometry.
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6.4.2 Phase diffusion during Bloch oscillations
During a Bloch acceleration, interaction-induced phase diffusion can be enhanced be­
cause the atomic density  distribution is modulated by the periodic lattice potential [Equa­
tion (6.16)]. The magnitude of this effect may be estimated as follows. We assume that 
the density distribution prior to the acceleration varies slowly compared with the lattice 
wavelength n /k ,  so that over a single lattice site the initial density is approximately con­
stant; =  k N i/n ,  where N/ is the number of atoms within one period of the standing 
wave. The Thomas-Fermi radius of our condensates after 10 ms of expansion is roughly 
20 }im, while the lattice period is A/2 ~  0.4 ftm, so this is a reasonable approximation. 
If the lattice is ramped up adiabatically, the atoms will be transferred into the ground 
state of the lattice potential. In the tight binding limit Uo 3> Er, the atoms can be 
treated as trapped in a single well, and the potential can be approximated as harmonic 
U(z) ~  U()k2z2.f  The density distribution during the Bloch acceleration is therefore
The diffusion rate during the acceleration is increased by a factor of £ f / e ,  due to the 
altered atomic density distribution. For a lattice depth of ~  10Er, as in this work, this 
factor is £ f / e j  ~  2. As the duration of a Bloch acceleration is typically much shorter than 
the interrogation time, this effect contributes little to the overall phase uncertainty in a 
free-fall interferometer. In particular, incorporating Bloch accelerations will evidently 
not increase interaction-induced phase diffusion to above the projection noise limit (cf. 
Figure 6.16).
6.4.3 Momentum width
The experimental work presented in this chapter motivated a detailed theoretical study 
of the influence of source momentum width on the efficiency of Bragg mirrors and beam­
splitters, and thus on the sensitivity of a Bragg atom interferometer. This analysis is 
published in Ref. [97], Its major conclusions are that the source momentum width fun­
damentally limits the efficiency of a Bragg coupling pulse, and that, for reasonable con­
straints on experimental parameters, narrowing the momentum width can significantly 
improve interferometer performance. This fits with the simple model given in Section 
6.1.3, where it was argued that the coupling pulses must be short enough to couple the 
entire cloud, but long enough to avoid loss to other states via Raman-Nath diffraction. 
If the cloud itself has a narrow momentum width, there is more scope to satisfy these 
conditions [see Equation (6 .8)].
The momentum width of an expanded Bose-Einstein condensate is largely deter­
mined by interatomic interactions. In trap, the momentum distribution is the narrowest 
permitted by the Heisenberg uncertainty principle [120]; for a typical condensate size
(6.25)
The ratio of interaction energies with and without the lattice potential is
1/2
(6.26)
fFor convenience, we have shifted the phase of the standing wave by n  relative to Equation (6.16); this 
does not affect the calculation of the interaction energy.
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Figure 6.17: Vertical momentum 
width of a condensate as a function 
of expansion time. The solid lines 
are from a numerical simulation of 
the Gross-Pitaevskii equation for 
our experimental parameters. The 
data points are from experimental 
determinations of the momentum 
distribution obtained by measuring 
the fraction of atoms transferred to
o 2 4 6 8 10 1 2 14 16 18 20 the |po + 2 ft*) state b y  a 1 0 0 fis Bragg 
_  , . pulse as a function of the difference
Expansion time (ms) frequency, as shown in the inset.
of r ~  10 pm , this gives a momentum width on the order of 0.01 — 0.1 ft/c. The energy 
associated with the interparticle interactions is given by [42]
Eint =  | J n z( r )d r ,  (6.27)
where n (r) =  |Y(r)|2 is the condensate density. We assume that the scattering length is 
positive, corresponding to repulsive interactions, such that g  >  0. When released from 
the trap, the repulsion is no longer balanced by a confining potential and drives the atoms 
apart, making the condensate expand rapidly and converting the interaction energy into 
kinetic energy of motion — thus broadening the cloud's momentum distribution. This 
process occurs on a timescale of a few trap oscillation periods [324]. As the condensate 
becomes more dilute, —> 0 and the momentum width ceases to grow; the expansion 
then proceeds at constant velocity.
Figure 6.17 shows the simulated momentum width Apz of a 87Rb condensate with 
N =  7 x 104 atoms as a function of time after being released from our crossed dipole 
trap. The momentum width in trap is only 0.04hk, but the interaction-driven expansion 
accelerates the atoms and increases the momentum width to 0.15hk over approximately 
10 ms. For comparison, the momentum width of a thermal cloud at T =  1 pK  is A p ~  hk. 
We have also measured the momentum distribution of the cloud in the vertical direction 
using Bragg spectroscopy as shown in the inset. These data were taken after 12 ms of 
expansion, which is when we typically initiate an interferometer sequence — here the 
momentum width is within 1% of its asymptotic value.
Since the interaction energy is largely responsible for the momentum width of an ex­
panded condensate, we may expect that decreasing the scattering length will reduce A p. 
While this is true, the effect is not linear as a glance at Equation (6.27) might suggest, since 
the in-trap density distribution also shrinks as a is decreased. In the Thomas-Fermi limit, 
f n 2(r)d r  ~  a 3 5^, thus Eint ~  «2/5. The asymptotic momentum width of a condensate 
after expansion should therefore scale as Ap ~  a1/5 for large a, and as a —> 0 it should 
approach that of the harmonic oscillator ground state, Apho =  y/mtiL0 ^ o / 2  ~  0.06hk for 
our trap parameters. This behaviour is verified by the numerical simulations shown in 
Figure 6.18.
If one can control the interparticle interactions in the source condensate (for example, 
using a Feshbach resonance), then it is clearly possible to create a state with very narrow 
momentum width in free space. Such a state would be ideal as the input for a velocity- 
sensitive interferometer, particularly one which uses Bragg LMT beamsplitters. In fact,
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Figure 6.18: Numerical simulations of condensate expansion using the Gross-Pitaevskii equation. 
The simulation parameters are N =  105, 0Jz,p =  2n x {30,60} Hz. (a) Momentum width as a 
function of expansion time for different scattering lengths, (b) Asymptotic momentum width 
Apz(£ —+ oo) as a function of scattering length. In the Thomas-Fermi limit, the asymptotic width 
scales as al/5 (solid line), and as a —> 0 it approaches the width of the trap ground state, Apho = 
\/mhcv^0/2  (dashed line).
tuning the scattering length can even allow a free-space momentum width below the 
ground state uncertainty Apho. This is possible because in trap, a condensate with a >  0 
is larger than the trap ground state, and thus its momentum uncertainty is lower (this was 
first shown experimentally by Stenger et al. [120]).6 If released normally, the interaction 
energy would quickly expand the momentum width beyond that of the ground state, as 
shown in Figure 6.18. However, if the interactions are tuned to zero as the trap is released, 
the interaction energy vanishes and the momentum distribution remains constant during 
the expansion, giving a momentum width in free space equal to that in the trap, and 
below that of the ground state. This is confirmed by the numerical simulation presented 
in Figure 6.19, which shows the momentum width of a condensate with a =  1000«o as 
a function of time after being released from the trap, with the scattering length set to 
zero during expansion. The final momentum width in this case is 0.02hk, a factor of 3 
below the ground state momentum uncertainty. This technique was first demonstrated 
by Kraemer et a l ,  who measured release energies in cesium condensates as low as kg x 
50 pK, corresponding also to Ap ~  0.02hk [325].
In practice, implementing this scheme in a free-space interferometer would be tech­
nically challenging: it requires not only a Bose-Einstein condensate with tunable inter­
actions, but also an extremely homogeneous and stable magnetic field along the entire 
length of the atomic trajectories, which may be up to 1 m for long interrogation times. 
One simpler alternative to reduce the momentum width is to adiabatically relax the trap­
ping potential prior to release [326]. In the Thomas-Fermi limit, E[nt <x a ^ 5, thus the 
asymptotic momentum width would scale as cv^ 05. In our current setup, the optical trap 
cannot be relaxed further without the atoms spilling out, but it would be possible to ap­
ply a levitating magnetic field gradient to temporarily counteract gravity and thus allow 
the confinement to be weakened. Another option is to use a 'magnetic lens' to refocus 
the expanding cloud once the interaction energy has dissipated [327],
6This can be considered another manifestation of interaction-induced squeezing.
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Figure 6.19: Narrowing the momentum 
width of a condensate using interac­
tions. At a =  lOOOflo/ the interaction 
energy broadens the momentum distri­
bution during the expansion by more 
than an order of magnitude (dashed line). 
With a =  0, the momentum width is 
equal to that of the harmonic oscillator 
ground state, and does not change during 
expansion (dotted line). It can be reduced 
still further by creating a condensate at 
a = lOOOao and tuning the scattering
length to zero as the trap is switched off 
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 , ?■ , r  x t-u  • i x.-(solid lme). The simulation parameters
Expansion time (ms) are N =  106/ ^  = 2n x  {30,60} Hz.
6.5 Future directions
The apparatus used in this work was not designed for precision inertial sensing, and 
a next-generation machine would benefit from a longer fall distance and a larger clear 
aperture for the Bragg beams. The possibility of using Bloch oscillations to launch the 
condensate upwards and double the free-fall time is also worth investigating. However, 
with the retroreflection arrangement used here, care must be taken to ensure that the n  
pulse does not occur near the apogee of the trajectory, otherwise both pairs of counter- 
propagating beams will be resonant with Bragg transitions in opposite directions (see 
Section 6.1.2). The two beams could be coupled into separate fibres to avoid the need for 
retroreflection, but this would extend the path length not common to both, making the 
system more susceptible to phase noise.
Longer interrogation times would also facilitate a study of the decrease in fringe con­
trast to determine whether it is in fact due to wavefront aberrations or to some other 
effect. In either case, it is clear that the narrow transverse momentum spread of a Bose- 
Einstein condensate helps to reduce effects such as aberrations and Coriolis shifts [36,39]. 
We have also shown that interaction-induced phase diffusion will not limit the perfor­
mance of a free-space interferometer using Bose-condensed atoms. With further techni­
cal improvements, an interferometer such as the one presented in this Chapter should 
become competitive with state-of-the-art gravimeters. Other devices may also benefit 
from the use of BECs, including interferometers designed to measure the recoil velocity 
for determination of the fine-structure constant [12].
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and outlook
This thesis has presented a variety of experiments on Bose-Einstein condensates and 
atom interferometers, with particular emphasis on the role played by atomic interactions. 
The bulk of work done in atom interferometry to date has employed thermal sources. 
Condensed atoms hold great promise for improving the sensitivity of interferometers, 
largely due to classical attributes such as their high spectral density (brightness) and lo­
calised spatial distribution. These effects have been considered in detail in other works 
[40, 41]. Another crucial difference between thermal and condensed sources is the effect 
of interparticle interactions, which are substantially more important in determining the 
properties and behaviour of Bose-Einstein condensates than of thermal samples. This fact 
presents some challenges for the use of condensed atoms in interferometry: interactions 
induce excitations, systematic shifts and phase diffusion which may compromise the pre­
cision and accuracy of an interferometric measurement. However, interactions —  and in 
particular their tunability via a Feshbach resonance — also offer some exciting opportuni­
ties, including for the preparation of nonclassical squeezed states which can enhance the 
sensitivity of an interferometer. Understanding these effects will be crucial in exploiting 
the potential of Bose-condensed atoms in interferometry and precision measurement.
7.1 Summary
Feshbach resonances offer unprecedented control over the interactions in ultracold atomic 
gases. Chapter 3 of this thesis chronicles the design and construction of an apparatus 
for creating Bose-Einstein condensates of 85Rb using the Feshbach resonance at 155 G. 
Employing sympathetic cooling with 87Rb, this machine creates 85Rb BECs of up to 105 
atoms with tunable scattering length in a purely optical trap. It is also capable of pro­
ducing 87Rb condensates containing over 106 atoms. The versatility of this machine was 
demonstrated through the production of a near-ideal atom laser beam with unmeasur- 
ably low divergence and an examination of spinor condensate dynamics in the F =  1 
state of 87Rb. The modification of elastic and inelastic scattering properties of 85Rb near 
the Feshbach resonance was explored in Chapter 4. Measurements of inelastic loss rates 
in thermal and condensed samples were presented, including a measurement of inelas­
tic loss associated with a previously unobserved Feshbach resonance at a magnetic field 
of (219.6 ±  0.1) G. Such measurements are important for optimising evaporative cool­
ing of 85 Rb, as well as in constraining the parameters of molecular potentials used for 
theoretical studies of ultracold scattering physics. The effect of elastic collisions on the 
ground-state wavefunction of two-component condensates was also studied, with phase 
separation driven by strong interspecies repulsion observ ed in 85R b-87Rb mixtures. As a 
final demonstration of interaction control, the dynamics of collapsing condensates with 
attractive interactions was studied. Since the first experimental work on attracting BECs,
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a controversy has arisen over the discrepancy between the collapse times predicted by 
the Gross-Pitaevskii equation and those observed experimentally We have contributed 
much-needed new experimental data to this discussion, finding good agreement between 
measured collapse times and a simple mean-field model.
One of the great opportunities offered by the use of BEC in atom interferometers is 
the possibility of enhancing sensitivity with interaction-induced squeezing. Chapter 5 
investigated the quantum projection noise limit and the effect of interactions in a Ramsey 
atom interferometer operating between the clock states of 87Rb Bose-Einstein conden­
sates. Projection-noise-limited performance was demonstrated in a free-space interfer­
ometer based on a falling BEC of 104 atoms. This work highlighted the importance of 
the detection system in determining the precision limit of an interferometer. A numerical 
analysis of absorption imaging was performed, and established that with an appropriate 
choice of imaging parameters, it is in principle possible to measure fluctuations an order 
of magnitude below the projection noise limit on 106 atom condensates. The impact of 
interactions is most pronounced in trapped atom interferometry due to the high particle 
density, making these systems ideal for generating squeezed states as well as for study­
ing the detrimental effects of condensate self-interaction, such as mean-field shifts and 
multimode excitations. We investigated the effect of interactions in high density, in-trap 
interferometry with large 87Rb Bose-Einstein condensates. High contrast Ramsey fringes 
were obtained at short interrogation times. However, the phase sensitivity was limited by 
technical noise sources, in particular magnetic field fluctuations and the frequency stabil­
ity of the microwave source, and projection-noise-limited performance was not achieved. 
The observed decay in fringe contrast at long interrogation times was investigated using 
the spin-echo technique and numerical simulations of the Gross-Pitaevskii equation. The 
dominant effect was found to be spatial dynamics driven by the difference in interac­
tion strengths between the two interferometer states. These could be mitigated using an 
interspecies Feshbach resonance, but may also provide a means to manipulate the non- 
linearity responsible for generating squeezing.
Atom interferometers hold great promise for probing the external world through in­
ertial measurements, with both fundamental and practical applications. In Chapter 6, we 
presented a Mach-Zehnder gravimeter based on freely falling 87Rb BECs, using Bragg 
diffraction from an optical standing wave to couple vertical momentum states. High 
contrast fringes were acquired for a momentum separation of 2hk and short interrogation 
times. Large-momentum-transfer beamsplitters based on higher-order Bragg diffraction 
and Bloch oscillations were also implemented to increase the accumulated phase. The 
performance of high-order Bragg beamsplitters is presently limited by the available laser 
power. Interferometers incorporating Bloch oscillations were found to suffer from rapid 
fringe contrast decay, the origin of which is not yet understood. Finally, the role of in­
teractions in a free-space interferometer was considered. The interaction energy dictates 
the momentum width of an expanded condensate, which in turn affects the efficiency of 
velocity-selective beamsplitting. However, the decrease in density effected by ballistic 
expansion greatly lessens the interaction energy. A simple estimate of mean-field phase 
diffusion during the interferometer was presented, demonstrating that diffusion can be 
made negligible compared with the shot noise limit after a short period of ballistic ex­
pansion. Interaction-induced phase diffusion therefore should not limit the sensitivity of 
inertial measurements using freely falling, coherent atomic sources.
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7.2 Future work
The work presented in this thesis opens many avenues for further investigation in both 
fundamental and applied directions. Tunable-interaction Bose-Einstein condensates offer 
exciting possibilities for studying a variety of exotic topological and nonlinear physics; 
the collapse of attracting condensates examined in Chapter 4 is a particularly rich testbed 
for such exploration. The control afforded by a Feshbach resonance also invites the study 
of gases beyond the dilute limit with na3 >  1, allowing investigation of effects not cap­
tured in the mean-field description. Recently, it has been proposed that the 85Rb Feshbach 
resonance could be used to observe the roton minimum in the superfluid excitation spec­
trum [60], although it is not yet known how particle loss due to inelastic collisions might 
affect such a measurement. Strongly interacting condensates are offer possibilities in the 
study of novel quantum phases and universal phenomena in lower dimensional systems 
[328].
The potential of Bose-condensed sources in precision atom interferometry is yet to be 
fully realised. Undoubtedly, there are situations in which condensed atoms are unsuit­
able for interferometry, due to mean-field shifts and multimode excitations such as those 
examined in Chapter 5. In other cases, it is clear that the narrow transverse momen­
tum spread of a Bose-Einstein condensate would help to reduce uncertainties caused by 
wavefront aberrations and the Coriolis acceleration which presently limit external-state 
interferometers based on thermal atoms. In particular, the use of condensed atoms may 
enhance the sensitivity of free-fall gravimeters and interferometers designed to measure 
the recoil velocity for determination of the fine-structure constant. Many other ques­
tions remain to be answered regarding the use of Bose-Einstein condensates in precision 
atom interferometry. The work presented in this thesis has focused exclusively on pulsed 
devices, and the potential of continuous or quasi-continuous sources (such as the low- 
divergence atom laser demonstrated in Chapter 3) for high bandwidth interferometric 
sensing is yet to be explored.
A variety of techniques have been employed in this work, numerous combinations 
of which can be envisioned for future study. Perhaps the most obvious of these is the 
incorporation of tunable-interaction 85 Rb condensates into an interferometer. The s-wave 
scattering lengths in other internal states of 85Rb are not well known, but are expected 
to vary much more than in the heavier isotope due to a large difference between the 
singlet and triplet scattering lengths [240]. An internal-state interferometer using 85Rb 
might therefore be ideal for studying the engineering of nonclassical states via the one- 
axis twisting effect. Another option would be to investigate external-state interferometry 
in trapped samples. This could be achieved in the apparatus described in this thesis by 
using Bragg diffraction to manipulate momentum states in a waveguide formed by a 
single-beam dipole trap. With some technical improvements, it should also be possible 
to generate and utilise squeezing in the Ramsey interferometer described in Chapter 5, 
even without independent control of the interaction strength. Squeezed states produced 
in such a manner could then also be used in a high-precision inertial sensor incorporating 
the large-momentum-transfer techniques developed for our Mach-Zehnder gravimeter. 
Further studies in this direction are underway.
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